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Established June 23, 1H(>2.
THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS is
excepted,)at 82
every day, N.
(Sunday
A.

published

Business Notices.

Exchange Street,

Portland,

Foster, Proprietor.
Terms : —Eight Dollar? a year In advance.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS, is published at the
same p'ace every Thursday morning at $2.00 a year,1

invariably

in advance.

Rates of Advertising.—One inch of space, in
length ol column, constitute {.“square."
51.50 per square daily first week: 75 cents per
week alter; three insertions, o* less, $1.00; continufirst week, 50 cents.
ing every other day after
Hall square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one

weth., *i.ou; SO cents per week alter.
Under head of “Amusements,** $2.00 per square
per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
“Special Notices,** $1.25 per square first insertion, and 25 ct«. per square for each subsequent insertion; liau a square, $1.00 first insertion, 15 cts.
each su bsequent insertion.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press** (which has a large circulation in-every parof the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion*
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
iy JOB PRINTING, of every description, executed with dispatch; and all business
lo
the Office or Paper promptly transacted on application as above.

Dissolution of Copartnership
firm heretofore existing under the name and
style of i? LING & WHITT l-.MORE is this day
dissolved by mutual consent. Either party is authorized to use the iirm name in liquidation.

THE

ship

sty»e

HENRY FRING & CO.,
transaction of tlie wholesale Grocery, Flour

lor the
and Provision business at No. 29 Commercial street.
Ill NRY FLING,

&

ap3—d2w

MAINE,

Manafasturers of and Dealers

a

a

name

SMITH, D09TiV£LL & CO.

of

SMITH, DONNELL & CO.,

WORKERS

OF

HEAVY

Furnaces unci

MAXES or

Force Pomps aad Water Closets,

J. H.CRESSEY.
apr2—lw

Portland, March 31,1866.

L.

Copartnership

Notice.

HHHE un 'ersi med have this day formed a COPARTA NERSHIP under the name and stj le of

C. BRIGGS

L.

Wholesale

&

CO.,

Grocers,

92 Comma.cial St.,

Thonm’ Block

C opar tner ship.
undersigned have this day formed
THE
and style of
neishlp under the

a

FOLLETTE,

co.,

BENSON

DEALERS IN

.Mar

Commission

Car. •( Milk aid Li use Sts.,
IULTOS, )
pebkixs, }
PORTLAND, ME.
e. a. v. uiliox, )
cy Produce Sold on Commission.
tebl d3m

Short

Constantly

ty Consignments solicited.

No.

C.

H.

FARLEY’S.

Egohange

3S

Poitland,

Street,

"

PORTLAND, MR.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing promptOrders from out ol town solicited.

BRADBURY & SWEAT,
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
OHc« 117 Middle Street,

PORTLAND, ME.

Notice.
The suberiber will continue tlio LIVERY BUSINESS atthe old stand of C. B. Varney, No. 9 Silver
Street, where good teams may at all times be had,
fay

Sweat will bo in Washington after the let oi
January, and will attend to any business entrusted
to him, before the Supreme Court, Court oi Claims,
or any of the Departments.
dckOti

DAVIS, RESERVE, HASKELL It 00.,
Importer, and Jobbere of

Goods

Dry
F.

Arcade
DAVIS,

and

18

Woolens.

Free

iL r. hasxxll,’
E.

PORTLAND,

nov»’65dtf

_

DAVIS &

A.

CO.,

Commission Merchants,

Boraor.

Thankful ior pa t patronage so very liberally behe hopes by strict attention to the wants of
his customers, to merit the same lor ihe future.
GEO. H. MITCHELL.
March 7.1800.—-dtf

L.

formed

WISCONSIN.

CHASE, CRAlff

&

STURTEVANT,

GENERAL

For

&

Wld^sry'e

Wharl,

name

a

style of
& BURR,

and

EMERSON

ociltdtt

SHERIDAN & GRIFFITHS,
PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

Portland, March 17, 1866.

No. 6 South Street,

Portland,

tyPrompt attention paid to all kinds
line.

mh20dtl

of

Me.

Jobbing

Ie24d3m

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

Fresco and Banner

Made.

Advances

prepared to make LIBERAL
goods in transit, m store,
for sale, or shipment. Also on vessels or any other
good security.

undersigned

are
ADVANCES on

19—dtl

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.
Perilaad. Maine.

I860—dtf

a

WEthe

HARRIS &

Manufacturers and Wholeealo Dealers in

ARRIS,
J. E. WATERHOUSE.
mh30—2ml

BONdT

We shall offer to the trade all the leading
andfobby
styles as soon as issued, aud at the lowest New York
cash prices.
d2w—mh30

LADIES!

AT

Sacques, Basques and Cassocks,

A. D.

St.,

PORTLAND, ME.

Solicitor of Patents,

PORTLAND,

Aug 25-dtf

MAINE.

5# ndd 00

E.

FICKETT,

Dealer

In

Photographic Goods,

Mirrors and

Engravings.

Manufacturer of Mirror A Picture Frames
No. JS

Jmoelltf

MARKET SQUARE,
POftn.AKD. Ms.

GEORGE F. TALBOT,

Attorney

and Counsellor at Law,

Office over the Post Office, 3d Story,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

*

Mar 21—dftwGm

SHEPLEY &

Attorneys
OPFIOE

STROUT,

& Connsellors at Law,
OVEB OANAL BABE,
Middle Street.

#. .r surut.

(mhlMtf)

o

1

!

a.

rxbovt.

98

Coal,

Exchange Ssreet.

Sept

Middle Ht.r

PGRTTjANII
M '’****»”-

7—dtf_*_

J. E. FERNALD
MERCHANT

&SON,

TAILORS,

^HE
Spring Goods
FOR MEN’S AND BOYS’
And will be

pleased to receive
March 16,1866.

:

Machias, March 28,1&G6.

Portland. Said Farm contains ninety acres of land, or more, or less, to
suit buyer; well divided Into tillage,
and
wood
nasiurage
land, cutting thirty tons of hay.
Has a house, barn, Stable and out-buildings.
Has
an excellent orchard of over three hundred trees—
Mostly grafted fruit. Said Farm is one-haif mile
from the Post Office, Academy, Church, Depot
Stores.
Also, the Stock and Fanning Tools if required.
Enquire of the Poet Master at Gorham Corner.
Gorham, March 13,1S6C.—d&wtf
■

—

ol

—

_

For Sale.
Tbe Farm formerly known as the
George Small Farm, in the town of
Limington, two miles from 41 e village, and one-half a mile fr om the
Post Office, store, church and AcadIt contains one hundred and eighty acres of
emy
good land, well divide Into tillage, pasturage and
woodland. Produces fifty tons of hay. Has a large
Orchard, good two story house and ell, finished, painted and in
good repair. Good Barn and other neces
sary out-buildings.
Also Stock and Farming Tools, if required.
A. T. SMALL, on tne premises.
Apply to
February 28, 186C.
mar2d&wtl'

WEAR,

rders for same.
mht7d6w

Portland & Rochester Railroad Co.
persons entitled to Stock In the Portland and
Rochester R. R. Co., are
requested to call at the
the Company, No. 61 Middle
orttce
St., and exchange their Bonds, Coupons, and Trustee’s Receipts for certificates ol Stock.

ALLof

LEWIS PIERCE,
Treasurer p. & R. r. r.Co.
dcStl

Li yon are in want of any kind ot PRINTING
^
call at the Dally Press Oflice

New two

Very pleasantly situated hi the
town of North Yarmouth, on the
__main road to Portland, one-half mile
_S-from Walnut Hill Meeting House,
School liuuoc, Post Office and Store. Saul Farm
contains ten acres of excellent laid, well fenced,wl h
a good orchard partly grafted
fruit, and n acqueduct affording an ample supply of the best of wa<er.
The buildings consist of a good t o-storied House
and ell, with a good cellar under the whole; barn
and outbui dings connected. The buildings have all
been rece tly put in excellent repair. The property
will be sold at a bargain.
For further particulars inquire ©i (lie subscriber on
the premises.
NATH’L BROWN.
Mar 24—eod6w*
_

Farm
IJf

AaA fa New Opened to Ike Public by
8. B. HTIEWSTEK,

SKOWHEGAN* HOUSE.

Mr, Brewster would he happy
fhiends and the pnblio generally.
Parttrnd, Feb 2,1SC~..

Not

a

to meet

flfl

Rft^Saai^Ibuildingsallingood

gentlemen.
tSr'Remembcr the place, opposite Wood’s Hotel
ot

Middle and Willow St*.

XT IP

AT

felOdtf

be toned

Congress

one

selected

ol BOOTS. SHOES and RUBBERS that
CAN
found In this

stocks
con be

sold at the lowest

be

the

a

n o

C. PROCTER.

sc

April 3,1866—eod3w

H/WIW1 and Lfind in Weslbrook tor
Sale.
have for sale a good and desirably located lot
of Land, near the Morse Home, on the Graves
Hill road in Westbrook, containing 15 acres, with a
good one an 1 a half story House, in good repair; a
Barn, Shed, pk niy good water, &c. We will sell the
house, buildings, and see ac.es of laud if desired—
or the entire
property. Tho buildings are good and
in good repair. The land i good and in
good order.
The title clear—possession given at short notice.

WE

For particulars please call
on the premises, or on

on

GEO. T.

BLAKE,

AT GORHAM VILLAGE.

price, at 3M Congress Street, near Green St.

SAMUEL BELL.

DREDGE.

No. 1$ Union Wharf Portlahd, or
J. T. SANFORD, Gorham Village.
Mar 20—dim*
_

“Forest City Sugar Rel'g. Co.”
undersigned, two of the Corporators named
in the Charter granted by the Legislature ot tills
Sta e, to the “Forest City Sugar Be lining Company, *
hereby give notice that a meeting of the Corporators
of said Comp nv will be held at the Counting Boom
of T. C. Hersey, 1594 Commercial (at the Comer ot
Union St.,) in this City on Tuesday. April
loth, 1666,
at 3 o'clock P. M., to act on the acceptance ot said
Charter; For organization, and the transaction of
any other business that may legally come belore
place.

St.,

BROKEN

AND

EGG SIZE.

H. J. LIBBY. 1.
,nti
T. C. HERSEY,} Corporators.
Portland. March 24, 1866.
mh26td

Pear

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN
AND

LOBERY,

These Coals are oi the very best quality, and warranted (ogive satisfaction.
Also, 500 cords of best quality of HARD and
SOFT WOOD* which we will sel at the very
lowest price and deliver it to any part oi the city at
short notice.
t
jy Give us a call and try us.

S. ROUNDS & SON.

Trees,

power)
complete.
Second-hand Sbaf.ing and Pullies.
One new horizontal Engine (6 in. cylinder.)
One new Oscillating
Engine, (6 in. cylinder.)
Also, second-hand MU1 Gearing and Shafting.
Trenail Machines; Jack Screws.
SaP'*" AU kinds of Machinery promptly made and
repairod.
IRA WINN, Agent,
fedchhn
No. 11 U nion St., Portland, Maine.

For Sale, to close a concern.
Carleton Estate, at the corner of Congress and Carleton Stree s; meisurlng about
60 feet on Congress and about 120 feet on CarleUm oaeet, with the three-story House thereon.—

About one-half of the value may remain on mortgage
f >r a number of years. For further in ormation apSTEELE & HAYES.
ply to

For Sale.
very desirable lot of Land, sltnatod on
l'earl, between Cumberland anl Oxford St., having about seventy teet front, a d contain!, g ov,r six
thousand square teet, sufficiently large for two first-

THAT

class houses.
For particulars enquire ot DANIEL PLUMMER,
or W. O. MEANS.
Portland, March!, 1866—dtf

For Sale.
Two Fairbanks* Scales, 2nd hand
No. 7, drop lever, on wheels, capacity
25j0 lbs.; as good as new; to be sola

by

Jan 30—d3m

FOR

A

A

■

commission.

mh6dtf

Fop Sale.
BOILER 18 feet long, 42 inches in diameter, with
two flues, with front and grate bars.
IRA WINN, Ageit,
No, U Union Street, Portland Me.

Coal at Reduced Prices.
selling the VERY BEST OF COAL
WEatlor Cooking
Stoves, Parlor Stoves and Furare now

naces

$13,00 Per Ton, Delivered.
RANDALL. McALLISTER & 00.,
_GO Commercial Strecl.

Having seen and ate the fruit of the Iona Grape,we
cheerfully recommend the same as a great acquisition to onr out door grapes.
WM. WILLIS,
*• WASHBURN, Jr.
V

Hare Chance for Business.
well known
and Hnb Mill of Hobbs &
Spoke
red for sale in
THE Is now rtf
ol

Merrill,
consequence
the death of ope of the partners. Said .Mill is situated in West Falmouth, seven mile, from Portland,
contains the best machinery in use for the buslne s;
has an excellent water power, and Is favorably located for obtaining white oak and elm of the best quality, in any deai.ed quantities. Connected with the
above is a Grist Mill, with two runs of stoneB; also,
circular saws, planing machine, &c., &c., all in good
runningqrder. For particulai Inquire of J. S. HOBBS
or ALFBrD MERRILL, at Wost Falmouth.
Mar 27—d2w*

men

new

ra

the

Merchants National Bank lor inforCHAS.

March 15,186fr-dtf

PAYSON,
V

n

Cashier.

Just

needed by every house-keeper.
presss

on

receipt

ot

fifty

cents.

to

canvass

the

useful articles
Things which are

Samples

Address

sent

by ex-

LANSING & CO.jNo.56 Washington St.,
Mar 30-lw
Boston*

address

KIMBALL,

Firm of Stevens. Freeman & Co.

FOR

JS-A.

L E !

second-hand HAND PRESS for sale cheap
U applied for soon. Slso 01 Platen 20x2*.
Inquire in person at, or address Ty mail,
PRESS OFFICE, Portland, Me.
Feb 13—dtf

ONE

Dwelling:

Houses lor Sale.
The three-story Brick House, No 25 Free St,
•I and the three-siory Brick House No. 2 Cotton
ULstreet, now occupied as boarding houses,
inquire of

give

Exchange Street.

favors
I
to Portland,
I desire to caU the attention of my friends ana
GRATEFUL
to

public

since

came

>

my

s t o cjik:

Fine

and fixtures of a
stand for any business.

STOCK

,treet-

stitution,

Store; warranted a good
Apply at 364 Congress

NEW YORK and BOSTON MABKETS,
%

ap3—d2w.

Which I

House for Sale.
The story and a half House'No. 9T Clark St.
over 2500 feet of hunt.
Hi|j! with
4=Also a Man wanted to do common
y-

Gardening and Farming.
Enquire of
M*r 31-d3w

Valuable

G.

W. WOODMAN,
58Middle St.

Real Estate for Sale,

By strict application

1

am

To

Let.
Chameers to let, without board,
three minute, walk of the Post Office
at 173 Cumberland Street.

fAURNISHED

MR.

Enquire of
W. H. STEPHENSON,
April 2—tt_Second National Bank.

2vT_

SINGLE

parlors on lint floor for medical office.

HUFF,'

TO'W'IST

HOUSE I

EMERSON & BURR
this

first-class READY-

a

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,
HAT AND CAP STORE,

surpassed.

To Let.
and Suita of Booms, lurnlshed or unfurnished, to let, with or without board, at 77 Free

(hare of trade.

a

CLOTHING^
HAVE

The new FRENCH COTTAGE,
and about seven acres of land, situated on the Cape Cottage road, in
Cape Elizabeth. The house contains
fourteen rooms. The sea view is un-

At No. 317 Congress Street,
Where may he found the finest, cheapest and BEST
STOcK ol GOODS In this city, bought just at the
best time, when Gold was at the lowest it has beau
for four years, enabling us to sell from
95 to 30 per CcM. leas sham any other
dealers la Malsat.

apr2—lw*

Tents for Sale.
LOT of second-hand TENTS, suitable for making Boat Salto, Awnincs, &e. For sale cheap by
SAMUEL SABGFNT,
April 2—lw*No. 6 Portland Pier.

A

The place In Westbrook now occupied by JL
"I D. Kidder, two miles /Torn Portland, embracing
six acres of land, a house, stable and barn.
Address through P. O.
mhSdtl

ISy

Dwelling

F.

day opened
MADE CLOTHING,

For Sale.

Two

merit

Houses fbr Sale.

Brick Block of two Houses on the west
side of Cotton Street, will be sold very low.
Enquire of
E. E. CPHAM 4k SON.
March 9-rdlm

MThe

Splendid

Stock

MECHANICS’ GRANITE BUILDING.
S3TBEMEMBEB! No. 317 Congress Street.
S. EMEhSON.
M. L. BUKB.
Mar

30—did_ _“

ARA OUSHMAN & CO.,

Expressly for the

New

Horses for Sale.

AT

For Sale.
Stock and Fixture* of a Grocery and Provi*ion Store, situated in a central put ol the city.
Apply to 234 Congress St.
ap4(12w*

THE

Wants, Lost and Found.
Wanted.
in every town tn the State ot Maine to
AnsellAgent
new, convenient and useful patented article. Ladles
Gentlemen
a

wishing for a rue chance
to snake money should call on, oi address#,
J. HANKERSON & CO..
130 Middle Street,
Nov 23—dtf
Portland, Maine.

OF

BOOTS & SHOES,

DRY

Ihs Horse Railroad Stable ten or twelve good
driving and flunlly horses. Also a few good breeding '—res to be exchanged for oar horses.
April 2—oodSm

England

Retail Trade.

MARUfAOTORY, Auburn, Me.
POBimufD, Much 12,1846.

In connection with our Manufactory at
hare leased the new store

we

Auburn,

No. 40 Union Street, Portland,
where we Intend to keep a good clast of Goods adapted to the trade ot this State, nearly all of which ue
of our own manufacture and

WARRANTED!
Cases of any size and width made to order, and
forwarded with promptness.
It is our aim to tarnish our customers and the trade
with Good Sound Warranted Goods. To those who
are alreadv our oust tutors this last remuk perhaps
Is not neceseuy: to those who ue not, we would say,
“Give us a try.’’

CUSHMAN,

ABA

Mar

CHARLES H. STAPLES.
12—.(13m

_

Wanted, Agents,
Business new, light, anil agree-

IN every County.

able. It payt
cento for sample.
Held. Mass.

200per cent, profit. Scud IS
Address WM. I. UIOE, Spring

over

mn24c4w*

Stone-Cutter8

Wanted.

Immediately, twelve good Stone-Cutters to cut abutment and piei stone.
WANTED
to
JAMES ANDREWS,
Apply
Dee 27-dtfBlddeford

Wanted.
TENEMENT,

A SMALL
■iii Uy ofatthre* persons.
this office.
JUlLoiice

VjpjtA

suitable for a tamKent moderate. Refermar3-dti

Friday last, small black and ton DOG,
LOST
had
and number of street.
acobar with my
Whoever will
on

Equalization of Bounties

name

return

sahi <log,

give information
where ho maybe found, shall be
suitably rewarded.
J.
G.
,,,
RUSSELL,
ap4dlw*
No. 7 High street.
or

Wanted.

M*

or

MARSH

aT FERRIS,

MarchS—dim

For Sale.
a

particulars, enquire ot

BKNJ. KNIGHT,
Atlantic Wharf.

octlBdtt

Store to Let.
Brick Store corner Commercial and Fraoklio
rpHE
X Streets, at

Coelldge &

Merchant

AND DEALER IN

present occupied by Messrs. JeflferCo. Possession given Oct. 1st.
A. & S. E. SPRING.

I give special attention to the sale of Eastern Hay
for cargo or car load. Having had several /ear’s experience in the retail Hay business in Boston, I have
an extensive acquaintance with all dealers In the city
and vicinity, and have iacilities for quick and proiltable sales superior to most others, and assure all ui
ready sales and PROMPT RETURNS.
All kinds ol Country Produce sold at the best market rates.
cusu advances made on consignments
at
n,°?ce’ 32 South Market Street,9 Boston.
Mar 21—lm

~

STRAYED

Store to Let.
172 Fore Street. 2d door from Mru’ton St.
in Duran & Chadwick Block. For particulars en-

STORE
ol

quire

WILLIAM DURAN,
No. 8 Moulton Sb Mt,

March 11,866—dtl

*

tiie owner on Friday last, a b’aek and while
bound DOG ; had on a collar with the uv, xe :*j
name and number ol Icense.
Any information that
will lead to his
recovery will be rewarded
"JUST.
AH. GALE,

FROM

apj—dlw*

of conducting such

meetings,

and all

the other steps, till a new constitution shall
be formed and
adopted in each of said rebellious states. It will then be
necessary for the
United States to examine such new constitution and see whether it is
republican in the
American sense aad if it is, to
ratify it as such,
before said rebellious states can be
completely
reorganized and entitled to representation in

Congress.

How qre the United States to do all this?—
If this work is
appropriate lor the

executive,
belongs to the President. If this work
is appropriate for the
legislative power, then
it belongs to Congress to exercise it. But we
that all this Is the appropriate work, ot
legislature. We know that in uo instance
is any such power conferred on the President

the

exclusively. On the other hand, we saw in
the preceding article, that
precisely the same
power is conferred on Congress in inaugurating and preparing new States from the Territories, and in admi^ug them as States. “The
Congress shall have power to dispose of and
make all needful rules and
regulations respecting the territory or other property be-

longing

to the United States.” “New States
may be admitted by the Congress into th s
Union.” So, to prepare States tor admission
into the Union; to admit them into the Unioa; to examine State institutions and sea
whether

or

BOUNTY.

ADDITIONAL

ty* Applicants by mail should enclose a Stamp.
No Charge Unless Successful.

HARMON £

SAWYER,
Street.

88 Exchange
Portland, Much 26—dtf

OEJSTTI/BMEISr 1
Yon are respectfully Invited to call and examine the
NEW GOODS Juat received (Tom New York and Boston, for

OVERCOATS,

SPUING

SUITS,

—ABD—

DRESS

SUITS.

Also a tine assortment oPBOYS’ SUITS. I will make
and trim in the

Latest and most Fashionable Styles,
Ireweat Price, for Cash.
Please call and examine the GOODS and the Price.
»t
A. D. REEVES’, Taylor,
OS Exchange street.
April2—lm

LARGE

OPENING!!

FANCY GOODSAjWHOLESALE
MERRILL
Call the attention

& SMALL

«£*£*•*

newandexten-

and Wi ts Goad., Hosiery, Glove*
Cieefls. Drew Trimming., Lai.
ion. and Small Wares, kb
Them> good, being bought for cash at t; e lowest Imp-rfers and manufacturer.’ p ice., it is intei ded to
offer all the viui ty and advantage, of the best Now
York find Boston UouEes.
Fancy

145 MIDDLE
April 4,1861.—12m

republican, is a woik of legon Congress.
This is
required in relation to the rebellare

But the power does not rest on analogy or
inierence.
It is expressly granted.—
“The United States shall guarantee to every
St ate a republican form of government.”
When a Slate government becomes disloyal, arid is overthrown for rebellion, leaving no
successor, the above clause imposes a duty cn
the United States, to guarantee to the State
“a republican form of government.” It nuessarUy confers a power on the United States
commensurate with the performance of the

duty.
But Congress has power
To make all laws which shall be necessary
and proper for carrying into execution the
foregoing powers [the powers enumerated in
articie 1, section 8,j and all other
powers tested by [the] constitution
of the gevernmt nt of
the United Siuies, or in any department or #ifleer thereof.
Now here i#a power vested in the government of the United States to gusiaitee to each of the reLeilious Stat is “a republican form of government.” And by the
same Constitution Congress has express power to make all laws necessary and
proper to
carry that power into execution. It is necessary and proper to make a law determining
the qualifications of voters in the rebel States.

Therefore Congress has power to do It, and so
of all the other steps in the process of reorganization.
J. C. W.
Traveller’s Motes.

their

any bounty whatever;
all soldiers who have been in the three and nine
months services, and all soldiers who have been promoted, will fin it to their advantage to call on us
and make arrangements to obtain

8PRI.VS

they

mere

Palisadks, N. J., March 28,1866.

heirs,

And at the

HAY, GEAIN and OOUN IBY PB0DU0E!

Two-story Brick House und Lot, No. 2 Deer
THE
Street, at qrbat bargain.
For

son

Commission

E. E. UPIIAM ti SON.

mary meetings, the manner of
notifying such
meetings, the persons to notify such meetings,
the persons to preside in such
meetings, the

who have received

or

To purchase House in central part of City.—
Price 3 to $6000. Address
4—olw*
o.*'
A. B., Box 2108.

Hay, Hay, Hay.

(heir

heirs,
Soldiers,
ALLbut
$100 Boun’y
less; all soldiers,
who hare not received

a

on

require

to determine the qualifications of voters, the time and
place of pri-

wbat is
ious States.

Which for style sad finish cannot be excelled, to be
found at the UP TOWN CLOTHING HOUSE,

GOODS Stock and Stand for sale at agreat
A bargain.
Forparticulars Inquire of

27—dtf_4

elections therein,

just

of Goode l

MAOTFAOTUBSM AHD JOBBEM

Feb

of

islation aad devolves

Don’t tall to call and examine the

lOB SALE!
THRASHER & CO.
Free St. Block.

ing

then it

Mar 30—d3w

__

to

TT-P

ROOMS

1

hopes

late from the well-known House of CALL & TUTTLE, Boeton.
Mar 31. It66.
aprSdtw

Xo Let.
to let with Board, at 24 Danforth Street.
March 30—dlw

Enquire

in

and this is recognized
by Presidents
Lincoln and Johnson lioth. It will be necessary for the United States in the exercise of
ita duty to guarantee to those
states a republican form of
the holdgovernment, to

manner

N. B.-Tbe MANUFACTURING DEPARTMENT Is under the direct supervision of

Valuable Mill Property For Sale.

As

business and wants of

w. F. CEISAM.

THE

interestin a Saw Mill and Store. Will be sold
at a .Teat bargain to a good business man who can
lake charge of a Store. Apply to
LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,
ap3tf
139 Commercial street.

to

CUSTOMERS

For Sale.
Schr. Acadia, 84 torn. (0. M.) burden,
good
well found, with Salto, Anchors, and Chains, &c
For particulars Inquire of

BUmh29ffiJw?’

]

Which for Style and Workmanship will suit the most
(hstldlous.

ON

J’

prepared to make lute

am

GARMENTS,

Congress Street, No. 172; containing over four
thousand feet of land; gas throughout, furnace
in cellar, hard and soft
water, and a good garden.
Apply at No. 132 Fore Street.
mli28d3w

X within

States, and bringing it in relation
constitution, instead of the

national

As neither of said
rebellious states has any
officers or laws by which it can
inaugurate elections for the purpose of
establishing such a
constitution, the United States must of necessity open the way for establishing such a con-

Woolens!

Spring

Inaugurate new and loyal governtherein, it remains for the United States

dudoyal constitution, that reorganized the constitution of the Confederate
States of Americx
The constitution of the
Confederate
states and the
disloyal constitutions of each of
the rebel states
having been overthrown. It is
necessary that each of those states should be
organized with a new and lawful constitution
This is recognized
by Presidents Lincoln aid
Johnson both. The new
constitution most be
republican; it must rest on the consent of the
governed, on the votes of the
people, that is,
on the loyal
people of the said states. It must
not be a cousUtution
such as Louis
Napoleon
made for the people of Prance.
It must be republican in the American sense of the term.—
It must spring from the
people, and contain
provisions for governing the people
by the peoin
ple subordination to the constitution and
laws of the United States.

Street.

Tailoring Establishment
for

being

to our

■

Sept 27—dtf
a

apply at

Not. 11-dtf

or

for

warrant to

FASHIONABLE

the

Be-oreanlzedf

complete the great guarantee
by oigaaizwith “a republican
government;”—a government of the
people based on popular
elections. Each
state must have a new
constitution, loyal to
the United

CHISAM’9

No. 96

in advance.

.□« each of those states
form of

SST'Beniember! the Forest City Tea Store,

■

[fc>
tk, rilf

states to

STTC3--A.il,

Se. 86 Eicksige
April 4—dlw

,„

loyal governments re-remaining to
supply
places, and no legal power in those

ments

Selected trom

Dogr Lost.

UNITED STATES PATENT RIGHT
THE
MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
For

hand.

wo

per year

ln^
dadno

tueir

For Sale.

THREE

Occupation!

few smart, active young
holding U. S. Bonds, (the interest on
PERSONS
which is payable in gold) for $1000or upwards,
of Maine lor two
and
F>RState
who wish to deposit tJi«
where they will be secure,
introduced to the public.
may

very choice lots—centrally situated—will
be sold cheap if
pplied for soon.
Inquire at Second National Bank.
W. H. STEPHENSON.
Mch 20—dlw

GEO. L.

can

Here is

LOTS.

further particulars enquire of,

The undersigned having received the
JBfBKjjg Agency, far the sale ot PEAR TREES,
from
one of the BEST NURSERIES AT
MfOMB
I
CAMBRIDGE MASS., parties wishing
Trees of any age will be
suppled at Nursery Prices, and every Tree wan anted true to name.
IONA, ISBAELLA and DELAWARE GRAPE
VINES, at Low Pricea, and warranted.
GEORGE R. DAVIS,
B3 Exchange Bt., Portland.

notice.

mation.

Trees l

Mar 17—d3wE

C O AL.'

HOUSE

no

or various kinds, SELLING at REDUCED RATES.

Mar 26—eod6w.

Farm for Sale.
A GOOD FARM oi about To acres, about 1} mile.
xXfto
Gorliam Village, on the line of the Portland
<* Rochester Railroad,40 be sold cheap. Terms liberaL Apply to
ROSCOE G. HARDING, Gorham,
Or, H. C. BARNES, Portland.
Feb 27—dtl

on

Put up expressly torus, which
perfect satisfaction.

SALE !

FIRST CLASS country residence, situated in
V'est Poland Village. The
buildings consist of a
one story and a half house 38 x 28
feet, and au L18 x
16 feet; stable, connected, 30 x -8 feet; excellent living wafer in the house. The buildings are well finished from cellar to attic, in the moet modern
style,
and of the best material. Also, about one a^ie ot
land in a high state of cnlthrrtion, with fruit trees
shrubbery, would be a splendid location fora
good physician, there being none within seven miles.
he above plat e will be sold at a
bargnin, and on *»a-y
terms. For lurther particulars enquire of
LUTHER PERKINS,
At Megguire Hill, West Poland, Me.
Mar _
16—d&wtf

or

TUKEY & WATSON,
58 Union St.
t3T*Scaies of all kinds taken and repaired and sold

good supply of Fresh Grain,

Roasted and Prepared Coffees.

Constantly

$S,00

„

all He othr,

The United States having by
Congress and
the President in the exercise of
military power overthrown and
dispersed the usurping governments in the rebel
states, and there

a

HARRISON BAKER, Proprietor.

For Sale.

Pear

GRAPE TIRES, GRAPE VIRES.

STOVE SIZE.

QOO TONS

subscribers to the Capital

Stock of said
Company are requested to meet at the same time and
Toe

A

of

How Shall the Hebei States be

SPICES.

For Sale.

For Sale.

on

comparatively

with

Exchange Street,

C O F F E E 1

-—

opportunity

Store,

of the Pr„,

,„se

1ST Heading Matter on all Pour
Pages.

Pure Ground Spices of every variety

The undersigned be in? compelled (on acot ill headtli) to
relinquish Hotel busiInass, offers for sale the lea e and a portion
Jof the fixtures ot said house.
-iotel ranks among the first in the
country,
and
commands a large proportion of the travel. It
has one hundred
twenty-five rooms, perfectly ventilated and substantially ftirnished. Attached to the
house are Bathing Rooms,
Shaving and BHliard Saloons, &c. In connection with the house is a large
aud convenient Stable, with a fine
livevy stock. To
any one desirons of entering tbe bote) business will
find this a rare
small capital.

Tea

Also,

House.

Augusta

Terms

Opposite the Post Office.

—OF THE-

[:>!;!*!

dredge machine, constitution,
which has been undergoing repairs iu her Machinery, and the additional New Boilers, &c., is now

WHOLLY COMPLETED
and ready as soon as the Ice leaves the harbor to
commence hsr work for the
coming season, and the
undersigned desires a share of the public business.

A o. 86

Lease & Fixtures for Sale

Street.

A two-story dwelling house,
newly finished,
with stable and out-ouddings, and 1 acre of
J*M,lanl, iron ting on two streets. Price $loOO,—
Saiu buddings are within 8 minutes walk of Depot,
Post Oifise and Seminary, and are offered, at a great
bargain. For particulars inquire of John D. Lord.

Portland, March 6.1866.—dtf

Street.

BELL’S

of the beet

city, which will

on

mThe

TOWN

SAMUEL

six niiles from Portland,

bituaicu awjut
Windham Road.

new

Furnished and unfurnished rooms to let with good
board at No. 27 Willow Street.
People visiting Portland can have all the conveniences of a Hotel at much less prices, at a retired and
genieel plaoe. Also permanent board tor families and

comer

order.

superior
Looomotive Boiler.
ONEOneall
second-hand Engine and Boiler (15 horse

notel.

Forest City

./cl!

**"' mesial,OH

.

THE"

-AT

Price

Lincoln street.

Yarmouth, Mar 28, I860.

acres of good
Laud, with a good two-story BRICK
|aJL_HOU.se,well finished, and with out-

his old
dtf

on

The

IT

lffee.

6

--_

TT
TTT'ITT

Two new Houses on Franklin Street. Price,2800
each.
New two story House onNorthatreet. Price ,3,*
OOO*
A first class Wholesale and Reta'l
Grocery, on Mld<n® street. Stock at cost.
Price only ,8000.
Tne Stock,
and all property owned by
Machinery,
the Kindling Wood Go.
Factory, No. 322 Ccmmei cial
Street. Profits loo per cent.
Price ,1000. Inquire of
PATTERSON & CHADBOURNE,
April 2 —0ud2w
Room S2| Exchange Street.

Sale

for*

WESTBROOK,

Dwelling House for Sale,

thoroughly refitted, and fhmlshed la the

FORMERLY OF THE

story House

press,

Thursday Morning, April

TT

OOO.

Farm for Sale

HENRY BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
Marche—d3w

OPPOSITE CITY BUILDING.

Cor. Franklin Wharf & Commercial

Jan tstli—<ltf

!

mh29dlm

International Hotel,

them.

87 MIDDLE ST.,
prepared to SHOW AN ELEGANT STOCK

Dec 4. 1665.

Coal.

Coal,

White and Bed Ash Coal.

Maine.

^even^dc-

The tables will be furnished with the best
the market affords, and no effort will be spared for
the comfort and entertainment of guests.
Mr. E. W. B Austin, recently of Belfast, will act
os head clerk of the establishment.
A Beading Boom will be kept well supplied with
the newspapers ot the day for the use of guests.
In connection with the hotel there will be an excellent Stable, with faithful superintendence.
The old patrons aifd the public generally are invited to the EASTERN HOi<i£L.

RECEIVED and lor sale by the undersigned
at their Wharf,
JUST

and Dealers in

for

In

THE

Free burning and VERY PURE, and all kinds of

_

A.

Styles,

REEVES*, Tailor*

EGG

clothing and cloaks,
Agents for EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES
btate
of

J,

Latest

275 Tons Hazelton Lehigh,

Furnishing Goods

«m{UcYcd

haa been

TITTTTTTTTTTIT
TT
TT
TT
T
T
TT
TT

Cottage,

,4.000.

^aily

KIND S

Portland.

AN

-y-—-

Mar 12-d&wtf

M anufacturers

..x(H>neDce(/lieip

CHARLES P. MONTI NK.
Portland, Peb. 10.—dim*

Mode and Trimmed in

The

T>ry Goods, Woolens,

No. lOS Middle Street.

mHE building known as the “PORTLAND DISX TILLERY,” ineluding all the machinery, apparatus, Cisterns, Tubs, &c. contained therein, situ
ted on Canal and Beach Streets,
together with the lot
of land containing abjut 20,000
square feet.
The Machinery, Apparatus, Ac., are all in
good repair, and he water privilege is unturpassed.
An excellent opportunity is here offered or
anyone
wishing to engage in the Distilling business or tor
any other manufacturing purpose. For farther part colors enquire on the premises.
March 19, I860.—d3w
•

The

Ladies’ Spring Sacques.

April 52— lm

Orders from all parts of the State promptly filled
at MANUFACTURER’S prices.

And Gents'

lajtgalnopeiijo

STEAM

From Now York and Boston, for

Collars,

the

Green, Proprietor.

This Hotel, which has been closed for
post,
thepublic.

'-'b

A L L

elegant residence on the line of the IIorBe Railroad, in Westoruok, one mile from the city, ten
rooms, comen ed collar, hard and salt water. Lot c jntaius 21,4 nj leet. Price ¥5000.
A new French
fourteen rooms, situated on
the Cape Cot.age road, Cape Elizabeth, only a half a
mile from Cape Cottage, with seven ac esor land, and
young fruit orchard. One of the most beautiful sitos
in this country, two miles from Poi Uand. Price ,u,

Possession given immediately.
For sale, apply to

respectftilly invited to call and examine

STATE OF MAINE,

LAW,

*

MAINE.

_

«
Oct
24—dtl

-AT

Patent Eaamelled

Gray's

Vf

NEW GOODS) Jest Received*

Clothing

Agents for

John L.

2fo. 363

*

Made

m

Boot. Shoe& Rubber Store,

PORTLAND, ME.

MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS OF

Ready

MACHIAS,

Exchange Street,

(Below Merchants’ Exchange,)

R.

LEWIS, ROLLINS &

Repaired in
mar3d3in

HARRIS & WATERHOUSE,

jobbings Hats, Caps and Furs, and ta'ien the
lflixchange street, (below Merchants’ ExF.

of all kinds Cleansed and
and at short notice.

HOTELS

EASTERN

most elegant style,

FOR SALE
By WM. BROWN, No. 91 Federal Street.

JOBBERS OP

COUNSELLOR

Distillery

This excellently located Hotel has been

Second-Hand Clothing,

YOUthe

Molasses!

S A L.E.

count

for Sale.

Consisting ofthiity

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Clothing
good style,

and

Q/~V HHDS. Choice Muscovado SUGAR.
OU 348 Hhds. Choice Muscovado MOLASSES.
84 Tierces Choice Muscovado
1 BMb. Choice Muscovado
3 Pieces Mahogany, for sale by
* fce“‘r“* Wfcarl.

397 Commercial St, 47 & 49 Bench Street,

for
store No.

change,) Portland.

Sugar

Leathe <fc Gore,

are

Successors to G. L. Storer tf Co.,

WILLIAM H. CLIFFORD,

GORE’S

Wholesale Grocers Throughout the State.

copartnership under

WATERHOUSE,

Ill Commercial St.

TRINID 4 D

cash

Deerin«, Milliken & Co.,

Work executed In every part ol the State.
luneldtt

LEATHE A

riiHE Copartnership hereto ore existing under the
1 name of >. ^ .| \ CKSt> i\
will be continued alter this date under the style of

JVos. 141 & 143 Middle

Painter,

Having recently enlarged and erected NEW
WORKS, containg all the modern improvements, we
are enabled to furnish a supply of Sea,, of the
Beet Qualities, adapted to the demand, for Expart and Domestic Consumption*

No. 12

PEKKINS, JACKSON & CO.,
Wholesale and retail dealers in LUMBER, COAL
and WOOD, Sawyer’s Wharl, foot of High Street.

Muscovado Molassee, cargo ol
TCS. I Brig “Frank E. AUen,” now
landing at Central wharf, and for sale by
GEO. S. HUNT,

FOR

Miscellaneous.

S,liATB!r» 08 K*cha««e S«.
March 8—dtf

Molasses!

partment.

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices!

Hats, Caps and^Furs,

CHURCHILL, BROWNS & MANSON.

tor

STTJ000 AND MA81I0 WORKEBS,

HmMette

LOOK AT THIS!

the purpose of selling BEADY-MADE CLOTHING, and UENTLEMEN’S FURNISHING GOODS,
in Mechanics’ Building, No. 317 Congress Street.
S EMERSON,

Successors to Joseph Gray & Co.,

FXa-A.STERER,S,

mu,

copart-

For

Portland, Mb.

oak and

March 26-dtt

have this day formed

undersigned
THE
nership under

Pec 21,

we

SOLD BY ALL THE

Notice.

Copartnership

Jan

■

STEAM REFINED SOAPS 1

SONS,

LUTHEB DANA,
LUTHEB W. DANA,
FRANK J, DANA,
fc22tf

Fortland, Feb. 11.1866.

THE

SODA, AND AMERICAN CASTILE,
All of SUPERIOR QUALITIES, in packages suitable f r the trade and tain iy use.
Importing direct our chemicals, and using only the
best materials, and as our goods are manufactured
under he personal supervision of our senior partner,
who has had thirty years practical experience in the
business, we therefore assure the public with con-

copartnership

a

the transaction of a

March 20,1666.

Commission Merchants,

city.

JIarch27,*W^ ^d3^°'

name ot

DANA

have this day formed
name and stvle of

Feb 34—adm

our

have

COP Alt TXEBSHIP.

MILWAUKEE,

DAVtet COLBY,
)
and 8« La Salle Street, j
)
aucogo, IU.

in

Notice.

Copartnership

84 MICHIGAN STREET,
M

ftttiBtiflSPiM

Copartnership Notice.
MB

Muscovado

CHEMICAL OLIVE,
CRANE’S PATENT,

dence that

stowed,

Street,.

CHAPMAN.

J.

prices

M. L. BURR.

Mb.

It Union Wharf,

March 23, 1866.—<13w*

within a few rods of
Rochester Railroad Depot,

For Sale and to Let.

j

__

OLEINE,

dis-

Grocery and Fishermen's Outfitt ng Business,

STU000 AND MASTIO WOAKEES,
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts.,

r™.™?*’ {

-viz:—

NO. 1,

GEO. H. MITCHELL,
F. F. WALKER.

PLABTERER9,

y attended to.
Mar 22—dtt

REFINED SOAPS,

EXTRA,
FAMILY,

was

under the llrm
THE

ORNAMENTAL

mhSd^m

of

undersigned

BOSS & FEENY,
PLAIN AND

WOULD

Mitchell is alone authorized to sign iu liqui-

dation.

PORTLAND.

March 17—d3m*

JOHN D. LORD,

GORE,

solicit the attention of the trade and
consumers to their Standard Biands of

A. M. BENSON.

Dissolution I

at ftJr

WATCH-MA K'E'R,

Sugar.

340 Hhda. 1 SIERRA MORENA MOLASS64 Toa. f ES, lor ale by

Mareh 22—<13w

STEAM

WHARF.

i, 1866.

March

firm

IRA BERRY, JR.,

Havana
ALSO,

Boxes

328
HHDS. I
35

soaps !

LEATHE &

lowest mat hot

WALKER & MITCHELL
solved Jan. 20th, 1866, by mutual con^nt.
THE
Geo. H.

It jfers, by permission* to Messrs Messrs. Lowell &
Se iler; Oerrish Si Pearson; John Dennis & Co.;
Clirk Head Si Co. Portland Me.
no.8dGm

AT

MILLS

imi\i:i>

on

Norfolk, Va.

DARKER.

S T E -A. Fsfll

WOOD,

hand and for sale at the
delivered in any part of the city.
on

E. B. HOUGHTON.

Office—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf,

665

and Molasses.

And Satisfaction Guaranteed in all Cases.

Business,

for the sale of all kinds of

BERLIN

EV Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold
Northern account.

_

ding

HARD AND SOFT
rates,

Commission ^Forwarding Merchant

Notice,

Ill Commercial Street.

Sugar

A fi BUILDING LOTS
tho Portland and

at Cumberland Mills, 5 miles from the
cityi These
lots vary in price from $50 to
$350, on very a commodat ng terms to the purchaser.
As Boon as the P. & R. Railroad can be
put In
thorough repair a Dummy Car will run to the above
named village fbr the accommodation of those who do
business in the
Also, 2 acres of land on which is a large two-story
house, extensive out-buildings an barn, which may
be repaired and made into a Hotel or
boarding-house,
at a moderate outlay.

_

GEO. 8. HUNT.

Hanover St.

36

SALE.

Farm for Sale.
Pleasantly situated one half mile
from Gorham Corner, 9 miles from

PRIME

March 27—d3w

FOR

recommended.

) CLAYED MOLASSES, qar3» TIERCES, I go brig “Moonlight,” bow
at
Central Wharf, and For sale by
landing

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY,

C.

Spruce, Pine and Hemlock Lumber, Laths,
Clapboards, Shingles, &c.

HENRY R. WORCESTER,
general

Forwa

and

And

A K.
3. r.

as

CLAYED MOLASSES !

16—dtf__

No.

situation ol our lands. &c.
Parties wishing to buy lands ta stock Companies
^ith will be liberally dealt with.
For further particulars and circular
address, with
stamp enclosed to pay return postage,
ANDREWS, ELLIS & CO
Box 143 Bothwell, Canada West.
Office in Exchange Building.
mli7dtf

*—

PRODUCE,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

SOUTHARD,

Portland, March 16th, 1866_3w

GLOVES,

N. B.—Special attention paid to cleaslng Bed and
Mattress Ticks.
Not 4—dtf

HOUGHTON,

For the transaction of a general

Groceries, Ship Stores,
AND

c£

L.

acres

Best Oil Lands in Canada West,
Situated in Both well and vicinity.
Fainted maps, of our lanu* tor sale or to
lease, w*ll
oe sent any aadresB on
receipt oi two dollars, showing
the

Flour,

Ladies’ & Children’s Underflannels,
409 HHDS.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.'

name

&

this market.

in

Extra and bigbeet Family Superior, for sale by

common

markets constantly arriving.
All Floor warranted to prove

HOOP SEIBTS AND CORSETS,

At

copart-

best

Quincy,

No. 78 Commercial Bt.
U. B.—A large variety of tbe moot desirable
brands obtainable in the Western and Canadian

Got up in the Best Possible

9

Now acknowledged

W.

^

GENTS’ LINEN
Manner,

Portland, April 2,1866.—2w

200 Bbls. Castle

>

LINEN

CHARLES E. HUMPHREY.
IVORY S. BEAN.

GOOD FLOUR,
GOOD BREADI

1064 Bbls. Western Flour,

of all kinds WASHED and CLEANSED
without injury to the finest fabrics.

LYMANth BRIGGS,

Plated Cocks*

B.

Hall,

&

28—d3wj

Incudlng

Maine.

THE

,

Embracing all grades from No. 1, to choicest Superior.

Congress

HOSIERY AND

Flour and Provisions.

IllLTON

Chase, Rogers

1005 Bbls. Canadian

Portland,

Is this day dissolved by mutual consent. Either partis authorised to use the firm name in liquidation.
LYMaN C. BRIGGS.

PORTLAND. ME.

_

Just received and for sale by

Mar

10 to 25 Cents.

CRESSET,

And Dealers in

TT'VERY description of Water Fixtures lor DwelJCJ ling Houses, Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops.
&c., arranged and set up in the best manner, and ail
orders in town or country faithfully executed. AJ
Xlnds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PiPEB, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS ol all deecriptiotui.
aurfeitf

50 Bbls. Northern Clover Seed.
lOO Bushels New Hampshire Tim-

61 Commercia Street.

St,

NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,

W&im, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

Wear.

331

j

PORTLAND, MAINE.
April 2nd, 1866.
apr3dlm

ner

PLUMBE R!

SO Tierces “Boddi’s” Lard.
“
“
100 Bbls.
“
60 Bbls.
Mess Fork.

EASTMAN BROTHERS.

Nos. 93 & 95 Commercial Street,

BRIGGS &

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

& Silver

fe!4dtf

name

toves.

Spring

White ALL WOOL FLANNEL 35 Cent*.
A few mor. of those all Linen Army Sheet) tor
•
HO.
A oomplete and £ neral assortment of HOUSEKEEPING GOODS at the lowest market* prices.

heretofore existing between
THEtheCopartnership
of
subscriber, under the firm

ty Orders from the Country respectfully solicited. Job Work done to order.
aug9dtl

Bowls, Brass

Prints,

IRON.

Sole Agents In Portland fbr the Celebrated

Magee

American

Dissolution.

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantitle, to suit.

LINE OF

129 Middle Street.

WHOLESALE GROCERS,

0 so king, Office and Parlor Stoves,
And

SMITH,
DONNELL.

“Danria,’’ Canada X X X.

subscribers oJer for sale fire thousand
of the

othy do.

COVERS—Every Variety.

WOOLEN GOODS, for

undersigned have formed copartnership for
THE
the transaction of Wholesale Grocery Busines,

in

FURNACES, RANGES,

300

LINEN DAMASK and
TABLE

BOSE’” c'“""

800 .rtxT.mTE
Mbla.

BEAUTIFUL STYLES

¥. A
W. E.

No. 35 Exchange Street,

lot ot

COTTONS!

A NEW

Copartnership.

SON,

PORTLAND

new

Fine, Medium and Heavy Brown and Bleached

WM. G. SOULE.

Portland, April 2,1808.

entire

an

Let.

Choice Oil Lands for Sale.

Flour, Pork, Lard, Seed!

DeLaines and Ginghams,

undersigned have this day formed a copartnerFpHE
A
under the name and
of

under the

NOYES

Notice.

Copartnership

I

Rick Dress Goods!

STEPHEN W HI ITEM ORE.

Business Cards.
N.

Have ju*t received

For Sale and to

^Merchandise._

:

HENRY FLING.

pertaining

A.

Miscellaneous.

STREET,
POBTLAHD, Mg,

To the Editor of the Frets:
You will not understand the above
quite literally; as If on this windy March
I were

day
writing on the summit of that lofty wall lining the west bank of the Hudson from Fort
Lee to Piermont.

On the contaary, I

am

sit-

ting at ease in a pleasant mansion in one of
the growing villages on the line of the Northern Railroad of New
Jersey, part way up the
slope of 400 feet in two miles, from the Hackensack river and marshes, to the ridge overlooking, and in places overhanging the Hud*■
From that elevation the view is surpassingly fine. From the village-crowned hills of
Yonkers down to the Battery at Brooklyn
of Manhattan IsHeights, the whole length
land is before you, with glimpses of the East
River and Long Island through tbe Harltem
river valley, spanned by the High Croton

son.

Ajueluet.

The steamers and sloops on the Hudsor,
hundreds of feet below you, look 1 ke toy vessels, or a moving panorama; while every few
moments a train on the Hudson R. R., dashes
up or down on the opposite bank.
At this point an avenue 100 feet wide Is
laid out from the Northern R. R. of New Jeroy, about a dozen miles from Its terminus at
Jersey city, extending partly through a dense
forest, a mile aud a half to the summit of the
Palisades. Elegant mam ions already peep
out from among those natural parks quite up
to the heights, where a wall is to be leveled

aid enclosed, IVimUbing such a promenade as
nowhere else be found.
So wild have these grand old woods been
suffered to remain, even in sight of the great
commercial metropolis, that rattlesnakes and
copperheads—the latter the genuine N. Jer-

can

II

J_

—

J.

.1.1-_

harbor
locations may for an indefinite penod,
found in pleasure
some animals not usually

grounds.

to facilitate access from

it has been proposed
beautiful spot,
the city to this romantically
a long'pier, under tbc
to
running
steamers

by

stump speech

passengers

Think of that, ye weak heads which swim at
the mere

thought cf looking down,

half that

have ever

city
annually visiting
seen or even heard of a panoramic view well
worth a long journey to be enjoyed.
ing

the

twenty-four l^urs

Reconstruction of Society in North Carolina.
If any of our readers are in doubt, whether
of Congress is needed to define
the

legislation

rights of

and vindicate the civil

invite their attention to the
davit aud exhibit, published at
we

the

freedmen,

following affiNorfolk, Va.,

State of Virginia,'
Tatnif.
j
City oi iVoruiK,
2CtU
of
On this,
day March. 1866, personally
appeared before mu, a Nolaiy Public in and
for the city and State aforesaid, John Carter,
1

aged 45 years, note a resident of Nansemond
County, Va., but formerly of Gates Co., N. C.,
who, being duly sworn, doth depose and say,
that he was held as a slave by a white man
named Alexander Carter of said County, until
freed by the rebellion and the President’s
Proclamation of Emancipation.
Deponent states that Le was forced by said

Alexander Carter to work for him on his farm
in said Gates Co., against his will, for which
work deponent has to this time received no
compensation whatever.
Deponent states that about the 1st of January last past, he was forced by said Alex. Carter to make his mark to a so-called c6ntract
(see copy ot so-called contract hereto annexed,) in presence of a man named O. B. Savage,
formerly Sheriff of said Co., hut who now pretends to be an attachee of the Freedmen’s Bureau, and who states that he is worki g under orders from the Freedmen’s Bureau, at
Edenton, N. C., and that said Savage acted as a
witness to the so-called contracts as will be
seen by reference thereto.
Said contract was
written out by said Savage at the instance of
and
said Alex. Carter,
tho name of Penny
Carter inserted therein asemployer.
slates
that
he
offered his services
Deponent
for the sum oi 875 per annum, to be paid
monthly as each inoath expired. Deponent
states tnat said offer was not acceded to by
the so-called employed Deponent states that
he was forced by said parties to work against
his will for the sum ot 83 per mouth as stipulated in the so-called contract.
Deponent
states that he, supposing the, contract to be
to
tbe
rules
and
according
regulations of the
Freedmen’s Bureau, went to work and performed his part of the contract for the months
Of January and February of this year, (1866;)
that he worked faithfully, lost no time
by idleness or absence, but for said time received
from said Penny and Alexander Carter no
pay
whatever, for ins above mentioned service and
has not even to this day.
Deponent states that seeing that his so-cailed employer had failed to comply with the socailad contract, that he (deponent) left said
Jenny and Alexander Carter and proceeded to
said Nansemond Co., Va., and is now
supporting himself and family. Deponent states that
said O. B. Savage, has been visiting many of
tjie colored people of said Gates Co., and has
forced them to sign or make their mark to
contracts purposing to bind said colored people for a small compensation to the white people. their old masters, against their will.
Deponent states that none of the above
named colored people (as far as his
knowledge
extends) have received any compensation
whatever for theii work of last .year, nor for
the months ot January and February last
past.
Deponent states that the colored people makes
no resistance whatever to the
of
proceedings
said Savage, they supposing that the so-called
orders emanate from the U. S.
Militery Government or Freedmen’s Bureau, at
Edenton,
c.
Deponent states that some 15 persons composed a patrol or mounted military police
armed and equipped; said patrols stili
wearing
tire rebel grey, and are part of a rebel
cavalry
company formerly commanded bv Capt. Diek
Barnes, of said County. Said patrol are the
same as referred to by a colored man in bis
statement of the 12th of February last.
(Sfe
True Southerner oralarch 8th.,)
Deponent
states that said patrol is commanded
by a
white man named Capt. Dick Briscoe, ’late of
the rebel army.
Deponent flates that said
Briscoe took from him hi3 daughter named

they

were

Effect
the

of the
who was

NOrth,
ing arrangements

VIOLATION

Veto.—A capitalist from
in the dty last week mak-

to invest some

$25,000

OF* 8 OLDIE us’

or

OBA.VE8,

be allowed to visit the spot where their
friends
He, for this would be trespass upon the land
owner and might offend the
generotis spirit of
Southern chivalry and retard

reconstruction.

PUBLICATIONS.

as

Stout of;Kenaett, By Bayard Taylor. One
A olume

Tub

Hpughton.
sensa-

fnhh.ni70rk t,e“

WoMoTof £.”cSK?"iu4
s>

nmIL1

half "’tte
L

will^reat

outline,
‘Story of Kennett,,’ referring the reader, ibr this, to
e book itself.
The plot, though simple, is well
wrought out, and the
interest, never other than quiet,
a

JordaD M Carter, ISeai.l
Mark

Witness—0.45. Savage.

,i

Blander Hefutad.

The

following

communication appeared in

yesterday’s Argun, and tells its

own

story:

Editor:—My attention Iras been called
tn^r'
to
a communication
in the “Argus” of 30th
Sh'P Owner,”

in which the writnu«oy liave

M<Sra LvZbTn* extP,‘ieight

EngUshfe’Udu„Cn°g’tre1v«
VrenWh
w*
say
member
rhUty uwf
me

to

that as

a

*

of

Messrs. John Lynch & Co. 1
attended
business of chartering theii vessels'Hi f be
April 1861 to 1865,1
foreign ports (mos ly to the Island of plfe}
more than one hundred
and sixty
1

j? *’®^n 0f,wh‘ch

chaiHrld “Ld io^edT
vessels_or?
saile under
foreign

freight

eign vMsels

te® Lilian ves^k^SPr

freight”

to

*° tbore forthe preference

byafofferoPLr
desert the flag

cannot saythatl did it.

fl.-HPl

of his countrv

"pei.bg ^

h

HP~Froa‘their frequent appearance in the
tCw“D“ ,hatl,aper’ London”,ed to bcheve
we

alZHniail0r*0f

63?“Europe

debating

savants are
the proposition of M. Voii
CKunpach, who has issued

several books and
pamphlets'arguing that the
earth is not a compressed but a

soid;
an

prolate ellip-

in other words it has not the
orange, hut of a lemon.
or

figure

of

53?“Eour hundred people were witnessing a
school exhibition in the second story of the
village schoolhouse at llulwanago, Wis., recently, when the floor gave way and abdht half
the audience were precipitated to the first floor
which also gave way and let them down into
the cellar. Strange to say, no lives were

lost,

though many were hadly bruised, and Freder-"
iek Patterson had a
leg broken.' Those left
above were taken down through the windows,
with the aid of ropes and ladders, and those in
cellar helped up in the same way.
6^” The Richmond (Va.) Republic asserts
that it is a fact “known to
everybody that
throughout Virginia, and all through the South
ladies who were the recognized leaders of society have betaken, themselves to the needle
for the support of their families, and are toil-

ing industriously

and

,cd t0

follies wl

tlle enc|.

The reader will find hers
and telling hits at popular

XZS*."**

o^m„“Khedd
e^hu"^

Th~’" «*

a“empt “ ronlaI*tic effect which were
Godfr^‘"
But regarded
"
°f V,ewall
which goes to make up a wen
think- the “Story of
superior to either of Mr. Tavl0,Js n- pionounoed
If not ambitious in design
caution it yet has a wonderful fiavor
of Individ,
about it, and it, fresh ana vivid
of
life
of
American
which
has
phase
never before f
d
a painter, would give it a degree oi
even
were Us other merit, less positive than
they are it
is a book which cannot fail to increase the
already
high reputation of its author; and it compels us to
declare that it Mr. Taylor is not the “great American novelist’’ whose
advent has been predicted, he
certainly comes nearer to it than any writer with
w hose works
we are
acquainted, and his chances ol
aChieV“g tbai’ position are by no means

i^mf

/‘Jubn

orespeehui/SkL tT*8-

IIiT

define^ I
interest

sumuat0l3r

Davis Brothers have
the book ibr sale.

are

are

nentlv
nently attached to the editorial staff Perrnaof the

five

mUeslng!

" “

*** °f r''Ch 016 thh'ty‘

5^“It is asserted on good authority that
nearly a million dollars .will change .hands in
Connecticut on the result of Monday’s election.

Emery.
Sch Lookout, Lane, Baltimore

vant.
Sch

Sons.

—

Ross <&

Sou

Emeline, Farnham,

Damariscotta

—

This excellent

Remedy is an infalliblocure for Deaf-

Discharge from the Ear, and Noises in the
Dead.
■This wonderful Eegetable Extract has been the
means of
restoring thousands to their hearing, who,
after trying everything and
everybody, had given up
hoping ever to hear a ain.
It opperates like a charm
upon offensive discharges from the
EAR, no matter what may have caused
it, or how long standing.
Noises in the head disappear under its influence

ness,

11 by magic.
Price, $2.00 a Bottle. For salo by'all Druggists; at
wholesale by G. C. CIOODWIN <B CO„
K°-* Hanover St., Burton.
Feb 21—ssrd&wly

as

SHINNEE fS

PULMONALES

Curo Coughs, Colds, and Influenza.
SKINNER’S PULMONALES
Cure Sore Throat and Houseness
SKINNER’S PULMONALES
Relieve difficult Breathing.
SKINNER’S PULMONALES
Cure Whooping Cough in Children.
Public Speakers and Singers And them effectual for
vuk'a: Prepared by E. M. SKINNER,
ArBaf?nirtfei
M. D., 27 Tremont
Street, Boston.
Sold by lL H. HAY* Druggist, PortlandJanuary 31,1865.
eod&weow 3m

SPECIAL NOT1CES.

and ere long producing permanent sickness
and premature declino. Nor is it pleasuut to consul:
a physician for the relief of these various delicate aifeettons, and only upon the most urgent necessity will
a true woman so far sacrifice lier greatest charm *g
ti do this. The sex will then thank us lor placing in

HgOTHJlAY, March
Wilgbt, and Northern

and as cheerfully in their vocation as if they had been bred to it from their
childhood- Not only this, but in many instances they have performed'the household
duties,
the cooking and other work, once
exclusively
doge by their paouial*.” All this was done

by

Northern ladies equally refined long
ago, only
they never boasted of their industry
&3?“A “geriuine, unmistakable case of cholera” is reported as having oecured at Mobile.,
6^“Can anybody tell why Texas is omitted
in the list of States, in which the President declares the insurrection has come to an end.
63?“The Boston Post mentions it as a remarkable fhjit, that daring the dozen /ears or

of the publication of the Albany Statesman, the Evening Journal never by the slightest allusion to the paper or its editor,
recognized the existence of its rival.
Colenso
has
63?”Dr.
been formally excommunicated at Natal.

I was induced ta purchase one bottle of Wistai 's Balof Wild Cherry, which benefited him so much I
obtained another bottle, which in a short time restor-

sam

ed him to his usual health.
T think 1 can safe ▼
comment! this rea>edy4o others La itfcz. .cmiiti,...

gress. We are remitted now, they say, to the
ttatus quo antebellum. That would ba true if
the President’s proclamation could abolish the
fact that there has been a war I
SEtf-The Argus admits the election in Connecticut of “Hawley, the radical candidate
by
a
majority of 500,” but declares that this result
is a “virtual defeat” of that
Just
as you
party.
please, neighbor. A succession of “defeats” of
this kind will, we imagine, be
quite satisfactory
to the “radicals.”

SETH W.

meaning

might not bi1 perfectly intelligible. It appears
that the fear was well grounded.
The Argus
declares that the Star has taken “conservative
and sound” Democratic
ground, which wo believe to be impossible.

63?“Mr. Wendell Phillips has issued a call
for a meeting of tfie
Anti-Slavery Society at
Dr. Cheever’s church, in New
York, May 8.
He says “the rights of the
negro are today in
more fearful peril than at
any time since the
first tire on Sumter.”
{££F‘~Aii Ohio soldier, disabled in both
arms,

has learned to write
pen in his mouth.

intelligibly holding

his

fc3T*The Treasury Department has learned
-that at some ports large quantities of bottles
of essence of ginger, tincture of
camphor and
other essences and tinctures are
entered, which
are almost entirely filled with
alcohol, the object being to practise a fraud by evading the
on foreign liquors
The Secretary has
issued a circular calling the attention of the
officers of customs to this matter, and

duty

them to extra

diligence.

urging

*

Serious Accident in Cumberland. — Aa
Mr. Amasa S. Sweetser of Cumberland Centre
was engaged in
repairing a mill dam on Monday last, his leg was
horribly crushed between
the edges of two
heavy blocks of granite wiiich
111 together with
great force. The bones and

flesh were

so

extensively crushed and mangled
that amputation was found
necessary, which
was performed on
Tuesday, by Dr. J. M. Bates
of Yarmouth, assisted by Dr. Wm.
Osgood of
North Yarmouth. Mr. Swectsir is now considered to be doing well, and there is a
prospect of his final recovery.

good

The world is challenged to produce a compound of
equal efficacy and safety.
»*, Prepared and sold by AMBROSE WARREN,
Botanic Druggist, No. 1 Granite Block East Market
Square, Bangor, Me.
n,I4sKd&w6m

ARMY ITCH.

FOWLE & 'SON,
18 Tremont Street, Boston.

And for sale by all Druggists.

DR.

DUPONOrS

felT’fifiSNcodfteowly8
An

GRACE’S

cases

IN ANY

-m---i-r—

The

FRANuiscu—Ar 2d inst, ships Good Hope,
Morton, Morton, New York.
MOBILE—Cld 2lttib, sch Fanny Elder, Shea, ibr
Havana.
FERNAND IN A—Cld 24th, sclis Zampa, Johnson,
Cardenas; 26th, Rising Sun, Jones, Boston.
__SAVANNAH—Ar 28th, ship Gov JL&ngdon, Weeks,
New York; sch Czar, Hammond, Boston.
Ar 29th, schs Mary Patten,
Turner, Boston; Sarah
Wooster, Leland, New York.
NORFOLK—Af 29th, brig Roamev, Crabtree, New
York; 2d, sch Maryland, Foster, Portland tor Baltimore, (wi'h loss of deck load ol hay.)
AJuTIM^KE—A*
**^8 Chas Heath, Wyman,

Miller,

swellings

and

UR CHARLES’ LINIMENT.

JiOitf ftrictly and

infla-

FSr

CENTS A BOX.
(Sent by maffipoBt paid tor 35 cts.)
Wo

SON,FEOFBIETOMS,

80

Tkxmont St., Boston, « »
RF'Sold by Druggists and dealers generally,

Wholesale and Retail, by
BURGESS, FOBliS A CO.,
CHuter al Agents,
Commercial Street, (TAomas Block,)

decZIdtfs N

Portland, Me.

leb 17,186ff—SNcod&eowlyS

s

ENTER INTO AND COMPOSE

hair

Waste

your

GREASE,
it
Buy

Box of the

one

Penn’a Salt

Co.’s

Sth Fob. 1839.)

LYE!

-1-A

fe

M

SS&Dr.

V

O

A L

I

W. It. Johnson,

to 13 1-3 Free St.
Second House from H. H. Hay’s
Apothecary
Store.
mar28nd&wU

TJY1

cents.

THE-

generative

the

more

Bark

Mo. 80 Middle Street.
A. S. DAVIS.

Ely Dr. Tibbetts’ Physiological Hair Regenerator. This article is unequalled in intuih-

on

Friday afternoon,

at 3

58

o’clock,

at

N > 21 Gray street. Relatives and friends are invited
to attend.
In FarmingdaU March 17, Mrs Sarah T, wile of
GreenJeaf R Robinson, aged 56 years 8 months
In B&th, April 1, Jas H
Tallman, aged 28 years.

IMPORTS.

S1C MERIT.

_

11 will not sol 1 the finest fabric.
Is neat, clean, and highly perfumed.
It wiU positively restore the whitest or
grayest hair

orignal pul or.
Will purify t he head from humors and dandruff.
As a dressing is hewitcliingly desirable.

to its

Every bottle is warranted or money refunded.
TEBBKTTS BBOTHEBS,
Proprietors, Alanclicster, N. H.
Sold by W. W. WHIPPLE and W. F. PHILLIPS,
Portland, and by all Druggists.
ja22sN3m*

For Sale.
BURT Ati LOT IN

EVERGREEN CEMETERY, (Westbrook.)

One ot the most deeirablo location in Section E.—
Said Lot is numbered 123 and loO, adjoining Messrs.
<-'• W. Uobincon and Buflis L).
Bean’s, aud is very
handsomely laid out.
For ftirther information as to price, &c.,
Address.
“EVERGREEN,”
Transcript Office, Boston, Mass.
Boston, March 13.
mh17d&wsxtf
O. W. ATWELL,

ADVERTISING AGENT,
Junction Middle and Free
Sts., up stairs.
IFAdvertisement received lor all papers in the
State of Maine.
mh27’G«SNdtf

Colgate's

Aromatic

Vegetable Soap.

A superior Toilet Soap, prepared tlrom refined
Vegetable Oils In combination with Glyceriae,
and especially designed for the use of Ladies and
for the Nursery. Its perfkme Is exquisite, and its

washing properties unrivalled.
gists.

April 4, Capt Nathan Barker, aged

For sale by all Drug-

felO’SCsitdly

CARDENAS. Barque Sarah B Hale—364 hhds 53
molasses, to J B Brown & Sons: 3 bbls do

tree 2 bbls
master.

Barque Andes—432 hhds 41 trea molasses,
Sons; 6 bbls do, master.

Brown &

to

JB

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS.
NAME

FBOM

FOR

DATE.

Columbia.New York..Havana..April
Australasian. ,.,.,.New York..Liverpool_April
City ol Dublin-.Now York.. Liverpool_April

Moravian.Portland-Liverpool_April

FahKee.New York..Havana.April
IV

ashlngton.New York*Havre.April
Hansa.New York. .Bremon... .April

4
4
4
7
7
7
7
11

China....Boston.Liverpool_April
Henry Chauncey..New York. .Califbmla. ...April 11
Damascus..Portland-Liverpool_April 14
Vera Crus.New
York.. Vera Crux..
Bavaria.New York. .Hamburg

15

York.. Liverpool_April 18
orsioa.New York. .Havana.April 21
New York.New York..
AspinwaU_April 21

<

Miniatare

Almanac.April 3.
rises.5.361 Moon rises.11 38 PM
| High water. 2.15 PM

FORT

OF

Alonzo W. Sawyer, Edward Field, /Andrew
Jones and Albert Trundy.
While th ey were

they were at

l.

unpaid,T..

1,632,423

cure

deposited to scDeposits,.

637,S94 01

**■•*■**.
Cash Items,.
Due from other Banks^T.
Circulating Notes of State Banks,.
Legal Tender Notes. 65,201 00
Compound Interest Notes,. 80,00000

115,201 00

$1,632,423
Apr5—dlt

pected.
OF

—

THE

—

First National Bank of Portland,
On the Morning of the First Monday of
April, 1860.
LIABILITIES.

Capital Stook,... $680.000 00
Circulation,. 466,770 00
Deposits,.......
470,494 78
Interest Deposits,.
130.250 77
Dividends unpaid.■a',.
2.424 72
United Slates Deposits. 41,504 t>7
Due to other Banks,. 3S2O47 01
P104**.---.
154,880 30

new!

United States Securities

To secure Circulation,.
528,000 00
Deposits,....'. 25,000 00
Other U. S. Securities,. 281,994 87

Specie.
1056 20
Compound tnterest Notes......I... 7o’,000 00
Lawful Money,. 49,260 00
$2,138,442

PORTLAND.

Wednesday, April 4.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Damascus, (Br) Watts, Lieyrpool 22d
via Londonderry 23d.

undersigned having purchased
rpHE
X stand
owned and
lately

Don’t forget the great opportunity for speculation iu the gale of lots at Cape Elizabeth today at the Merchant's Exchange. The land is
beautiftilly situated on a gentle s ope, commanding fine views of Portland, the harbor and

CROCKERY, GLASS WARE,
CARPETINGS, WINDOW SHADES, &o.,

islands. Why should not a finishing town
the moat fitvorable tonus. Mr.
spring up there, like Brooklyn, N. Y., or East
for
JOHNSON,
time
along
connected with this store, will be found
Boston. We call it now South
there ready to
Portland; build
retrnjjsact any business which may be Mr.
I it up and make it
and customers ol
worthy of its name. What
on

Srjifw°£fiftyfiends
t-KOCKETT will be
*411^

glad to know that he is
still connected with the
establishment, where he has
such an enviable reputation for superior business
and will be happy to serve them as ot
old, either In the purchase or sale of Furniture and
Household Goods. The highest cash prices will be
paid for al) Second hand Furniture, Carpets, Crockery. &e-, and all goods will be sold at the lowest caah
rates.
won

uuabfications,

GEO. T. BURROUGHS A CO.

apfftf

CUTTING !

AMMUNITION, Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Fishing Tackle and Spotting
Goode.
Assorted sizes of Stencil Al-

1

and all kinds
Boston prices.
a

k

April 5

phabeis and Figures.
klvAL PRESSES,
Canceling Stamps,
of Steel
Letter

jif

Cutting,

lUmiahed at

4
BAlLEiT,
42 Exchange Street.

°*

dlf

a

ap8d3t

public.

New and Second Hand Furniture,

Lost l
Franklin and SUver St., Twenty-flve
Dollars The Under will bo suitably rewarded
by leaving it at this office.
apSdlw*

BETWEEN

Found,

proving property.
Apply, 32 Danlorth St.

HOOPER,

will continue to buy and sell

STENCIL

The owner can
a sum of money.
same by paying for this advertiseiuen t*

stock and

EXCHANGE STREET,

133

Clark and Carleton streets, passing
BETWEEN
through Brackett street,
black thibet Scarf;

4,1800,
have the
APHIL
and

the

exare

invited, among whom is Mr. Horatio E. Swasey, of Gorham Seminary, who will soon deliver an address on the subject of temperance.
The young men of Saccarappa should prize
these occasions as a means of usefulness to
themselves in particular, and of benefit to the

occupied by Messrs.

CROCKETT <£

A

•

Other young men have taken
part in the
ercises of these
meetings, and others still

NOTICE.

Business.

The finder will be suitathanks ol the owner
street.
ap6dlw

his case.

42

Wh. Edward Gould. Cashier.

Apr 5—d2t

of it.

trimmed with black crape.

very clearly presented a contrast between Diffidence and Confidence, m usually exhibited
iu young men, to the seeming if not the real
advantage of the latter. Diffident himself, Mr.
Warren could write feelingly on the
subject.—
But judging from this specimen of his
style,
Confidence gets no advantage of Diffidence in

Loan,..$1,076,642 62

ORDER,

bly rewarded and receive the
by leaving ll at No. 21 Oarletou

On Monday evening last an address was delivered by Mr. William L. Warren, a native of
the village and a recent graduate of Yale College, on the subject of Diffidence, in which he

Expenses, Taxes and Premiums.
3,038 81
Due fconi other Banks. 103,449 86

and lor our trade especially, we are prepared to warrant all articles sold to be exactly as represented.
Grateful for the past liberal patronage we have received, we solicit and will oudeavor to merita continu-

Lost.

ceum.

RESOURCES.

AT 130 A

Box 1768, P. O.

Saccabapba.—Our friends in Sooci .rappa
holding weekly meetings for the promotion of Temperance, These meetings are
largely attended, and are doubtless beneficial.
-Temperance, however, la not the exelusive
topic considered. Other subjects are occasionally introduced. Indeed, the meetings
partake somewhat of the character of a Lyare

$2,138,442 42

_

grades and styles.
As our goods are nearly all

Manufacturer,

thy of emulation at any time. Last, evening
the men were as comfortable as could be ex-

01

QUARTERLY REPORT

large stock, embracing the latest and
styles of all articles usually kept in a
first class establishment We guarantee our prices to
be as low as those in Boston or elsewhere fbr the same

ai>5dir

The ladies residing in that
vicinity soon
heard of the disaster—some of them witnessed It—and hastened to the relief of the sufferers and did all in their power to comfort
them.
Among the foremost of these was
Mrs. H. 1. Robinson, who set an
example wor-

B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.

_

HALL

GOOD chance Is ottered In the manufacture of
Elastic Goods, for which there is an esta lished
demand and ready sale. Any person wishing to engage in a light and pleasant business, and who can
furnish a cash capital of *300 to *500. can address

tal.

BOO 00
4.716 85
6,543 38
23,822 59
50,544 36
3,410 00

Current Expenses,.

Free street block, to

A

Trundy was injured the most. One of
legs was broken and he was internally injured, to what extent cantiot yet be ascertained ; but it is hoped no*,
fatally. Mr. Sawyer
was badly injured in his
back, as was also Mr.
Jones. Mr. Field was Injured ha the biu& and
ankle. All o£ the injuries are of a painful
character, but it is believed none will prove fa-

759,790 27

a va.a
wva_Indebtedness
ot Directors. 52,816.88.
Real Estate,.

Alligator, from

SALE

Air.

00

100,000 00
4,894 6l

was

painting

his

01

EEBOUBCES.

Notes and Bills Discounted,.
U. S. Bonds deposited to se-

NEW & ELEGANT FURNITURE

FOR

at the end of the ladder^ and
with one hand and holding on
by the other. Feeling the ladder give way
he clung to the rope, and let himself down
by
it

138,004 86

--

from Demarara

1ST THE UPPER PART OP THE CITY,
DESIRABLE first class brick House, replete
with all the modern improvements; has been
built but a lew years, and is in all respects a vety desirable bouse in a first rate location.
Possession may be had about the first of Juno next.
For terms, &e., apply to
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime Street.
April 5,1866.—dtf

Air. Riggs

was

Discount,.13,438 93
Exchange,. 583 59

Me-

GEO. T. BURROUGHS <£• CO.
apMtf

work the centre block gave
way
and all the men but Air.
Riggs fell to the
ground, a distance of thirty feet or more._

00
00
69,446 00
370,525 48
12.536 46
4 058 00
3Dd70 21

Individual Deposits,.
United States Deposits,.
Dividends
Due to other Banks,.
Profit and Loss.63,982 34
Surplus Fund,. 60,000 00

to our former
most desirable

Sun
Sunsets .6.30

marine

tre.

LIABILITIES.

Other U S. Securities,.

Uulml together and
supat each end and in the cenThe men on the staging were Air.
"Riggs,

ported hy blocks

Capital Stock. $600,000
Circulation,...... ....
407,682

FURNITURE

April 14

April 14

Tonawanda.Boston.Havana.April
Cuba.New

p«d of

HEPOKT

Of Portland, April 18GC.

stock of

ance

The contractors for the job were 3 (essrs.
Riggs & Crossman. The staging was c ompo-

Canal National Bank

YTTE wouldrespcctftilly announce to the citizens ol
▼ f
Portland and vicinity that we are removing our

MADE TO

ly injured.

-OF THE-

and adjoining rooms, and are daily adding

-j

Sad Accident.—Yesterday morning while
gang of painter were employed In painting
the outside of the residence of John
ALussey,
Esq., at the corner of High and Dan forth Sts.,
the staging gave way and four men were bada

insure

Advertisements.

LANCASTER

The steamer New England, of ibis line, is
fast approaching completion, and will
be, ready
to be put upon the route in the course of two
months.

Debilitated state of the sys ern.
the genuine, cut this out.
ASK FOR HELMBOLZ/S. TAKE NO OTHER.
Apr 5—eodtf.

REMOVAL!

o

days.

Dyspepsia,
Emaciation,
Low Spirits,
Disorganization or Paralysis of
the Organs ot Generation,
Palpitation of the Heart.
And, in fact, all the concomitants of a Nervous ana

Hamburg.

old store, in

wharf at the foot of State street at 5
-o’clock,
regularly, leaving St. Jo hn anti
Eastporton Mondays and Boston and Portland
on Thursdays. The New
Brunswick,‘Cbptain
Winchester, leaves Dos ton and Portland on
Mondays, and St. John and Eastport on Thurs.
and will run

Hysteria,

*

our

She is officered as follows: Captain—H. W.
Chisholm; Executive Officer—John 8. Hall;
Chief Engineer—Andrew Taylor: 2d Engineer—Charles Matthews; 1st Pitot—Simeon
Tike; 2d do.—Robert Pike; Clerk—John Graham ; Steward—Howard S. Coyle.
The New York will make her first txii> for
this season to St. John
to-day, leaving the

General Irritability.
Restlessness and Sleeplessness at Night,
Absence of Muscular Efficiency,
Loss ot Appetite,

Jan 28, lat 0 39 N, Ion 29 40 W. ship
ToPactolus,
«
hoy, from New York for Melbourne.
March 1, no lat. Sec, ship L A Bangs, Metcalf, from
London for Melbourne.
March 13, lat 20 02, Ion 68, brig H Means, from New

from

to get their meals.

Determination of Blood to the Head,
Confused Ideas,

Circulation,. 533,000
U. S. Bonds

She

i2C berths, and can accommodate 350 passengers easily and comfortably. Her saloon is spacious, being aboat 150
feet In length. It Is on the upper deck and
passengers are not obliged to go into the eabin

Imbecility,

SPOKEN.
Jan 2, lat 40 08 S, Ion 35 54 W, ship St James, Wil-

New

The New York is 1110 tons burthen.

strengthening than any of the preparations oi
Iron, infinitely safer and more pleasant.

cure

every one on

it

has 50 staterooms and

or

QUARTEIMjY

pleasant trip and

appetite.

is now offered to afflicted humanity as a
certain cure for the following diseases and symptoms,
from whatever cause originating:
General Debility,
Mental and Physical Depression.

To

a

enjoyed

On the home passage the table# in the saloon were spread, and all on board partook of
a fine chowder and other
edibles, tha pure sea
breeze having tarnished every one with a good

STATES,

horiine J G Nichols, Blanchard, ftn
C Colson.Perry, do: 19th, barque
Almoner, Lampher, do; brig Hydra, Herriman, New
Orleans; H S Emery, do.
Sid 25th, brig Wm H Parks, Plummor,
Portland;
sch HMiet Baker, Webber, tor a Northern port.
ArBBagua 20th ult, brig Torrent, Gotfld, Portlsmd; 24th, seh Mary Louisa, Hamilton, do.
Ar at do 12th ult, brig
Mary E Thompson, Lampher. Boston; 28d, barques Tqjuca, Herriman, and
Lncy Frances, New York; 24th, brig Snow Bird, (Br)
Bacon, Portland.

Callao lor

board

education or

an

It was

car.

having received the endorsement oi the most
PROMINENT PHYSICIANS IN THE UNITED

22a, barques Enrique, OWutt; and Oak Ridge,
Ginn, Sagoa; 24th, brigs Marshall Dutch Coombs,
Buenos Ayres: Isabella Jewett, Smith, Cardenas,
Ella Maria, Dailey, Portland; 27th, barque Ada G
York, Took, Eeineiiios; brig Hattie, GUkey, Sierra
Marena; 28th, barque Sliarpsburg, Staples, tor New
York.
AJso sailed 19th, brig Maiy C Rosevelt, Wilson, for
New Oriedna; 21st, brig Sea Foam, Cooiubs, Bath.
Cld 29th, barque
Montano, Herriman, Remedies;
28th, sch Ocean Ranger, Bradley, Remedies.
In port 28th, barque Atierdeen, Eaton, for New Orleans, ldg; brig Polling Wave, Hall, for Portland.
Arat Cardenas 17th, sch Charlotte Fish; Strong,
Portland, 19th, brigs Minnie Milker, Anderson, and

liams, from

wharf to wharf.
With 22 pounds of steam, the engine makmg eighteen revolutions per minute, she made
the passage from the wharf to beyond “Halfway Rock,” a distance of fourteen miles, in 55
minutes. Her engines worked admirably, and
the steamer glided along as smoothly as a rail

HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT BUCHU.

York, do.

s(ct£>

March 81, Mr John Goold, aged 63 yrs

Funeral

they require

organs

alterations

improvements having been made in the
machinery of this steamer of the International line, a trial trip was made yesterday after,
noon lor the
purpose of testing it, and about
200 ladies and gentlemen availed themselves of
the invitations of the Directors, uud accompanied them on the twp.
The steamer rad down to “Half-way Rock,"
about fourteen utiles from the city and returned
making the trip in less than two hours from

HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT BUCHU
is

Ar at Cientuegos 19th nit, barque L Willis
Rich,
Irom Havana.
Ar at Havana I9th ult, barque St
Jago, White,
Portland: sch Ocean Ranger, Bradly, Horn do; 20th,
tewoneo L TStojker, Bibber, and Adda G York,

Blake,

Stkajmb New Yobk.—Some
and

Prolapsus Uteri, we offer the most perfect specific
known; HtlmboUPs Compound Extract of Buchu.
Directions for use, diet and advice accompanying.
Females In every period of life, from infancy to extreme old age, will find it a remedy to aid nature in
the discharge of Its functions.
Strength is the glorv of manhood and womanhood,

—

sch Warren

seized heenue the barrel, did nut contain the 0. S
Inspector, mark zhowing that It had paid the Intel -'
nal Revenue duty. Tho claimant cont: nda that the
liquor was changed from the original cazk. and put
into these barrels. The testimony Is nearly all out.
G. F, Talbot for Government; Evans Ac Putnam for
claimant.

ture has self-completed their development.
For remale Weakngss and Debility, Whites or Leucoirhoea, Too Profuse, Exhausting, Too Long Continued Periods, for Prolapsus and Hearing
Down, o7

Pensacola.
Sid 98 b, barque Triumph, Parker, Portland; brig
E S Hassell, Hassell, Philadelphia
Sid 27th, barque Henry P LoriLPinkbam, Ibr Fal
month, Eng; sch Ida F Wheeler, Dyer, Philadelphia.
CM97th, brigs J Polledo, Marwick, Ibr Portland;

Castiilian, Hardenbrook, do;

TERM—WARE, J., PRESIDING.
Wednesday.—United State, vs. live barrels <t
Andrew McGliiu'hy claimant. The
nun wu

rum,

their peculiar nervous system; composed oi what is
called the tissue, which is, in common with the female
breast and lips, evidently under the control of mental emotions an^l associations at an
early period
of life; aud, as we shall subsequently
see, these emotions, when excessive, lead, long before puoerty, to
habits which sap the very life of their vie ims ere na-

Ar at Matanzas 17th ult, brigs J C
York, York,
Portland; Hyperion, Lewis, do; schs Chattanooga,
Brack, do; 20th, ICate Carlton, Bowdoin, do: 22d,
barque Hanson Gregory, Gregory, New Orleans;
brigs N Stowers, Stowers, Portland; 2Tth. Caroline
Eddy; Smith, New Orleans-; Open Sea,-Bahbidge,

servey, d»,
Ar at do 17th;
Boston; Brig C

U. S. DISTRICT COURT.
FEBRUARY

delicate nature, becomes an unwilling sutyet of medical treatment. This is but a truthful picture oi the
experience of thousands of our young women.
Long before the ability to exercise the functions of

Farland. Havana.

DIED.
In this city,
8 months.
lu this city,

T. Burroughs * Co.
C'°-

sensitive to impression, while the now constant restraints of fashionable dress,
losolutely forbidding
the exercise indispensable to the attainment and retentioa of organic health and strength; the
exposure
to night air; the sudden change of
temperature; the
complete prostration produced by excessive dancing,
muse, of necessity, produce their legitimate effect.
At last, an early marriage caps the climax of
misery,
and the unfortunate one, hitherto so utterly regardless of the plain dictates and remonstrances of her

FOREIGN PORTS*
At Curacoa 12th ult, sch Rebecca C Lane, Lane, for
New York, ldg.
At Vera Cruz 23d ult, barque Andaman, Otis, from
Cardiff, disg, for Havana.
At Bnenos Ayres Feb 5, barques Czarina,
Seavey,
cor New York 2 days
Eugenie, Fletcher, do.
Ar at N ue vitas 18tb ult, scb G W Carpenter, Mc-

from New York tor Cardenas.
Man h 19, lat 19, Ion 67, brig Mvra,
for Portland, (some ol the crew
March 24, lat 32 05, Ion 71 35, sch
New York for Texas.

In Portsmouth, NH, April 3, by Rev Henry F
Lane, William H Soule and Miss Mercy E Swett.
both of Portland.

Sale—House.

W^-£om“U1TOUKh8 *

mania that exists lor precocious education and

York for Jacmel.

this city, April 3, by Rev 0r Shailer, .Tames E
Hayes and Miss Susan J Bicker, both of Cape Eliza-

*or

rest, the work of destruction is half accomplished.
In consequence of this early strain upon her
system, unnecessary effort is required by the delicate votary to retain her situation in school at a later day,
thus aggravating the evil. When one excitement is
over, another in prospective
keeps the mind morbidly

March 14* SSE of Cork, ship Rival, Doane, from
Liverpool for New Orleans..
March 14. lat 27 10, Ion 76, barque John Carver,

In

years.

PORTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY
JHISSdtf

mayl2SNeodly

RES!

LOOK ! LOOK ! t
35 Tin-Types far 50 cents.
85 Gem Ambratypes, 50
-AT

_

_MARRIED.

DENTIST,
Has Removed his Office
TIN-

an

Bestan Stock List,
Sales at the Bbokbhs Boabd, April 4.
American Gold.
1281
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,.105
United States 7 3-10tlis Loan, 2d series.«..
tool
do
small.1001
tie
3d senes. lool
United States Five-twenties, 1802. 1041
do
1864. 1041
do
1865. 104
United States Ten-Sorties,. 91J
Rhode bland State Sixes. 1882. 92
Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds. 73
Vermont Central 2d Mortghgs Bonds. 251
Boston and Maine Railroad...119
Portland, Saco and Portsmouth Railroad. 100
Western Railroad
I36j

It wiU make 10 POUNDS ol excellent Hard
Soap,
or 26 GALLONS of the
very best Soft Soap, for only
about 36 Cents. Directions on each box. For sale at
all Drug and Grocery Stores.
mh28d6msa

B

dyed in public,

Agents.

SA^POISTFIER!
(Patents
CONCENTRATED

m ii

,,,,

Manufacturing

of 1st and

j

DYE AT HOME
better than
arty barW can do It, by using the Venetian Dye. ltiloe%not rub off or make the hair appt»r dusty.or dead, but Imparts new ttfc and lustre.
Gives a beautlul black"or brown, as preferred. Price
75 cents. Prepared by A. 1. MATHEWS, N. Y.
Drmas Barnes & Co., New York, Wholesal-

MAKE YOUR OWKSOAP!

Using

iU

TO DYE EASY
Is very desirable. Mathews' Venetian Hair Dye is
the best in the world. Complete in one bottle. No
wash, o stain, no trouble. A chfld can apply it.
Persons wishing to avoid the publicity of having their

Dr. Langley’s Boot and Herb
Bitters,
The great Blood Purifier,—the Best Health Bestorer—and the mpst perfect' Spring and Summer Medicine ever discovered.
mar39dlmejr

and

ti

’"Ja -voiu/f** ’Til bn' --4 }-

“Boots, Herbs and Barks, the best in Nature's store,
From broad Atlantic to Pacific
shore,”.

By Saving

FollmDtke Dirac

w® warrant acuco.

Woiuau— Helm bold’s Extract BucUu.
Stencil Cutting—G. L. Bailey,
round—A sum of Money.
L°«t—Thibet Scarf.

marriage, causes tne years that nature designed for
corporeal development to be wasted and perverted in
the restraints of dress, the early confinement of
school,
and especially in the finhealthy excitement of the nailroom.
Thus, with the body half clothed and the
mind unduly excited by pleasure,
perverting In midnight revel the hours designed by nature for sleep and

and Gov

s>Tu

Chilblains Can Be Cnredt

GRACE’S CELEBRATED SALVE
Is prompt In action, removes pain at once, and reduces the

18

FORM.

Quarterly Report of the First National Bank.
Quarterly Report of the Canal National Bank.’

—

Potomac. Perkins, Boston; Ambrose Light, Simpson, Baltimore.

Manu&ctured by B. F. BRADBURY, Bangor, M
Agent for Portland, H. H. Hay, Druggist.
Mar 9—SNeod&wam
,

oi

FELONS, CHILBLAINS, &c.
most angry looking
matlons In a very snort time.
ONLY TWENTY-FIVE

LOTION.

POSITIVELY ..m
Infallible Cure for Itch!

S-A.L'VE

Works like magic in

SETH W.EOWLE &

Whooping Congh,

tsar, ofbeing at once valuable a. a curative and invaTUable as a preventative ofail Me-T ot- m
Throat, Longs and Bronchia.

,^r

PREPARED BY

53?” In Denver City, Colorado, flour is selling

at ten dollars a hundred
pounds.
63?“The Evening Star in the course of some
hurried comments upon the
proclamation of
pe ce, expressed the fear that its

ro-

it is, I think, all it purports to bo—the great Lung
Remedy jor the times!
The above statement, gentlemen, is my voluntary
offering to you in favor or your Balsam,and is at your
As ever, yours,
disposal.
ANDREW ARCHER.
Pamphlets containing testimonials from many well
known and reliable persous, will be sent Dree to any
address.
PRICE ONE DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

more

63?”The President’s proclamation is the cue
for the Democratic press to insist upon the admission of the Southern delegations to Con-

and

these complaints this Medicine has NO SUPERIOR, and while thus efficacious it is perfectly safe to
administer to persons of all ages.
The Gough Balsam possesses the two-fold advan-

NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

Loat—Twenty-live Dollars,

29—Ar, schs Allen Lewis,
their hands simple specifics which will be found effiChief, Love, Portland.
March30—Ar, schs Mystic Tie, Dunton, Boston; | cacious in relieving and curing almost every one oi
Island Queen, Douglass,
Portland; Castle Rock,Ben- these troublesome complaints pecul.ar to the sex.
nett, and H S Rowe, Sargent, do; lemma. Wadsworth,
Hersev, Pembroke for Boston.
HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT OF BUCHU.
April 2—Sid, schs Annie Sargent, McIntyre, and
Lather Dana, Blake, for Western Banks.
Hundreds suffer on in silence, and hundreds of
others apply vainly to druggists and doctors, who
KENNEBUNKPORT, April 3 Launched, this
day, by Mr David Clark, a flue white oak and copper either merely tantalize them with the hope of a cure
lastened schr, named M & L Chase, built for and I or apply remedies which make them worse. I would
owned by Oapt Mark O Chase, and others, of Chatnot wish to assert anything that would do injustice to
ham. She is very sharp and will prove a first sailer; I
the afflicted, but 1 am obliged to say that although it
is about 75 tons old measure and 40 tons new.
Mr Clark has three other vessels on the stocks, all
may be produced from excessive exhaustion of the
about completed and ready for launching, viz: One,
powers of life, by laborious employment, unwholea fine fishing schr of 105
tons, new measure, medium
some air aud food, profuse
menstruation, tho use of
sharp, and adapted to the cod fishery, built for Capts
John
Jr, of Provlncetown, and N L Thomp- tea and coftee, and frequent childbirth, it is far oftenAfgrood,
son, of Kennebunk,.and is for sale. A schr ol 100
er caused by direct irritation
applied to the mucous
tons, new measure, rather lull, intended for the bank
fishery, owned by Oapt Freeman, of Province town. membrane of the vagina itself.
A double decked brig, 112 feet
When reviewing the causes oi these distressing
long, 28 feet wide and
92 feet deep, owned by W L and N L Thompson, and
complaints, it is most painful to contemplate the atis supposed to
behold.
tendant evils consequent upon them. It is but simMr Clark has luso ready for ceiling a superior oak
frame intended for a barque, 130 feet
long, 30 feet pio justice to tho subject to enumerate a few oi the
wide, 111 feet deep and 5 feet between decks; will be many additional causes which so
largely affect the
of light droughtund medium fullness, and be finished to suit a purchaser. The frame for a schr of 130
life, health and happiness ot woman in all classes of
tens will be raised in a tew days.
society, and which, consequently, affect, more or less
directly, the welfare of the entire human family.
DOMESTIC PORTS.

BALSAM!

In

AUCTION COLUMN.

Auction Sale—E. M. Patten.
Auction bale*—Henry Baiiey & Co.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Theatre—Deer ing Hall.

vidual,

Scratch,

Inflammation of the Lange,

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.

Boot. Mia Shoes—T. E.
Si Co.—Boeti*.
Poland » MagsC Powders.Moseley

hap-

Eastern

VICINITY

New Adrerliaeuaent* To-Day

py who are 111. Not only so, but no one of these various female complaints can long be
suffered to run
on without involving the general health ot
the Indi-

Sturdi-

AND

1866.

tV Advertisers will beneltt themselves, as wallas
K'com m Of late us, by sending in their
advtrtts+nenfs
at an early hour in the day.

many sufferings and ailments
peculiar to the sex.
Freedom from these contributes in
i><& small degree
to their happiness and
welfare, for none can be

Gen Grant, Orchard, Baltimore—J B Brown &

Packet Co.

PORTLAND

Females, owing to the peculiar and important re
lations which they
sustain, their peculiar organization, and the offices they perform, are subject to

from our correspondent.

OTITINB.

lungs, and general debility, bo much so that our family physician declared him to have a “Seated Consumption.” He was un4ur medical treatment for a
number of months, but received no benefit lrom it.—
At length, from the solicitation of himseli and others,

ORIGINAXi AND SELECTED.

If

constantly pouring **t Upon ns, B is refreshing to meet with one so
qutat in Be tone, so little pretoatiqus in
plot or style
asthts.' It
simple story, siiupjy, though well
told, and pitched throughout in an unusualylow
key, most grateful to the reader sated with sensation
horrors. The period of the novel is
thpynd of the
last century. The scene is laid in and
around the
village of Xeaneft Square In Southern Pennsylvania, where the earlier years of Mr. Taylor’s own Hfe
were passed, and his descriptions of the
natural features oi that lovely and romantic
region have the
vividness and accuracy which long
familiarity might
well give them. The looal names
•
introduced are real
His
and
the
ones,
of
pictures
house*
and farms are taken
«Jordan M Carter,
from actual life, and drawn with the
Mark
faithtnlness of
one who loves the
T.
he
thing
WitnessesJoseph
paints; Many of the
Wilson, William
Warren.
characters, too, are sketched from life, among which
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 20th
arc Betsy Lavender, the eccentric
but delightful old
T. L. li. Baker,
day of March, 1888.
maid, Saudy Flash, the highwayman, and Deb.
Ids
masculine
Public.
Smith,
and
Notary
vagabond confederate. Of
other personages in the tale it
may be said that if not
Tills Indenture made and entered into on real they arc “well Invented.” Dr.
Deane, the half
the 1st day of January, 1866, between
hall
hypocritical Quaker physician, with
Penny sineerc,
Carter, of the County of Gates, and State of his respectability, spotless ruffles, and
garments exNorth Carolina, of the first part, and the unhaling an “odor ofborgamot and sweet
dersigned, free laborer, of the second part; the Bartons, lather and son, with their marjoram;”
perfectly diawdne seta that the said laborer has
agreed to tiact types of meanness; the lively Sally Fab
work tor Penny Carter from this date
thorn,
to the
who goes through the book
1st day of
tearing her gown on taJanuary, 1807, at the folio wing bles and door-handles; Joe and
Jake, the irrepressirates, viz: Three dollars per month, to do ad
ble youngsters—all these are admirably done. Gil•anas of labor
common to farms of the counbert and Martha, the hero and
heroine, are also in
hours Perday. to do his work
iaitiaully, and to be respectful in his deport- the main satisfactory.
The most power! ul passages in Aha book are
unlS?rees ‘hat one-half his
m
questionably those which relate to Sandy Flash and
his wretched partner, Deb Smith. The character
of
this woman strike* ns as the best in the
»tory. The
b,
mixed and contradictory elements of her wild and
untamed nature, the conflict
arising out of her gratitude to Gilbert, her lirgeringjove lor
Sandy and her
anger at his brutal treatment, and her fiery remorse
she vill furnish said laborer wi<h
when she has betrayed him to his
death, are exh bitHons and good clothing and
one
od with dramatic force.
There are points in the
amount of pay per month agreed on
character whioh remind one ot Dickens’ Nancy. In
paid monthly,-that she
lum kind.
If, and encourage the establishment of school* faithfulness ani truth to nature we think Deb Smith
does not suflor iu comparison with that
for his children.
powerful creation.
Alexander Carter, [Seal.l
J
v\ ft do not
propose to sketch, even In
His
the

SSaEnS

object.

opportunity of removing her husband or
before traitors are permitted to plow down

12mo. hew Tort: Hurd and
Amidst the flood of Intensely
WTonglst
tional romances which the press is

We borrowed a man’s horse on Exchange
street to go a little way. The horse is convenient to the grand center of business, and the
man Is obliging.
His ware is hard, but his
heart is tender. When we drew up the noble
animal at his door, on our return, we noticed
the man had something on his mind.
Tije
big veins on his forehead had swollen, and
there was a liquid sensibility iu his eye.—
“Why,” said he, "is that team like The Evening Star?” We blandly told him we didn’t
see.
“Because everybody takes it.”

Ren Traveller, Parsons, Friendship.
Sch Gen Worth, Davis, Cushing.
Sch President Washington, C’omcry, Waldoboro.
Sch Poru. Creamer, Waldoboro.
Sch Mercy A Howes, Marr, Southport.
CLEARED.
Steamer Franconia, Sherwood, New York—Emery
& Fox.
Barquentine Echo. (Br) Dunham, St John, NB—
Andrew Burns.
Brig Rio Grande, Alfred Bennett, Cardonas—Isaac

DIPHTHERIA,

in the name of decency, we call
upon our
authorities to stop their mad career of reconstruction fora moment, until charitable societies can take steps to have these bodies
removed. If the Government has no
respect for her
dead tons, let her at least have some
respect
for those who mourn their loss'at home.
Let.
the afflieted widow and bereaved mother
have

KECENT

Affecting Nabative.—We clip the» following from the Star:

truthful adviser to the mania*, and those contemplating marriage, who entertain doubts at thoir physical condition. Sent free of
postage to any address,
on receipt ol 25 cents, in
stamps or postal currency,
oy addressing Dr. LA CEOIX, No. jgkrglcn Lane,
Albany, N. Y.
The author may be consulted upon any of the disoascs upon which his hook treats either
personally or
by mail, and medicine sent to any part of the world
Oct 6—s N d&w6m

GOUGH

ity,

remains.

Craig,
however, again went to work, and despite the
iron
bars
with
which
it was guarded and
heavy
the hardships he endured, managed to regain
it, and brought it in safety to England.

on

upon the Mind

Thnriday Morning, April 6,

^WOMAN.

footing

American soldiers lay thick as Autumn
leaves,
patriotism cooled as we saw preparations
for com planting over all that is mortal of
brave heroes who tell by our side in the bloodv
struggle of McClellan’s campaign.
In the name of God, in the name of human-

the mounds erected over their

sought the advice of a higher power and relieved him of his prize.
An action of trover
was immediately commenced, and Mr.
Craig
succeeded in obtaining a verdict, with damaone
The
ge's
farthing.
government, however,
refused to give up the “stone or other
material,”
whieh was again placed in the cave. Mr.

Early Errors, its Deplorable Consequences
and Body, with til* Author’s Plan of
Treatment-the only rational and successful mode of
sure, as shown by the report ol case* treated. A
ties

New Advertisements.

Cherry!

our

son

at tho time iu search of curiosities, got posessiou of the “black fellow” for the purpose of
adding him to Ills collection. Travelling with
his singular burden wrapped in a blanket for
nearly one hundred miles, he reached Mount
Gambia, where bis movements attracted suspicion; and the Crown Lands Banger ascertaining that his bargain was a human- being,

Scratch,

the hearts ol all loyal men as the linal resting place of the brave heroes who laid down
their lives that our country ifflght
live, would
not be desecrated in this manner.
Grave
yards have ever been held sacred among civilized people, and we thought that our
Government, not even through the hope of conciliation, would surrender the burial ground oi her
chosen sons to be thus prolaned.
In passing up the Peninsula the other
day
our heart sickened as we saw the hatchet-faeed traitor guiding his plow over battle
grounds
and through soil where the dear bodies of

an

in one ot the stone caverns which abound at
Musquito Plains, South Australia. It was lying in a natural position, as if having fallen asleep ; and a Mr. Craig, who was in the colony

13?“ A Physiological View of Marriage:
-Containing nearly 300 page*, and 130-flne Plates
end Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human Organs in a stale ot llealtli and Disease, with a Trea-

Barque Sarah B Hale, (of Portland) Hutchinson, I
Cardenas 20th ult.
Barque Andes, (of Harpswell) Merriman, Cardenas 21st ult via Holmes* Hole.
Sch Gen Howard, Parsons, Elizsbethport.
Subs Martin VV Bates, Cameron, and Clara Jane,

HASHEESH CANDY!
The attention of the public is invited to Hasheesh
Caridy, which Is recommended to them as the best
Thedicine known fbr the cure of all diseases pf the
POLAND’S MAGIC POWDERS.
Throat, Lungsand Nervous System. The proprie#
The Great Remedy for all Bilious Affections.
tors, in thus offering it, feel confident that a trial will
They cure Headadio, Constipation, Pimples, fully sustain the high reputation it 1>*» already ac- Providence.
Blotches, Sallow Skin, Drowsiness, Dizziness, Heart- quired in various parts of the United States. To those
Ar 1st, scb Agenoria, Murch, Boston.
Below, biig Mountain Eagle, irom Porto Rico.
horn, Palpitation, and other disagreeable complaints who always let their prejudices blind their judgment
PHILADELPHIA—Ar list, ships John Clark,
it is useless to present facts or
arising Irom a disordered liver.
arguments, buj to othLetourman, and Wyoming, Burton, Liverpool; bark
ers we feel that it will be sufficient to
H. H. HAY, Agent for Portland. F. W. A. Ransay that we offer
Eventide, Park, Machias; brig Hattie E Wheeler,
no new discovery or
experiment; ourgoods are stand- Guptill. Sagua: schs Mail, Merrill, New York; J P
kin, Jr., Lewiston, Agent for Maine.
Bucksport.
ard.
In the Bast, Hasheesh is the
tar Fifty Cents per Package.
beginning and Ames,/lunger,
apSsNdlm
Chi31st, brig J M Houston. Almeida, Trinidad.
the end of Medicine; it is used fbr numberless disAr
H Kennedy, Clark, Cardenas.
jgt,1[>rigC
Ar 2d, sch A J Bussell. Rogers, Portland.
If You Desire to Wear
eases, and that it is used with success we need only
<
Was.
Below,
barque Gertrude, Creech, from Cardenas.
The prettiest and most comfortable fitting Boot or refer our readers to the unlimited testimony of travIce in the Kenneboc broke on Monday.
NEW YORK—Ar 2d, ship Crusader, Norton, irom
Slipp r.goto T. E. MOSELEY & CO’S, Sommer elers in all ages. That it should so long have esc&pPaquica; brig Edwin Rowe, Jones, Demar&ra; schs
S$^~The Rev. William H. Collins has re- Street, Boston.
apOdltSN
od the practical science of the Western
World, is an Flying Cloud, McIntyre, Viques; Avon, Sears, from
Lucy, from Calais.
signed his charge of Trinity Church in Lewisastonishing fact; but now that it is prepared in such 1 Lavacca;
OhI 2d, brigs Fannte Lincoln,
Collins, (br Cardenas;
ITCH I ITCH I ITCH !
a form as to make tt
ton, but will continue to act as the Rector unAlex Nichols, Rosebrook,
pleasant, safe, and above aH, efApalachicola; Mary Cobb,
Port
til the first of May.
SC.
there
can
Dunoan,
be
no
Royal,
doubt
it
is
fective)
to
that
destined
Scratch !
Ar 4th, ship Goo Peabody, Paine, Manila.
obtain flie confidence of the public, and especially ot
fi^“The Lewiston Joitrnal relates a sad inWheaton’s
Cld 3i, v arque Eureka, Humphrey, for Matanzas;
Ointment
those
for
whose
relief
It
is
Tlios Owen, Pettengill, Nuevitas.
Invalids
can
brig
cident which occurred a few weeks since in Will Cure the Itch In Forty-Eight Hijfata,
prepared.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 3d, sch Forest, Merrill, from
be assured that it contains not a particle of opium,
Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
Durham. A drunken man set out from Bath
Rockland.
or anything else that Is in
any way iiy urious to the
and all Eruptimu of the Skin,4 price 50 cents. For
Sid 3d, sch Doimont, Orr, Baltimore via Bristol.
for home, on one of the coldest
nights of,the sale
NEWPORT—Ar 2d, sch Lizzie' Guptill, Guptill,
system, but that it is an agreeable and permanent
by all druggists.
winter. His horse left to himself, took a lum•*'
Rockland lor New York.
tonic.
By sending 60 cents to WEEKS'& POSTER, Sole
Sid
3d, brigs Abner Taylor, and Robin; schs Mary
ber road leading into the
Sent to any address on receipt of price and stamps.
woods, and reaching Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, it will be forShields, Vigilant, H Prescott, and others.
the end of the road, halted.
FALL
Box
RIVER—Ar 3d, soli Angeline, Hix, Rock15
Price—Large
Nearly twenty- warded by mail,-free of postage, to any part ot the
$1.00, postage
cents; Small
land.
four hours after,the unfortunate man was found
Box 50 cents, postage 6 cents.
For sale by all DrugUnited States.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 2d, schs R H Colson, Robleaning against a tree and so badly frozen that
gists and Apothecaries, or Patent Medicine Dealers.
Oct 25,1865.—S N dawlyr
erts, Buck sport tor Baltimore: Tennessee, Green,
both feet and both hands were
Imported and manmaotured solely by the SYL- East port for Philadelphia; Ceres, Trefethen, Boston
amputated to
for do.
▼AN
ORIENT
COMPANY, 151 Washington St.,
save his life.
The informant of the Journal
Wistar’s Balsam of Wild
Ar 30th, Fells Willow, McFaddcn, New York for
(opposite the Old South Church,) Boston, Mass.
states that a brother of the same man was
Lubec; Fred Hall, Mitchell, Boston for Bridgeport;
Stilt
maintains
Its
established
long
reputation as
by
P S Lindsey, Erne, y, Portland (or New York.
F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents for Maine.
W.
a singular coincidence so
A utht.ta.ut.tr BEMEDY
severely frozed the
Sid, schs Hattie B, Ceres, Louisa Gray, It H ColFeb 15—SNd&wlv
—TOP—
same night in Harpswell, as to be
son, Fred Hall, Tennesse, P S Lindsey.
obliged A) Coughs, Cold*, Hoarseness, Sore Throat,
In port, brigs Helen O Phinnoy, ana Poinsett.
submit to amputation of some cf his limbs.
Metcalfe’s Great Bheainatic Remedy
Influenza, Whooping Cough, Croup,
EDGARTOWN—Ar 31st, sch Sarah, Morton, irom
New
Is
York.
the
wonder
of
the
Thousands
certainly
can
BSF*Tje Waterville Mail says
And
age.
man
every affeoti n oi
Ar 1st inst, brig Amos M Roberts, Doak, Cardetestify to its magical effect, and the first doctors of
from West Waterville, formerly a member of .The Throat,
Lungs, and Chest! this city are recommending it to their patient* as the nas for Boston; 2d, sch R S Hodgdon, Conary, New
York tor do: Hannibal,Cox,Bangor for New Haven,
the 16th Maine regiment, who lost *
only sure cure lor Rheumatism ever known to man.
Including even CONSUMPTION.
leg in the
March 6—dim sjr
(and all sailed.)
'battle of Fredericksburg, timed hiujpgjf.
BOSTON—Ar 3d, schs St Lawrence, Colbeth, from
while
UNSOLICITED TESTIMONY,
w alk fug
round the' outside of Boston* Comxne muo-tas cxi>t=tr,« tt—if. it
Machias; E H Pray, Clark, Pembroke: A J Dyer,
i* but one among
WARREN’S
i
the many letters of likt import constantly bein'- reRogers. Jonesport; Surf, Ht.rraden, MiUbridge ; Lumon, and found that' he accomplished the feat ceived
cy Jane, Spaulding, Rockland; Arcade, Jrew, and
by the proprietors:
in a little less than fifteen
Grahd Island, Stfinson, Camden; Citizen, Henley,
Fairfield, Me., April 28, 1864.
minutes, going upon
Has
been found by experience to be the
Portland.
Messrs.
Seth
W.
Fowle
&
Co.
an artificial leg made
by himself. The distance
Cld 3d, brig C E Kelley, Atherton,
Gentlemen; Seeing numerous certificates in the
Portland; schs
is one uiile and an eighth.
BEST BEMEDT
Maine Farmer endorsin'- the merits of that Great
Romp, Mitchell, Lubec; Billow, Pierce, Rockland;
WIST iR’S BALSAM OF WILD
Convey, Merrill, do.
For the various diseases of the Lungs and Throat,
E3F*Tlie stock is now being taken up for a Lung Remedy,
Ar 4th, sclis Donworth, Drew, and Zina, Clark,
CHERR1,1 am Induced and take
sdeh as
pleasure inrailroad from Wise asset to Richmond. The giving publicity to the great cure itgreat
Machias: Tarry Not, Cottrell, do; New Packet, Kelaccomplished in
in
the
ley,
MiUbridge; Imogene. Brown, Bucksport.
my
family
1856.
year
the
summer
of
Bath Times would prefer to have the
During
junction that year my Bon, Henry A. Archer,
Cld 4th, brig Marv Means, Tibbetts, Jacksonville.
now Postmaster
A athma, Bronchitis, Consumption,
at Bath and urges the people of’Bath to work at Fairfield, Somerset
NEWBURY
PORT-Ar 2d, sch Hattie Boss, PoCroup,
was
attackCounty, Maine,
ed with spitting of blood, cough, weakness of
land, Philadelphia.
for that
Influenza, Plenri.y, Pneumonia, or

in

he is afraid to return to said Gates Co. while,
such a state of things exists.
Deponent states
that the same state of
tilings exists there now
as did before the
rebellion; if anythin-, thev
a.-? worse.
Deponent-states that two colored and one
white Union men were shot down in the
woods, murdered, their bodies completely riddled, by some unknown person or persons in
said county. Deponent also states that
many
of the colored people of^aid
county, have
been notified by the above named
Briscoe
Capt.
that they would be taxed ten dollars
per year
to support the so-called State
and County
Government, said tax to be deducted out of
their monthly wages.
J>i

[or’lWW

fected its

[Prom the Norfolk (Va.) Southerner, March 29.)
We are pained to see that our Government
in its mad haste to render treason
respectable
and in its insane
attempt to conciliate the rebels, is actually turning over the burial grounds
ot Union soldiers to make
potato patches for
reconstructed Johnsonites.
We had hoped
that the ground that had been rendered
sacred

Deponent states that they are afraid to hold
any public Beligious Aleetings for fear of being disturbed by the white inhabitants of said
county. Deponent states that no schools have
states

(iS^-Tlie National Johnson Club has per-

Restoration of Confiscated Lands.

God.

Deponent

quitted.

$30,000 dollars in cotton-planting in this vicinity, withdrew it on learning of the President’s veto, and took steamer lor
home, concluding that his money would be safer if invested further North. This wo are fearful
will be the general effect. Prudent
men, who
weigh .these matters in a financial point of
view, do not care to risk their means where
the safeguards of society aud business are subject to the caprice of the hour.—[Memphis
Post, Feb. 27th.

therefrom all anus and other
weapons of defence,-and all books, even to the Word of

bis
that

unteers the alai ms might eei se.
tJ^Hleo. W. Leonard, arrested ill Fairfield
on charge of setting fire to a barn owned by
Mr. B. F. Noble of this city, has been ac-

sent to Con-

Alary AnnjCarter, against bis, deponent’s will, justice and humanity are alike dead in'the
hearts of our rulers, we would
and still retains her to this dav, at the same
appeal to them
as a matter of policy to
time giving to deponent no satisfaction whatput a stop to this, tor
we
can
tell
them from our knowledge of the
ever for his, said Briscoe’s,
proceeding. Deponent states that he had thus far been
unable loyal North, that they will lose capital, politito recover his said daughter from said Bris- cal capital, when they reply, in answer to relatives and friends, that the
coe.
grave-yard in which
Deponent states that the Shove named pa- lies the body they seek has been turned over
lor the purpose of
trol are visiting the houses of
conciliating a Wirz, aMosemany of the
or a Quantrell, and that they cannot even
colored people of said Co., and are
taking by,

been established in said county, (as far

costiug about SHOO.
1!.Two small fires in Bangor Tuesday
night. The Whig thinks if the Chief Engineer
•would clear out a few roughs who serve as vol-

■

In the True Southerner of the 29th ult,:

kuujvledge extends.)

10C0 Ibi, and

organization. Montgomery Blair is
and Charles Mason, Secretary, and
President,
distributed
its
extras
and
Democrat
“happenamong the Vice Presidents are Bion Bradbury
ed to contain” Mayor Shaw’s address 1 If
of Maine, Lewis W. Clarke of New Hampshire,
the Democrats want to nomiuate Mr. Shaw,
A. J. Willard of Vermont, James S. Whitney
nobody on the Republican side will object. of Massachusetts, W. C. Lawrence of Rhode
Set him up. There is really no need to apolo- Island and W. D. Bishop of Connecticut.
The Bangor Timet calls a paragraph
gize for the nomination of a Democratic canwhich we copied reoently from the Eastport
didate.
)
Sentinel, an “unmitigated falsehood.” The
Mrs. Murray in Boston.
paragraph runs as follows :
The Baugor Times is doing its best to
The Boston papers contain most glowing
tributes to the genius of Mrs. Elizabeth Mur- keep open the breach between the President
and Congress. In nearly every issue it takes
ray, the accomplished artist and author, whose occasion to denounce the “Radicals.” It seems
sometime residence in Portland has made her to enjoy such work as heartily as does the Portland Advertiser,
known to many of our citizens. .The Post
The Times will not deny that It has spoken
says
very severely of the Radicals. Of the tenden“Mrs. Murray’s talents are such as very few
of such denunciation, every man has aright
possess, and extend over a wide range of ar- cy
to judge. We are very far £rom.unputing to
tistic excellence. In originality of subjects, facility of treatment, and the wideness both of the Times any Intention of hindering a reconaction and expression which she infuses into ciliation of the President ^ind Congress. But
her figures, we do not know her equal. She in sober sadness, we cannot resist the convicdisplays great vigor in drawing, and abundant tion that the tendency of jts course has been
taste and skill in her grouping. She paints
hi that direction. The President appealed to
with' a manly firmness that is conscious of its
power and well understands how to do its ap-r the people. It was fitting that he should repointed work. Her sketches are rich in color, ceive from the people an announcement of
and at times have a brilliancy that
charms^v- their desire for equal rights for all men, wherery eye.
They need not fear comparison in ever the American
flag flies, so plain and unthese respects with the work of any artist.—
mistakable as to relieve the executive mind of
Such pictures as “The Cheat Detected,” and
Since the publica“The Eleventh Hour,” are unsurpassed in every shadow' of "doubt.
their display of feeling and character as well
tion ol the second veto message the Times has
as in their composition and drawing.
They been clearly and indubitably on the right side.
have also a boldness of execution which is conUp to that time its position was necessarily
in
most
of
her works.
spicuous
They are all
to Republicans who desired
in
their
and
offer
a
Wonder- unsatisfactory
healthy
influence,
ful insight into the resources Of water-colors that the response to the President should be
in the hands of a genuine artist.”
"decided and unanimous, as it substantially

Viator.

,

have been enrolled at two meetings, some of
them past the meridian of life, and many who
had previously been addicted to intemperate
habits.
,
CS^Hon. John Ware has just presented to
the town of Athens a church bell, weighing

it was on the 27th March that the

gress.

If any of our home friends will cross over
the Courtlandt st. Ferry, and take the cars of
the Northern Railroad of N. Jersey for Eaglethan*
wood, on a blight summer day, they will
yours,—

after

SPECIAL NOTICES.

—

Dally Newa

t^“Af‘Dasln.wiy” temperance society has
been formed in Upper Stillwater. A correspondent of tlie Bangor Whig says 44 members

com-

Petbimed AnarKAEiAN. The London
says that a petrified Australian
male aboriginal lias arrived in England. This
singular specimen of petrification wap found
A

V

_

desirous
effect upon the people, that we were
tor that
of having them well distributed, and
their
reason purchased of the Portland Argus
extra copy containing the same, and enclosing
them with the Democrat, which happened to
contain Mayor Shaw’s address, sent them to
the Democratic town committees.
We published the President’s speech on the
10th March; his two veto messages within

distance from Bunker Hill monument.
It is remarkable, that scenery so wild ra»
mains, as for generations held by the old
Dutch farmers, so near New York aud hardly
less so, that but a few of the millions inhabitor

to the Democratic town

1

mittees as follows:
The Press was so very backward in giving
and
its readers the President’s veto message,
of its
22d of February speech, being fearful

whence a screw elevator will raise the
some 400 feet to the summit.—

cliff

ITEMS OF STATE HEWS.

Mavob Shaw, of Biddeford, doesn’t want
tlie Democratic nomination for representative
of the first Congressional disttict. The feco
Democrat makes this important announcement, but ventiirc3 to hope bis name will nevertheless be brought before the convention,
and .explains the distribution oi his inaugural

a few years been
sey article—have within
Those
found near the edge of the precipice.
scams afcd disvast cliffs, with their numerous

Wanted.

A

SUIT of rooms fora

man

untarnished, with or

Exchange

street

or

and wife, tarnished or
board. Call at 99

without

address Box 132.

apStf

ni ire eligible
spot can be fonnd for low priced
dwellings, or summer residences, or a spacious

hotel for fashionable

resort ?
A man that
wants to own a cheap lot of land that he
can
call his own will never have a better
opportunity to secure it.

What everybody knows need not occupy
much space in stating, that Messrs. Cook &
Ayres, at 63 Exohange street, have but few superiors id their department of
eithor

in styles of

cutting or

business,

neatness of finish. They
keep small, well-selected stock of cloths and
trimmings which they are prepared to make up
to order in a manner that cannot fail to “suit.”
a

Todd proposes to pay the entire indebtedness
of the Government in the purchase of revenue
stamps on his Hungarian Balm, provided the
people will purchase in sufficient quantities
and with his present sales ha will pay no sir all
share, as we learn he already requires $00 worth
a

month with continually

Try it.

.

increasing demand

Tiie Faib.—The Fair for the benefit of the
St Lawrence Street Church was well attended last evening. The great rush was to witness the
Ancient Wedding.”
It went off
handsomely. The Fair will be dosed this

Thursiay

SENATE.

Mr. Wilson introduced a joint resolution directing the Secretary of War to take steps for
preserving the graves of Union soldiers from

desecration.

Passed.
Mr. Pomeroy introduced a joint resolution
appointing a board of managers for the National Military Academy. Deferred.
Mr. Clark from tbe Judiciary Committee,
reported back tbe House bill relative to tbe
habeas corpus, with amendments.
Mr. Stewart moved that the Comuiittee of
Fifteen he discharged from the further consideration of the plan of reconstruction recently
submitted by him, and that it be made a
special order for to-morrow.
The expiration of the morning hour cut off
discussion.
T he House bill to facilitate postal and military communication between the States was

to whom

profession,

we

would in no wise

the merits of Prof. Wni. C.

land, who, as
ot

medicine,

ley, 48,847; English, 43,248. Hawley’s majority, 699.
The Hartford Evening Press makes the majority for Hawley 594 on a total vote of 87,332, full returns having been received from all
the towns but four, of which we have the majorities.

Washington, April 4.

Merit Belongs.—While
reading the many comments made upon men
our

Morning, April 5, 1866-

XXXIX CONGRESS—First Session.

apr3—eodlw&w

of

Hartford, April 4.
A telegram from Saulsbury gave Englih 100
more votes than he received there, and this
correction, with others which have been reported, increases Hawley’s majority to 699.—
VVe have the vote of every town in the State,
which makes the following aggregate: Haw-

--—

Sobe Thboat, Cough, Cold, and similar
troubles, if suffered to progress, result in serious pulmonary affections, oftentimes incurable. “ Brown’s Bronchial Troches” reach directly the seat of the disease, and give almost
instant relief. They have been thoroughly
tested, and maintain the good reputation
they have justly acquired. As they arc imitations, be sure to obtain the genuine.
Merit

..Connecticut,

TO THE DAIRY PRESS.

evening.
The wedding at the Fair this evening will
take place in the large Hall and there will he
no extra cliarge.
There being such a rush
last evening they will not bo able to furnish
cake to-night.

forget
Robinson, of Port-

Hhode

very light.
The Journal has returns from all the towns
in the State except three, showing for Bum-

side, National Union, 7,749; Lyman Pierce,
Democrat, 2,456; Scattering 142. The remaining towns will not materially change, the relative result.

William Greene is elected Lieut.-

Govemor, John H. Bartlett is re-elected Secretary ol State, H. Rogers, Jr., is re-elected
Attorney General, and Col. Geo. W. Tew is

elected General Treasurer. The Senate stands
28 Union to five Democrats, and the House 66
Union to seven Democrats. The Union assembly ticket in this ci y was elected by about
500 majority over the Democrats, eight hour
men and bolting Republicans.

from the Committee on Commeice.
On motion the veto message was taken up

at one o’clock.
toil to aid the progress of the student.
Mr. Trumbull made a speech iu favor of the
Civil
Medical Student,
Bights Bill.
Mr. Trumbull said he fully shared with the
Bowdoin College.
President his regret at the latter’s being unaTheatre.
Two new plays are to be ble to sign the bill to protect all persons in
their civil rights. He regretted the position
brought out to-night, one of which should stir of the President as it would
tend to allienate
“
It
is
The
Fefrom him those who elevated him to power
up the Fenian Brotherhood.
and who would have gladly sustained his adnian’s Dream: or ihe Destiny of Ireland.”—
It will be brought out with great stage effe ct I ministration on the prim iples upon which he
was elected.
But above all he (Trumbull) reand with the whole strength of the Com pan y
gretted it for liber y’s sake to secure which
the Government was founded. Mr. Trumbull
Men’s flhbber over shoes $1,20; women’s said that the provisions of the hill were just
80 cts.; misses 70 cts. per pair, at Hall’s Rub- and constitutional. He extended his remarks
,tp a great length. In the course of his speech
ber Emporium, 147 Middle St.
,tf.
he related the following incident:—
“
Less than six years ago, in reply to a v ito
Thebe is a great demand fortbe justly cel- message
by President Buchanan of the Homeebrated White Sulphur Mineral Water. Crcsstead Bill, the Senator to whom I allude—
Mr. Sumner—“ What Senator ? Was it ”—
man & Co. keep it.

Missouri,

The Conservative

—

Si. Louis, April 4.
majority on the general

ticket yesterday was 3000. The
City Council
stands 23 Conservatives to seven Radicals.
Virginia.

Richmond, Va., April 4.
Joseph Mayo was elected Mayor to-day without opposition.
The etectk n of Councilman
and Aldermen passed off quietly. There was
no political test.
Front

Washington.

Washington, April 4.
President has proclaimed a
treaty with
the Sous Ares band of Sioux Indians for the
of
and
their
removal
from
preservation
peace
the overland route..
A number of post offices were re-opened
TJje

(laughter)

“
Mr. Trumbull continued.
He said this yesterday in North
Carolina, Georgia, Louisiidea about poor foreigners some how or other
♦
ana and Texas.
seems to haunt the imagination of a great
The Supreme Court adjourned sine die yesI
am
constrained
to
many people.
say,’ said terday, but previous to which it was ordered
the Senator alluded to,
I look upon this obthat cases brought in this Court from Courts
ONE DAY
jection to the bill as a mere quibble on the in States lately in rebellion, be called and disof
the
as
and
hard
part
President,
being
press- posed of at the next term. The Court also
ed for some excuse for witholding his approval
prescribed regulations under which appeals
of the measure. His allusion to the foreignmay be taken from the Court of Claims to the
ers In this connection looks to me more like
Arrival »f the StnrnMp Dunutth
Supreme Court. Fifiteen cases have been finthe ad captandum of the mere politician or
ally argued but are continued to the next term
demagogue than a grave and sound reason to tor decision. Two hundred and fifty other
Steamship Damascus, Capt. Watts, from be
offered by the President in a veto message
cases are on the docket.
Eighty decisions
Liveopool 22d and Londonderry 23d ultimo, upon so important a subject.’
were announced at the late term.
Mr. Sumner—“ Whp was the Senator?”
arrived at this port at 10 o’clock last evening,
Our Consul at Cherbourg states that from
Mr. Trumbull—“ That was the language of the 10th until the end of
February, there ocbring'ng IS Cabin and 126 Steerage passen- Senator Andrew Johnson.
(Great laughter) curred 58 deaths from cholera, making from
gers and a frill cargo.
It is perhaps the best answer, though I should
the beginning of the epidemic up to that date
We are indebted to Messrs. Allan Brothers hardly have ventured to use such harsh lan- 114
days, a total of 257 deaths from cholera in
in
reference
to
the
as
ac& Co., through the courtesy of Wm. Brown,
to
President
« population of 40,000.
guage
The disease seems to
cuse him of quibbling and demagoguing and
have disappeared.
Esq., Purser, for flies of papers.
the
mere
in
a
veto
Our Consul at .Brest reports that the epipolitician
sending
The amendment which Lord Grosvenor in- playing to
; demic has at length retired.
message
Congress.”
tends to move to the Reform bill excites conMr. Trumbull fiuther combatted the objecThe Minister of Commerce at Paris had ortions to the bill.
siderable newspaper discussion.
dered clean-bills of health to be issued.
v
Jl
.J
Mr. Trumbull concluded by saying :
If
The Daily News says the notion that the
Government may accept the resolution fram- the bill now before us, and which goes no turFront Mexico.
therjthan to secure civil rights to Freedmen,
ed against itself is the shallowest of
delusions.
Washington, April 4
Lord Grosvenor’s amendment will either re- cannot be passed, then the Constitutional
Mr. Romero has received official news from
Amendment declaring freedom to all the inmit the question of Reform to the
or
country,
El
Paso
to
the
habitants of the land, is a cheat and a delu0th, of March, from which
up
it will commit the matter to the hands of Mr.
Disraeli* in the existing Parliament. In any sion. I cannot better conclude than in the it appears that on the 5th, the Ferrugus Briglanguage of Mr. Johnson on the occasion of ade left there for Chihuahua which was excase the task will come back once more to the
the veto of the Homstcad Bill, when, after pected to be re-occupied about the 20th. Juapresent bill now, or a much larger one hence.
rez intended to establish his government there
To conciliate enemies with the certainty of stating the fact that the President (Buchanan)
at once
was inconsistent and had changed his opinion
damping friends will not be repeated.
It is also stated that official news has been
with reference to a great measure and a great i
The correspondent of the Daily News writes
received at El Paso of several important sucto correct an impression which appears to pre- principle, but that it was no reason why a
cesses obtained by the National troops in Ta-*
vail in the great towns that the Reform bill Senator or Representative who had acted unshould change his opinion, he
maulipas, Coahuilla, New Leon, Sonora, and
might have gone ftirtlier, and shows that there derstandingly
“
Sinaloa.
I hope the Senate and House who
is great risk of its defeat.
Lord Elcho, Mr. said.
General Martinez routed the French at 01have sanctioned the bill by more than a twoand
who
are
the
wireLowe,
*!r. Horsman,
1
will, according to the Con- amos and captured the place. He afterwards
pullers of Mr. Grosvenor’s movement, boast thirds majority,
effected a junction with Morales.
that they have already got together a band of stitution exercise their privilege and power
bill become a law of the land acforty, and this number will make a difference and let the
cording to the high behest of the American
of eighty votes on a division, thus securing the
New York, April 4.
”
people.’
defeat of the Government bill. According to
A Galveston, Texas, letter of March 23d,
ihe
further
of
consideration
the
subject has a report that an iron safe belonging to one
the rumors at the clubs, the Conservative prowas postponed
until to-morrow when Mr.
of the Express companies, was stolen at
gramme lor such a contingency is a Ministry
headed by Lord Stanley, under whom Mr. Johnson will address the Senate.
Brownsville a day or two before the steamer
The bill reorganizing the Judiciary was taDisraeli has expressed his willingness to serve,
Crescent sailed. It contained between $80,with seats in the Cabinet for Messrs. Low and ken up and passed. Adjourned.
000 and $100,000 in greenbacks. At last acHOUSE.
and
for
Elcounts no clue could be obtained to it
Horsman,
Lprd
something showy
A bill from the Naval Committee for the recho.
lief of Admiral Paulding was tabled.
A tie Star says that, morally, Lord GrosveVarious Items.
The bill releasing Paymaster Rittenhouse
nor’s resolution must be regarded as a declarafrom the liability of $13,509 stolen from him
New York, April 3.
tion of no confidence.
The steamship Australasian sailed this foreThe Times exclaims against Parliament be- at Panama in October last, was passed.
The contested election case of Brooks vs.
noon for Liverpool.
She took out no specie.
ing asked to accept a half-measure of Parliawas considered.
mentary Reform, the chief import of which Dodge
Alter the conclusion of Jlr. Marshall’s reFinancial.
is that it will put the far more important one
New \ obk, April 3.
favoring the right ot Mr. Brooks to a
relating to the re-distributlon of political in- marksMr.
The
Commercial's
article says the increasing acThayer announced the question to
fluence out of the po#er of this Parliament. seat,
of spring business is producing an enlarged detivity
be on the adoption of the minority report.— mand for
The Irish Times learns fromrehable authormoney, which, connected with the active
On account of the absence of members, a call demand from stock brokers gives increased promises
ity that the escape of Stephens is no longer a of the
to
the
rate
of interest.
House was made which brought them
matter of doubt, as he arrived sale in Paris on
This morning 6 @ 7 yer cent, is asked on call loans.
In exceptional cases the higher rate is obtained. The
Sunday morning, the 18th, when he immedi- in.Mr.
a recommitment and
supply of paper steadily increases, and and tho rates
ately sent a telegram to his wile, who was stay- Mr. Garfield movednotice
that he should of discount are correspondingly lower. Prime names
gave
ing at Cork, expecting every day instructions offer Spaulding
are 7 @ 8 per cent.; good 9 @ 10.
a
resolution
declar
that
neither
Mr.
lig
to embark for America. She and her sister
Gold is quieter. The speculative transactions are
Brooks nor Mr. Dodge were entitled to a seat.
set cut forthwlrti for England en route for
limited, though the indications are that the market is
Some
debate
followed
and
the
was
much
over-old. Loans in large amounts are offered
subject
Paris to join her husband.
at 1-16 per cent, per day.
postponed until to-morrow.
A Madrid te.egram says the Spanish Gov* stock market
Th
shows adoss of strength. Opera
The bill transferring the Smithsonian Liernment had received important dispatches
tors have become nervous under
ot a
Brary to the Congressional Library was pass- break in the corner on Michiganapprehensions
from its Minister at Washington, but up«n
Southern, and for
ed.
the moment the prevailing disposition is to sell.
what subject had not transpired.
At the Petroleum and Mining Board therat is a reBill establishing collection districts of Port
Statements in regard to Austria and Prussia
Huron and Michigan and extending the dis- vival of activity, especially in goldstocks. Places are
are conflicting.
The Presidentof the Board this forenoon
trict of Puget Sound, with an amendment advancing.
announced the failure of Wilson, Tucker & Co., and
LONDON MONEY MARKET.
making a collection district of Montana and Ketch & Tappen, members of the Board.
The Times’City Article says:—The various
There is more activity in Foreign Exchange
Idaho and changing the name of the Penobmarkets continue to show extreme dullness,
scot District, Maine to that of the District of usual Wednesday, and rates are a fraction firmer:
drawers quote 60 days sterling at 106$.
and closed without any symptoms of a rally,
leading
Castine was passed.
notwithstanding the reduction of discount by
A message was received from the President
Commercial.
the Bank of France. There was yesterday an
a letter from the Secretary of the
increased discount demand at the bank, chief- covering to the
Per steamship Damascus.
Governor of Alabama relaTreasury
ly, it is presumed, in consequence ol some ap- tive to the payment by that State of the direct i^LIVERPOOLCOTTON MARKET,March83.—The
Broker's Circular reports the sales of the week
plications having been held back on the chance tax. Referred to the Committee on Ways Cotton
at 71,000 bales, including 14,500 to speculators, and
of a lowering of the rate from six to five per and Means.
11.000 to exporters. The market opened buoyant
Adjourned.
cent
with an advance of } @ Id, bat the advance was subThe returns published last evening, show
sequently almost all lost, closing flat.
The sales to-day (Friday 1 were 7,000 bales, includthat although the tendency is still favorable, A Definition of Bribery—A. 11. Stephens on
ing 1,500 bales to speculators and exporters. The
the state of Society in Georgia.
especially as regards the stock of bullion, there
market closed dull, quotations barely maintained.
has not been any snch alteration as to lead to
The following are tho authorized quotations:—
New Yobk, April 4.
the immediate adoption of a fresh downward
New Orleans Fair 261; Mobile Fair 20}; Middling
In the case of Simon Donan, charged frith Fair 19$d; Uplands Fair 20$d; Middling
Uplands
movement
bribed an inspector of liquor to induce 19$d.
According to a telegiam from Holland, an- having
The stock in port amounts to 420,500 bales, of which
the latter to give him the use of his brand on
nouncing the result of the sale of Banca tin, several barrels of
221.000 are American.
whiskey, by which it was
all sold at a price equal to £87 10s per ton, deMANCHESTER MARKET.—The Manchester marfraud
was perpetrated on the governalleged
ket is dull.
livered in London. The operations in bank
Commissioner Betts yesterday decided
ment,
LIVERPOOL BREADSTUFFS MARKET, March
discount and finance shares continue.
that Donan should be discharged on the 23—The market is very dull.
ground that the law did not make it a crime
LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET, March 23.
Gen. Lee on the Witness Stand.
to offer or pay money to bribe an officer or to Provisions are quiet and stead v.
influence bis action.
[From the Detroit Pott.]
LONDON MONEY MARKET, March 32. EvenA. H. Stephens, who is in Washington,
ing. —Consol closed at 86} @ 87 tor money.
Gen. Robert E. Lee, the hero of the rebelAMERICAN
SECURITIES.- U. S. 5-20's 71} ®
but
encouragingly of the conlion, has been before the Reconstruction Com- speaks calmly
Illinois Centra) Shares 79$ @ 80. Erie shares
mittee, and his testimony is beforce us The dition of society and tone of public opinion in
General is not only good at handling troops, that State. The labor question is fast adjustThe Bullion in the Bank of England has increased
He knows ing itself, and less animosity exists between during the^eek £128,000.
but adroit at handling words.
how to put a smooth face on disagreeable the blacks and jvhites than northern people
matters. He was questioned as to the condigeneral y suppose. Mr. Stephens asserts that
New York Markets.
the people of Georgia des re nothing so much
tion of things in Virginia, and he answered,
New York, April 4.
as their practical restoration to the Union,
In the Old Dominion things are lovt ly. Gen.
Cotton—heavy; sales 1,000 bales Middling Uplands
at
39c.
Lee does not know a single Virginian that and honestly intend to adapt themselves to
Flour—State and Western without change; sales
contemplates resistance to the Government. the new conditions by which they are sur- 5,800 bbls. Southern heavy and unchanged: sgles
We believe it- They found armed resistance rounded, and make good their professions of 4so bbls. Canada heavy and unchanged; sales 450
bids.
to the Government an ugly entertainment,
sincerity.
Wheat—dull; common tending downward; sales 2,even before they reached Appomattox Court
200 bush Amber Milwaukee at 170.
the
Coast
From
and
China.
Pacific
House. They want no more of it. In this reCorn—without change; sales 41,000 bushels Mixed
San Fbancisco, April 1.
Western.
spect, Gen. Lee’s Confederate friends are unOats—lchigher; State at57@58.
The water at Sacramento is five inches highdoubtedly as sensible as Gen. Lee himself.
Beef— steady; sales7,500 bbls.
The General accepts the situation. We be- er than ever before at this season. The counPork—opened firm and closed heavy; sales 6,500
lieve that, too. Every rebel accepts the situbbls. New mess at 26 00 @ 26 31, closing at 26 16
try for hundreds of miles is overflowed.
ation because he cannot help himself. They
The mines on Colorado river are reported cash.
Lard—dull; sales750 bbls. at 16} @18}.
only try to shape that situation to suit their very rich, and the ore was accumulating faster
Whiskey—dull; sales 50 bbls. Western at 2 26$.
To this we object. Gen. Lee is
own tastes.
than the trains could remove it.
sales 650 hhds. Porto Rico at 13*;
Sugars-steady;
enthusiastic for the President’s policy. Of
Public opinion in the territory was strongly Muscovado at 10$ @ 11}; 400 boxes Havana at 13}c.
Coffee-dull.
So is Jeff. Davis. So is Forrest. in favor of the reconstruction policy of Presicourse he is.
Molasses—steady; sales 730 hhds. English Island at
So are Mason and Sddell. So is Quantrell.— dent Johnson, and the action of Congress in
40 [a> 42; Porto Rico at 69 @ 75.
So is McGee. So is the London Times. Toopposition to it was condemned on all sides.
Naval Stores—firmer; Spirits Turpentine at90@
day they are probably still more enthusiastic
Shanghai dates of January 25th, say the 95c.
President’s
the
than
for
Petroleum—firmer; sales 1,000 bbls. Crude at27;
policy,
they were a market was poorly supplied with black tea, and
1.000 bbls. refined bonded at 41 @41$c.
week ago. If the President would go so far
prices were firm. Green tea steady.
Freights to Liverpool—bull.
as to arrest and hang Sumner and Stevens,
Mining stocks quiet; legal tenders 77 1-2.
and send every abolitionist to Dry Toitugas,
The Legislature has passed concurrent resoNew York Coal Sale.
their enthusiasm would know no bounds. Al- lutions expressing its appreciation of the serNew York, April 4.
to
have
a
it
is
one
and
rebel
vices
thousand
of
Geu.
tons of Scranton coal were sold
joke
capital
McDowell,
asking
Twenty
together,
at auction
The bidding was very spirited, and
to-day.
testify to the loyalty of another. So tar the to promote him to the lull rank of Major Gen- all
was disposed of in ten minutes.
The following is
General sails in deep water. There is noth- eral in the U. S. army.
the range ot pricesstove at 6 65 @ G 90; egg at 6 00
at
ing like a glittering generality well handled.
595
steamer
at
5
25 @ 6 00; lump
<«g
625;
G30; grate
5 87; chestnut at 6 40 @ ft 60.
at ft 62
Ballroad Accident and Loss of Life.
Start Cabbages Early.
Stock Market.
Philadelphia, April 4.
Sow your cabbage seed as soon as you can
This morning at 1.38 o’clock the through
New York, April 4.
find a bare spot big enough. It should be on train for
Washington while passing along the Second Board.—Stocks dull.
the South side of some wall or building, where
Amei
lean
Pennsylvania railroad track on the west side
Gold.1272
United States coupon Sixes, 1881, (registered].105
it can receive all the benefit of the sun; a dry
of Schuylkill, a small iron
bridge which cross5-20’s, coupons 1862,.104
place is best. Frost and snow will not injure es the road near the wire bridge baokc down, United States
Notes, 7 3-10, (2d series),.100
Treasury Sixes.
the young plants. By the time you are ready precipitating the engine and tender into the Missouri
67;
to make your garden you will have a plenty
road below. Fortuuately the train was mov- New York Central.91
72
of hardy and flourishing plants ready tor transslowly at the time, or several cars would Erie.
ing
91
ftead*ng.
portation or markethave shared the same fate. The engineer, FinMichigan Southern .91
niniore, and the fireman,name unknown, went Cleve'and and Pittsburg.79
Fort Wayne.. 88
A physician, walking in the street with a
down with the engine, and were instantly killfriend ot his, said to him:
ed. Their bodies are buried beneath the ruins Chicagffaud Bock Island, (ex-dividend).110
“Let us avoid that pretty little woman you
and it is impossible to extricate them.
She knows me. and
see there on the left.
casts on me looks of indignation. I attended
Washington Correspondence.
her busband.”

Steamship St. Geoboe was to leave St.
John, N. B., for this port yesterday.

C.

C.

71|.

Congress

|

CLAPP’S FAVORITE PEAR

“Ah 1 I understand.
tune to dispatch him.”
“On the contrary,”

saved him.”

You had the misfor-

replied the doctor,

“

I

“I wish I could prevail on neighbor Rip to
keep the Sabbath,” said good old Mr. Jones.—
“I’ll tell you how to do it,” exclaimed incisive

young Smith; “get somebody to lend it to him,
and I’ll be bound that he’ll keep it. He was
never yet known to return anything that he
borrowed.”

“Who’s there ?” said a patrol to a passing
figure, one dark night. “Its I, patrol; don’t be
pfraid,” kindly replied an old lady.

New York, April 4.

A

Washington special dispatch says private
dispatches have just been received from Richmond to the effect that a movemeut is already
on foot in that
city for the relief of Jeff. Davis
from confinement
by getting out a writ of habeas corpus.
The House Ccnmittee on Freedmen’s Affairs
considered a new bill this
morning, and there
is a prospect of an attempt to
pass it through

the House.

Xeto

Jersey Legislature.

Trenton, April 4.

The Senate by a vote of 10 to 11, again refused to go into joint session for the choice of
U. S. Senator.

This exceedingly fine grained and delicious early pear,
the Bartlett
in size and excelling it In quality, hardnesS’and beauty, is fully described in |ny
new lUusixaited Catalogue which will be
sent wiihoHt cost, to
applicants, by mail, or may be
had at the h ursery at Morrill's Corner.
My stock
Larff Pear Trees, Ineludoe only
the hstabhshed Varietiis,
Ducheae, Beurre d’ Anlou,

rivalling

J* ferg

Bartlett, &c., &c.

Mar 31—T,W&S6w

Box g203 Portland.

For Sale.
A two story frame House, and about 3000
; feet of Land, on the corner of Pearl and CumLLbetland Streets. Plenty of hard and soft wa-

fA

Dentifrice !

Chlorate

ter on the

premises. Enquire

Feb 12—diet)

C.

KICHABDSON.

DR. W. IT” DEWING,
-Electrician
Medical
174 MIDDLE

AN%

-AND-

PURIFYING THE BREATH!
It is

a

Article in the Market, hut has, already
gained a wide-spreadreputation.

New

Bead the following Testimonials in its Favor.
Jan. 12,1866.
Messrs, John G. Cook & Co—Dear Sir:—Having
feel a
Chlorate
Dentifrice
we
tested
your
suied that it is an excellent powder for cleans ng the
the
examined
teeth and purifying
breath, and having
the recipe from which i. is made, we are sure there
is no article in it which is in the least injurious to the
teeth or general health, but on the contrary, highly
beneficial to both.
Respoctftilly yours,

Lewiston,

I). B. Stbgut,
Thomas Fillebrown,
Dentists, Lisbon Street, Lewiston, Maine.
We the undersigned have examined specimens 01
Cooke’s Chlorate Dentifrice, also the recipe from

which it is prepared, and we take pleasure in recommending it to the public as a safe and effectual tooth

powder.
A. Gar colon, M. D., John M. Small, M. D., Pearl

Martin, M. D, M. C. Wedgewood, M .D., J. Fanning,
M. D.. A. Burbank, M. D., Ed Edgecombe, M. D.,
J. P.'Fessenden, M. D., R. R. Ricker, M. D., Lewiston. H. L. K. Wiggin, M. D., S. Oakes, M. D., N.
€. Harris, M. D.\ Aub orn.
Lewiston, February 3,1866.
Messrs. John G. Cook, & Co—Gentlemen:—I
havecareftilly examined your “Chlorate Dentifrice”
both Chemically and Physically. In composition it
accords with the recipe, and is free from any metallic, or mineral compound, which can injure the teeth.
It cleanses the surface of the teeth
them, and it contracts the gums

ithout abrading
firmly on them,
while its chlorate compound destroys any decaying
matter ad'ierim; to them. In feet, it contains the
beet constituents ol several popular dentifrices.
w

Bespectfully,

A. Bates, M. D.
State Assayer.
20 State St., Boston, February 28th, 1868.
A.

This celebrated Tooth Powder is put up in two
at the low pilce of.

oijpce Boxes, and sold

Cents a- Box!
A liberal discount to the trade.

Twenty-Five

Trial

FfiEE

Packages

Application!

on

JOHN 6. COOK <t CO., SragibU,
PROPRIETORS, Lewiston. Me.
tyFor sale by Druggists generally.
For sale In Portland by W. W. Whipple, Crosman
&Co., J. R Lunt & Co, L. C. Gilson, w. E. Short,
Jr., Edward Mason, and by H. H. HAT, who will
supply the trade at Manufacturers’prices. ap4eod3m

one years, and is also a regular graduated physician.
Electricity is perfectly adopted to chrobic diseases in
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia in

hie head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
i the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
i ivolved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula. hij
d seases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
or paralysis, St. Vitas* Dance, deafness, starn-

report of the condition

National Trader.
Quarterly
State of Maine,
the morning
land,

Printing Office

Press”

"Daily

Ib propelled by steam power, and is famished with
improved and costly presses—Cylinder and Platen—from the most celebrated makers.
We have in constant use one of

PRESSES,

HOE’S LARGE CYLINDER
Capable of throwing

off 2500 sheets

an

hour;

one

ot

Adams’ Power* Presses,

Machinery

and all the

essary for

a

nec-

well appointed office.

We have just added to our former stock over Two
Thousand Dollars worth or

New

Type, Borders, Ornaments, &c.,

Of the latest styles, which renders this department
of our business complete, and unsurpassed by any
other office in the City or State.
We execute all orders for every description of
Printing in the shortest possible time, and In -the
neatest and best maimer. Those sending orders from
the country may rely on receiving prompt attention.
The Job Office is under the personal supervision of
the senior proprietor, who is the Citt Pbinteb, and
is himself an experienced practical workman, and
employs only well-skilled mechanics in thi» department of his work.

MARINE

JNSURANCE.

Capital Stock, paid in,
Surplus Fund,
20,000 00
Circulating Notes received from Comptroller,—all in circulation,
126,600
Individual Deposits,
266,946 02
Dividends unpaid,
1,866 60
Due to National Banks,
7,9V 23
State Bank Circulation outstanding,
66.746 00
Discount,
9,472 81
259 70
Exchanges,
Proflt and Loss,
10,29118

April 3, 1866-d3t

ATLANTIC

Mutual Insurance
51

Wall St,

Are

prepared

now

VESSELS,

effect insurance

to

CARGOES, and

on

FREIGHTS,

IN ALL ITS FORMS.
From our large ex perienre in matte -s relating to
Marine Insurance, we (feel confident of being able to
satisfy all wlio may favor us witb their business.
We shall also continue the

SHIP BROKERAGE,
And Commission Business,
M.

DAVIS

gation Risks.
divided annually, upon the Premiums terminated during he
year; and tor which Certificates are issued, bearing interest until redeemed.
The Dividend was 40 per cent, in each ol the years
1863-4, and 5, and 35 per cent, in 1866.
The Company has Assets,
Over Twelve
Million Dollars,viz:—
United States and State of New-York Stocks. City,
Bank and other Stocks,
$4,828,585
Loans secured by Stocks and otherwise,
3,330,350
Premium Notes and Bills Receivible, Real
Estate, Bond and Mortgages and other se-

curities,

United States
Cash in Bank

SPRING GOODS!
COOK & AYRES,
WOOLENS!
edited for Spring garments, bought at

PRICES,

ready to sell or manufheture
responding low prices.
Orders for Catting attended to promptly.
are

at

cor-

apl3w

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers!
No.
Mfddte Street,
ATfoundold extensive
assortment of
88

PUlot,
Wm. E. Dodge,
A. P.

G. Hobson,
David Lane,
James Bryce.
Leroy M. Wiley,
Daniel S. Miner,
Geo.

John I).

JONES, President.
Charles Dennis, Vice-President.
W. H. H. Moore, 2d Vice-Prest.
J. D. Hewlett, 3d Viee-Prest.
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.

Applications ter Insurance with the above named
Company received and forwarded by

JOHN W,

MUNGER,

(Heap
1

can

We solicit the tanner patrons and the public in general to call and examine our stock and styles, guaranteeing oar prices—qualities considered—as low as

the lowest.
The store will be under the direction of Mr.
Lothrop, who will give his personal attention in part
to Ibis branch of the business.
We are also Agents for the Howe Sewing Machine.
W. W. LOTHROP * CO., 88 Middle St.
IV W holesale Store, Union St.
R. L. Morse, W.
S. K. Dyer.

W*othrop,

Holders !

their friends
X and the public generally, that they will carry on
the Real Estate business in all its branches. Property

typight,

to

sold or exchanged, and rents col
terms. Owners of Stores, Ware-

lected on favorable
houses, Offices Dwelling Houses, &c.,&c., are informed that the Renting ot all kinds ol property will be
made a special ty, and parties wishing tenants are
hereby notified that for all such property placed in
our hands fov the above mentioned purpose within
thirty days from this date, no charge will he made.

PATTERSON &

CHADBOURNE,

Beal Estate
March

Brokers,

83J Exchange St., Portland Me.
12,1886—eodlm

Nuevitds -Syrup.
HIIDS. I Saptrin HutIim
37O
30 Tcs.
j

ing,”

tor

sale by

Syrup,
Cargo per Sch. “Georgie Deer-

H.
Apr 4—isdlm

Long Wharf,)
PORTLAND.
atwBwH

Rational

I. ROBINSON,
No. 1 Portland Pier.

NOTI CE
The undersigned has this day taken the store
NO. 91 COMMERCIAL STREET,

recently occupied by Flin^Sk Whittemore, where he
will continue the Wholesale
Grocery, Provision and Commission Business.

SS?™*

Dr. Fred A. Prince,
Dentist,
No. 11 Clapp’s

the evening.
Admittance 25 coits. Tickets to the Wedding 15
cts. extra.
Doors open at 6
o’clock; entertainment to commence at 7}
Tickets for sale at H.
Packard’s, Exchange Street,
and N. J. Gdman’s, Middle St.
mU2Sdtd

GRAND
Widows *and

Capital Stock.$300,000 00
Profit and Loss,.
32,496 le
Circulation. 110,000 00
Due other Banks. 18,03649
Deposits,. 608,25416
$1,062,766 77
CHAS. PATSON, Cashier.
State tf Maine.

~QUARTERLY

STATEMENT

Block, Congress St,

PORTLAND, ME,
Septan—oodtt

Orphans

QUILTS,

CITY

In all grades from those Heavy American Quilts to
the finest FOREIGN GOODS.
m

Commencing

Bleached and Brown Cottons!
Bought before the

advance at the

recent

Lowest

Our White

TPrices I

Goods Department!

Embraces PLAIN, PLAID and STBIPED CAMBIOS and NAINSOOKS, Plain and Figured
MUSLINS, TABLETANS, White and
Chint. Marseilles,—small figured,
STBIPED and BROCADE

BRILLIANTS,

One Price!

and

at

Only!

One

OUR STOCK OF

HALL,

LADIES’ EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:

Dress

Mrs. James E. Fernald
Mrs. Allred Dyer,
Mrs A. B. Winslow,
Mrs. James M. Churchill, Mrs. George Head

Miss Mary P. Goddard,
Mrs. Charles Clark,
Mis. Mary J. E. Clapp,
Mrs. Joseph W. Dyer,
Mrs. Chas. W. Richardson,Miss Marcia H.Weodbury,
Mrs. J. P Miller,
Miss Maria Greely,
Mrs. Colin E. Cross,
Miss Kate Llbbv.
Mrs. Levi Morrill,
Mrs. Southgate Boyd,

gentlemen’s executive Committee:
Darius H. Ingraham, Chairman.
Charles Richardson, Treasurer.
Charles H. Haskell,
Col. Charles B. Merrill,
Col. John M. Brown,
Joseph W Symonds,
Charles H. Fling,
MaiorE. B. Houghton,
Met)or A. W. Bradbury, D.F. Corser,
Capt. Henry Inman,USA,Geoige O. Gosse,
Albert Q. Leaab.
Capt. Geo. W. Vervill,
O. M. Mairelt,
George L. Swell.
John H. Hall,

Handkfs., Hosiery,
IN

GREAT VARIETY

ONE

PRICE ONLY.

ELDEN& WHITMAN,
5 Free

St. Block.

N. B.—Found in our store and subject to the
claims of the owners, One Valuable Breast Pin, Kid
CHoves, Sun Umbrellas, and a variety of othe articles.
ELD EX It WHITMAN.
Feb 23.

1866—dtt__
JUST OPENED!
CITY

FOREST

STORE,

TEA
O.

86

CLARK,
Exchange Street, opposite Post Office.
J-

TEAS.
STOCK of Teas, just received, which we
offer at retail, consisting ot choice
YOUNG HYSON,
IMPERIAL,
JAPAN,

ANEW

HYSON,
And

GUNPOWDER,
OOLONG,
EnglishBreakfestSOUCHONG.

Onr facilities for buying goods are such that we can

safely promise to sell
Good Teas

as

Low

other

any

as

concern

In New England,

COFFEE.
A good supply of Fresh Grain, ROASTED AND
PREPARED COFFEES, constantly on hand.
Care will be taken in the selec ion of goods in this
line, and our customerscan at all times be supplied
with a prime article at the lowest prices.

SPfCES.
Pure Ground Spices of every variety, put up exus which we warrant to give perfect satis-

pressly for
faction.

Colburn’s A. Durham Mustard, New Castle Bi-Carb.
Soda, Salseratus, Chocolate. Starch, Corn
Starch, Bogan, Cream Tartar,
Washing Blue, &c.
-£F" REMEMBER I The Forest City Tea Store,
mhl9«odlm
No. 86 Exchange St.

Are tbe LEADING STYLES for YOUNG
WEAR. They can be found at

ME*£

No. 95 Middle Ht»eet,
Who are daily receiving all ol the
as issued.

new

styles

as

fast

Appeal

Loan. 1,017,267 08
U.S Securities. 344,850 00
Beal Estate,. .7..
10,000 00
Cash Items.
31,016 37
Due firom
auks,.
Lawful MoneyT..

Bank Notes.

Premiugas,.

Apr 4—d3t

104,019 78

182,182 33
22,11*00

4,237 50

$1,993,375 08
E. P. GEERISH, Cashier.
___

Portland Freedmen’s Aid Associa-

ets.
600

JB^^K^A

Would

tion.

THEBE

TALBOT,
Secretary.

We have a new method of Plugging Teeth, tar superior tothat formerly practised, which is now being
adopted by the profession generally.
Portland, March 1, 1866. _mhlStf

SUGAR

ARJMROIAJSES.
7BW

Tailor,

THE

By W.
CHEAP
Mar 26—eodli%

FOB

CASH.

eatily

ap-

6th,

at 10

o*clock A. M., at

HENRY BAILEY A CO.,
Auctioneers.

Carpets, Minors. Work, card, Marb.e Top, Centre
and Extension Tables, Chairs, Rockets, CTockcry,
Gloss, China, Earthern, Wooden and stone Ware,
Parlor Stoves, &c., Sc.
.HENRY BAILEY S CO., Auctioneers.
ap6dtd

TUESDAY, April 10th, at offioe. at 13 M.,
Twenty-nine City made Harnesses, suitable for
wagon, buggy, sulky or chaise.
Musi be sold.
ap5dtd

ON

of

Judge Probate
for Cumberland County, the subscriber,
AdPURSUANT
offer lor
ministrator of John M. Wood,
as

England.

CALL

Yourseli.

And See for

IS—dim___
Seeds.

A

try.

FULL and complete assortment of Flower Seeds
from the most celebra.ed Seedmen in the counAlso

HOVBY*S

fc

WASHBURN

Amateur

Qultivators.
a

Vegetable Seeds,

Agricultural

Portland

Warehouse

AND

&

WE

WHITNEY.

At Forest City Stable, co>ner Federal and I.ln* Sta.,
where Carriages can be storeo and Horses boiraed it
alter the sale.
desired, previous to orunder
cover, and held without
These soles will be

April 2—is2m

ME.

k

<2.

ML

Annual

Horses!, Carriages, Sleighs, &c.,
shall sell Horses, Coinages, Sleighs, Hobea,
Harnesses, &c..
Every Saturday at 11 •♦clack A* M«»

-BY-

KENDALL

dcceased.ir.il
sale, at public auction on Mommy, the 23d day of
At Til next, all the right, title and Interest, a hich the
said Wood had, at the tun of hie decease, in and to
the following parcels at laml, namely:
A lot ol tend in Ca e Elisabeth, situated on the
south side of the road leading from Vaughan's Bridge
to Scarborough, adjoining Daniel S trout's land, being
the amo lot, conveyed in two parcels, to said Wood
by Jonas W. Clark and Mosea Lylord, June 30,1SS0,
—being about twenty acres.
A bo a lot of land tdiuated In Cape Elizabeth, being
about two an l three-quarters acres, mtlotnlng the
foregoing; the same conveyed to said Wood by Ann
S. Skilims, August 4,1864.
Also a lot ot land situated In Portland, on the south
side of Fcdeial Street, eighty-three feet weitward
trom Pearl Street, the same conveyed to said Wood
by Adeline Hutchinson, November 9,1(63.
The sale of the last mentioned lot will take place
on the premises, in Portland, at eleven o'cleek In the
for noon.
The Bale of the lots in Cape Elizabeth will take placff
on the premises, at three o’clock in the afternoon ot
the same day, April 23, 4866.
Terms Cash.
JOSEPH ILSLEY, Administrator.
March 20,4866
mhMeodtdwSwl?

AT AUCTION!

STORE,

A.

regard

Meeting.

Dec

of the Maine Charit(or the choice of Of-

bailEY & Co., Auctioneer..

Merchant Tailor J

April 2—dtd

TO

to

14—iltf

SAMUEL A. CHESLEY,

n

THE

yo. 102 Middle

LADIES!

Street,

Ilaaaas ap Stairs.

A NEW INVENTION!

“The

Improved
pitfyt

Skirt

Lifter.”

^

Formerly occupied by hit lather, where he la ready
to furnish

OAHMENTH

applied for.

At short notice, and would be pleated to tee his

Father's Customers and the

publio jteneraUy.

SAMUEL A. CHESLEY.
r

April 2—dlw&eodJw

H. OSGOOD,
jjagT"07 DENTIST,
No. 8 Clapp’s Block, Market

VARIETY

NO. 20 EXCHANGE ST.,

are

to license from the

SALE,

I>. Robinson,

they

Administrator’s Sale.

Ooli.

to assist me in the Catting department, whose skill
and reputation as a first-class Cutter is unsurpassed
by any one Is Hew

MUSCOVADO SC-

THEIR

as

House No. 29} free street, corner of Centre, we
BhaU tell all the Euinitu.einsaid bouse, consisting of
Chamber sets. Bedsteads, Beds, Hair Mattresses,

ROBINSON,

FOR
All

city,

»

«.

Chilton’s Carriages!
IN

the

Harnesses, Harnesses, at Auction.

No. 1 Portland Pier.
Mar 14,1866.__mhlSisdlm

Congress Square.

subscriber would Inform the public that he
has taken Stove No. 365 Congress Street, (between Green and Oak) lor the Bale of Willow and
Wooden Ware, Tors, Ladies’ Foreign and Domestic
Work-baskets, Kitchen ftirniahing goods, dfcc., <tc.
tyChil dren’s Carriages for sale.
JOHN S. CUSHMAN.
April 2—tf

H. I.

1,2, 3,

EDW’D M; PATTEN, Auctioneer, 18 Exohange 3t.

New Crop Clayed Molaseea, now
landing from brig “Nera,1’ for

“Jeby

n. 13.

Kf

I have lecnred the service, of Mr. Geo. R. Brine

HEALD,<250

Congress Street,) where he will he happy to meet
his former friends and customers who may need the
For the last ten years DR.
services of a Dentist.
FIERCE has had a large experience in the preservation of the natural teeth, and will ma e this branch
of the business a speciality in future.
It is a ffcct well known to Dentists, that more than
one halt ol the teeth that decay and perish could be
saved if a competent Dentist were consulted in sea-

House for Sale.
mHE three-etory Brick House No. 70, corner of
A Danforth and Tate Streets. It has all the mod
ern
improvements and is in excellent condition.
The nouse (tan be examined any day.
For terms, &c., apply to
RUFUS E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Whorl.
Portland. Nov. 8,1865.—istf

Near

to his friends and the
has formed a copartner-

announce

1A

Genteel Furniture at Auction.

will nil them to correspond with the

SEED

^^^XHJship with Dr. JOSIAH

5, 6,9

AN' MONDAY, April 9th, at 10 o’clock A. M., at

FROST,

Low Price of

April 2—d2w&w4w

iu^nsHBhpublic that he

feet Gas Pipe.

apldtd

OLD 0U8T0MER8 AND NEW
FRIENDS,
I
V

S. B. A. LUFKIN & CO.

DR. CHARLES N. PIERCE,

«•

we

-_mh23dtap!4

new

N OTIC E.

4.

l5,H,l5,16,lil5,l»,ao.

10,000
Eagle Cigars,
10,0c 0 Henry Clay
do
do.
10,000 El Tapipan
do
2,000 PnmJa
do
6,000 abinet
26 boxes “Sailors* Choice” Navy Tobacco.
100 bblsOnions, &c.. Ac.
Also, on account of Government—200 Army Blank-

For sale at the

Outfit.

1,2,3,

ERIDAY, April
ONoffice,
shall sell
American

this market, and will be pleased to
^

Flower and

son.

will be a meeting of the Portland Freedmen’s Aid Association at the Common Council
Boom, in the City Hall, WEDNESDAY Evening, 4th
inst ,at74o’clook, to hear the report ot the Committee
on the Fair, andfor other purposes.
A fhll attendance
is desired.
By order of the Executive Committee,

ap3—d2t

Please call at 94 Middle Street, for your

Spring

3, 4, 5, 6.

..

Cigars, Tobacco, &c„ at Auction.

)

Guide to the Flower and Kitchen Garden, giving
descriptive list of two thousand varieties ot

sale at the

..

Agents.

CLOTHS,

Illustrated

Lowest Cash Prices.

DENTAL

ASSETS.

for

«

31,32,33,34,35,36.
31,33, 33,34,85,36.
311,30,31,32,33,84.
29,3(1,31,33,33,34.
31,32.
32.33,34,36,36.

HENRY BAILEY A Co., Auctioneers.
March 1—2taw to mar29tliendtd

WM.H. KOYE,
can be had at the Assessors’

Flower

Constantly received and

•<

doing business in

men

Spring and Summer Goods!

March

GOODS

“
••

proached by land or water, and are at a uLttaice
manuiacturing establishment.
Pickett St. is 60 feet, and Broauway 100 feet wide.
Entrance to Broadway lots trom Pickett St.
The sale will be positive and unreserved. No private sales.
Payment w ill be required as follows
10 per cent, of tue purchase money and auctioneers’
tees on the day of Bale; 1 per cent, on
delivery of
the deed; 25 per cent, in six month*, and 5.j per cent.
In twelve months trom day of sale, without
interest,
secured by mortgage of the premises.
Buyers paying cash will be entitled to a discount
at the rate of 9 per cent, per annum. To those budding within eighteen months after the purchase, in accordance with a certain sketch to be exhibited, onehalf of the purchase qnney will be reiunded.
The title will be mane perfect and the deed must
be lak n within ten days alter the sale.
Plans and spocitcations may be seen at the office
of Wm. Willis & Son, No. 34 Exchange St., or by
calling on Benjamin W. Pickett, at Perry Village.
Cape Elizabeth.
WM. WILLIS & SON.
BENJAMIN W. PICKETT,

Styles of Caps. At Jo. 94 Exchange Street,

NEW

Reserrntlnn.

from any

cle'sant

•'

nr

4,' 5,6, 28, 29, 30. 31,
***’ 51’ 82*
63,
.4
*4
44
44
40f 4*
1, 2,3, 4, 5, 6.
44
<4
<4
41f
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.
<4
«<
42f 44 14 3,4, 5, 6, 7, 8.
on a plan of said premises.
The lots are twenty live
l&et wine and one hundred ft. deep two may i.e
purchased together) and are very desirable for gentle-

Any person who neglects to comply with this notice, ana who thus assign, to the Assesors the unduty of dooming him, will therein^ be barredor his right to make application to tho County
Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes, unless
he makes it appear that he was unable to offer luck
lists at the time appointed as aforesaid.
S. B. BECKETT,)
? Assessors.
W. BOYD,.

Brought into
show them to

20,

31,
22,
23,
24,
25,
30,
38,
39,

lists.

B.

«

..

Executor, Administrator, Trustee, or otherwire, as
on tho first day of April next; and they are requested to be prepared to make oath to the truth of sahl

Portland, March 22, 1866.

“

«

mHE Assessors ol tho City of Portland hereby
X gh 0 notice to all persons liable to taxation in said
cl y, that they will be in session every secular day,
from the second to tho fourteenth day of April next
inclusive, at their rooms in the City Government
Building, from ten to twolve o'clock in the forenoon,
and from three to five o’clock in the afternoon, lor
the purpose of receiving lists ofthe polls and estates
taxable in said city.
And all such persons are hereby notified to make
and bring in to jsid assessors, true and periect lists
of their polls, and all their estates real and persoual;
as also all such estates, held in trust as Guardian,

lists

“
..

“

_

N. B.—Blank
Rooms.

1866.

Block No. 19, Lots No. 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36.
..

Notice.

Assessors’

5th,

POSITIVE—NO POSTPONEMENT—To
THE HIGHEST BIDDER.

THURSDAY,

ON

LADIES* EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
21—tt

28—lsd2w__

FURNISHING^ GOODS!

Sale

the 5th day of April, 1 66, at
eleven o’clock A. M.. we shall sell a. Public Auction at the Mercham s’ Exchange, in Portland, one
hundred house lots, situated on Pickett Street and
Broadway, in the town oi Cape Elizabeth, at South
Portland, so called, being lois numbered

pr&ent

PLEASE

CLOTHING

apidtd

if No Under bidding

pecuniary

ALSO,
Mar

used;

positive.

SALE

aided in*o a comfortable maintenance
of themselves; therefore we ask your kind benevolence.
We ask of fbu to look over your stock ot merchandise and see what you can willingly give to us. We
shall be grateful for whatever you may send. The article that may seem of little value to you. may be
vclue to the Fair, or converted to
made of
we
this
use for tnose tor whom we ask it
appeal to dealers in all kinds of merchandise, and
will
that
or
two
ladies
be
at
one
would give notice
Room No. 10, City Building every afternoon from 3
make
to 5 o'clock, to receive donations and
arrangePer Order,
ments Ibr work.

*

Piano. In rosewood ca*_ carved
cost 8400.
by Edwards A Son

octavo

e

In the portion called South Portland,—three
Minutes Walk from the Perry Wharf.

eventually be

And we

COE & MCCALLAR’S,

litt

six octavo Piano, made

One Hundred Eligible House
Lota, in Cape Elizabeth ;

HAS

BRIGHTON,

And

Pianos at Auction.
THUBSDAY, April 6th, at 12 o'clock,

Auction

just received the Largest, Best and most desirable Stock of

(Velvet Finish)

Go^hBLnoI

Sale

Ladle® ot the Executive Committee ot the
commence on the 23d ol
an appeal to the Merchant® of Portland to aid them in the enterprise in
which they have enlisted. They ask it with the (borough understanding ot how liberally and constantly
you have given during the last live years, and 01 how
freely you respond at all time® to the needs of the
suffering.
Conscious that the class Ibr whom we now labor
have not been uncared for previous to the close of the
war, but that the City, as a Government, has done
what it could, and private charity has bestowe i its
alleviations, yet have they sometimes been reduced
to extremities such as we do not want our solders’
families to suffer. We hope through the concert of
sympathy and action for these poor, that they may

HATS.

WILTON,
MORTON,
DEXTER,

XL ST opened at tho Auction Store 109 Federal k*'t
J and wU be wild without nweive, comm^c'nif
Wednesday, April 4lfe,at 8 o'clock
P.M., and
continuing every afternoon urni evening through
tte
week, a lot of Bleached and Brown f-htetm- and* hirting. Pillow-case Cotton, Ladies- Press
ral Skirte, Linen and MuBlin Handkerchiefs large tot
of Spool Cotton and Linen Thread, Pins Needle.
Elastic Brahl, I adles*KidGlovea, Lie
Ladies’ Hose, Cloths tor Men's and Boy*, wear T ow
eh and Towelling, Table Linen, three pieces T« I
led
Hemp Carpeting. Also, a line assortment of T.’le
Cutlery, Silver Plated Ware, consisilrg tf Ice P tellers, Castoi s. Cake Baskets, Call Bells, .* poons, Porks.
Ae. Also a lot of Phntegrvp
Albums, 1 erfun ery
Fancy Soaps, Bend Wa lets, Hair Brushes, Hasora.
Scissors, Note Paper, Enve.opee, Ac.
nr Afternoon sales lor the Ladies commencing at
^
So’ciook.
C. W. HOLMES, Auctlcneer.
a
-ii «_
April 3—dtf

one

X SOLDIER’S FAIR, to
April, at City Hall, present

Mar

stock

DRY GOODS.

legs;

Merchants of Portland!

BRISTOL,

LIABILITIES.

$1,968,375 03

March 26—dtd

THURSDAY, April

Merchant
The

•

87.087 00

Doeskins, Bearers, Cassimeres, Satinets. Vestings As
particularly invited to look at this
sale, and attend the opening.
E. M. PATTEN.

on
one seven

mHE

GLOVES AND SMALL WARES,

** *

i Ji

AT office,
bat

-TO THE-

Is loll and carefully selected, and marked at prices
to ensure its IMMEDIATE SALE.

*

EDW’D M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 18
Exchange St.

J hn B. Brown,
A. K. Shurtled,
George F. Emery,
hereafter.
Further
gy
particulars
Tickets for the Week $1.54; Single Tickets 2b cents
each, or Five for $L0#.
For sale at Crosman & Co’s, Lewell St- Senter’s
Short St Lorlng’s, Hall L. Davis’, Thos. G. Loring,
and at Geyer & Caleft’s.

An

until

PwT. tT-*?

A. W. H. Clapp,
St. John Smith,

Shawls l

«ft*™oon,

stock ever oOtred in this city by aucthn
It will consist In par* or 10, 11 and’ io-a T i—...
Sheetings, 0-4 Pillow cases Linen, loo
Shirt-ngs, 600 White and Brown Lu.cn 1 able <
oi every size and quality; Napkins, Doyues 1,
ing and Crashes; Extension C.otls oi every she tie
ttneat good imported; 7 and 4-4 Brown and
Bleach
ed Table Linen by the yard, toil able for hotels or
bearding houses; Lauiesand Gants tine Limn Cambric Hdsls; Hosiery Gloves, Hr ss Goods, Balmorals
Empress Cloths, together with many olLer goods too
Also Broao Cloths,
numeious to particularize.

trustee* :

Silks

Goods,

And

OF PORTLAITD, April, 1886.

Deposits,. 839,949 89
Due to Banks.
8,820 43
Profits. 173,537 71

“»

ub!ic°afc l'ny tt??
hull li the beitUM*
LMU

,.ay previous to salt. Ihe 1
ine Ihe goods, and they w.ll

VeilsSkiSd!?'

Southgate Boyd, Chairman.

March M—

The Casco National Bank

State Bank Circulation.

Fiiday, March 30,at 10 A. M. and 3P. M,

Cutlery, Silver Plated Ware, ifee.

Mrs. Elbridee Bacon,
Mrs. J. B. Carroll,
Mrs. Ira J. Batchelor,

10-4

mmd

oom-

mence on

-OF—-

Under the Direction of the following, vi*:—
Mrs.

T-8, 4-4, 9-8, 6-4, 9-4

*

large

—OF—

Capital Stock.7...... 800,000 00
Circulation. 409,000 00

cover toms

w

every a
c

AUCTION SALE

Week

the

During

Ac.

Ladles are
stock previous to

-AT THE-

All the New

CmtBESUBD, SS_
Portland, April 2nd, 1863. Personally appeared Charles Payson, Cashier, and made oath
lo the truth of the above statement by him signed,
according to the best oi Us knowledge and beliel.
Before me,
H. ILSLEY,
J ustice of Peace.
Apr 4—i!3t

Ac.,

without the least reserve,
loi.'lal01?. Auction,This
btock will
Twent»*v nu * buyers.
Dollars ln pure!
money, and
*°,u
llho“t
the least regard to
ot yand every?* .**
y 01
Perfect. Sale to
to

OF TBS

PETER

$1,082.786 77

FAIR !

IN AID OF TUB

Bank

Or Fenhud, April 2,1866.
Dr.
Loan and Stocks.
$446,771 SO
Heal Estate.
28,062 87
Due from other Banks,.
11,856 51
U. S. Bonds and Securities,. 391,0 jO 00
State aad National Bank Bills,.
17,867 00
Specie.
1,868 SO
Cash items,.
46,695 91
Lawftli Money,. 111,297 48

GEORGE F.

Portland, April2,

during

Monday, April 23,

HATS, HATS,

QUARTERLY REPORT

__

of all kinds

Office 166 Fore St.,

v

be

For dents', Ladies’, Misses’ aud Children’s wear.
Also,
Boots and Shoes Made to Measure

announce

of

April 4,18SC—dim eod9m

Fashionable Boots and Shoes,

TlHE undersigned would

Henry,

Dennis Perkins,
Jos. Gallard, Jr.,
J. Henry Burgy,
Cornelius Grinnel),
C. A. Hand.
B. J. Howland,
Bcnj. Babcock,
Fletcher Westray,
Bjbt. B Mint urn, Jr,
Gordon W. Burnham,
Fred*k Cbauncey,
Janies Low,
Geo. S. Stephenson,
Wm. H. Webb

Caleb Bars tow,

an

Property

Joshua J.

Cr.

COAT MAKERS wanted as above.

Notice to

Wm. Sturgis,
Henry K. Bogert,

Moore,
Henry Coit,
Wm. C. Pickersglll,
Lewis Curtis,
Chas. H. Russell,
Lowell Holbrook,
R. Warren Weston,
Royal Phelps.

Woolens, Press Goods,
White and Printed Cottons,

TABLEAUX,
representation of

a
conclude with a
in Old S.yle, each guest to be presented with a slice ot Wedding Cake.
Useful and Fanev Articles will be lor sale at the
tables.
(^’’Refreshments for sale in the Reception Hall

\

Have made additions to their stock oi

Feb 3—eodSm

310,550

$12,199,970

Merchants*

NO. 63 EXCHANGE STREET,

stand

80,460

%

W. H. H.

Notice.

the

3,650,025

Gold Coin,

SINGING,

to

7i

The whole profits ot the Company revert to the
are

Linens,

Who were Besidente of this City.

Embosses abd Pbimtkd

AT

Marine and Inland Navi-

John D. Jones,
Charles Dennis,

co.,

Subscribers to the Stock of the Northern Pacific
Railroad Company, upon which ninety per cent, is
still due, are hereby notified, in conformity with a
vote of the hoard of Directors, passed on the sixteenth day of January, one thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, that an assessment of ninety per cent,
upon Stock subscribed for by them is boreby levied
in amounts and at times as hereinafter recited, to be
paid at the office of the Company, No. 5 State street,
at Boston. Mass.—to wit: twenty per cent, to be paid
on the second day of April; thirty per cent, on the
first day of May; and lorty per cent, on the first day
of June, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six.
All Stocks, upon which assessment*as above levied
are not paid, will be declared forfeited absolutely,and
all payments that have been made upon said Stock
will be lortAltcd without conditionlof redemption.
I. S. W1THINGTON,
Treasurer N P. R. R. Co.
Boston, Mass., January 24,1806.—3tawtmayl

which they

Company.

EXTENSIVE and PEREMPTORY SAL* OP

LEVEE

Wedding

TRUSTEES:

&

117 Commercial Street.
Portland, March 1st, 1S66—lsd3m

X.OW

«

EDWARD M. FATTEN. Auc.Uiwe*,,
Mo. IS Exchange Street.

-AT THE-

MUSIC,

Tablings!

Wool Covers, Piano Covers.

William, NEW YORK,
January, 1866.

As before.

c.

Colored

cor.

against

Assured, and

$35,000,000.

$739,037 44
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.

AND

E. U. t A'r.'TEN.

Monday, April 2,1806.

ap5

THE

And

THEnoonandafternovuth.ougkoutti.uwi.sk.

DECEASED SOLDIERS,

$739,037 44
Cb.
260,000 00

THE

COMBINED CAPITAL OF

In all qualities and sizes.
line of HUCX and DAMASK TOWELS.
DIAPERS, HUCKS by the yard; AMERICAN
and RUSSIA CRASHES; a very superior article of
SCOTCH CRASHES, at a Decided Bargain.—
NAPKINS and DOYLIES, in common, Medium,
and superfine qualities.

Db.

2,496 _*
49,654

DREAM,

April 4th and 5th.
Ladies of ST. LAWRENCE ST. SOCIETY
will hold a Fair and Levee on the above evening.
The entertainment to consist of

A lull

1866.

Notes and Bills Discounted,
348,213 42
Indebtedness ol Directors,
21,740
Overdi afts,
3J7 74
Current Expenses and Taxes,
2,933 46
Remittances and other Cash Items,
15,514 84
Due from National Banks,
75,93199
U. S. Bonds deposited with U. S. Treasurer
to secure circulating notes,
180.000
Other U. 8. Securities,
37,800
Cash on hand in circulating notes of other
National Banks,
2,900
Cash on hand in circulating notes ol Stats
Banks,
1,661

Insures

undersigned hav.ng made arrangements with
all the loading MARINE INSURANCE COMPANIES of New York and Boston, representing a

<4

Brown and Bleached Covers,

of the

on

April,

Other Lawful Money,

Adams' & Potter's Fast Machine Apb Presses ;
Haggles' Superior Card Press; Adams' <C*
Union large Hand Presses, Standing

Presses,

the

Specie,

The best Book Press in the world;

BLEACHED AND BROWN

Bank of Port-

m

eompleteassortruent of

A

Linen Damasks,

active circulation maintained.
LADIES
Who have cold lianas ana feet; weak stomachs, 1amand weak backs; nervous and sick headache; dizziness and swimming In the head, with indigestion ana
constipation of the bowels; pain in the side and back;
leucorrhcea, (or whites); felling of the womb with internal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that Ion?
train of diseases will Ana in Electricity a sure means
of cure.
For painful menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all of those long line of troubles
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain speciAc,
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor of health.
1JSETH 2 TEETH 2 TEETH 2
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity without pain. Persons having decayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for reset
ting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Elkotbo Magnetic Machines tor sale
for family use, with thorough instructions.
Dr. D. can accommodate a few patients with board
and treatment at his house.
Office hours from 8 o’clock 4. M. 4o 12 M.; from 1
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 in the evening.
Consultation free.
novltl

First Monday of

THE

No. 5 Free Street Block.

By Electricity
The Rheumatic, the
gouty, the lame and the lazv
leap with joy, and move with the agility and elasticity of youth; the heated brain is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deaf to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes 01
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature liie
prevented; the calamities ot old age obviated and an

FENIAN’S

Destiny qf Ireland.
Doors open at 7j, commence at 8 o'clock.
The

Auction Notice.
sale of DU Y GOODS will becootlntisd form

The Pirate's Bride.

or

CITY HALL,
Wednesday and Thursday Eve’ngs,

opening at

ELDEN £ WHITMAN’S,

complaints.

the

now

S«h,

Sailor’s Hornpipe, Miss Caroline T. Prescott and the

GOODS, FAIR

Received

And

beautiful diama of

BLIGHTED HOPES,

LINENS,
Just

Eveuiug, April

Ihe

or

Salay

ttiring or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, iiuligesti >n, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female

ONLY!

DOMESTICS & WHITE

Auction Sales.

THEATRE—DEERING HALL.J
Thursday

HOUSE-KEEHNG GOODS,

STREET,

Yearly Opposite the United States Hotel
he would respectfully announce to the
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he ha:permanently located in this city. During the three
years we have been in this city, we have cured some
of the worst forms of disease In persons who have
tried other foams of treatment in vain, and curing
patients in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. D. lias been a practical Electrician for twenty-

_Entertainments.

PRICE!

one

HARDENING THE G TIMS, WHERE

■

ol

Teeth!

the

ONE

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

-fob-

Cleansing

LATER FROM EUROPE.

j

L>.

COOK’S

Island,

Providence, R. I., April 4.
The State ejection to-day passed off very
quietly, and Gen. Burnside was elected Governor with so little opposition that the vote was

reported

instructor in the great science
is ever ready with unremitting
an

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

ELECTIONS.

TELEGRAPH,

rtY

Square,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Lime, Plaster and Cement.

—*——

Artificial Teeth inserted on Gold, Silver and VulCASKS No. 1 Rockland Lime.
Aleo,
canite bate. Teeth extracted without pain by the
Land Planter and Cement, which will be
Oxide Oas, Ether or Chloroform. AU opera
Nitrous
for
sale
bv
keptrconatantlT
tious warranted to give satisactidn.
J. G LOVKJOY, No. 33 Commercial St.,
Mar 29—dtf
Portland. | Aug 11,'«—eodisdrwly
/\ri

OUU

_

The Sowers.

They

are

»owm3 their

see J

fidr

by the

No. 23 Exchange St.

'hive''blithely
om

WhJrathiLeesee»
tue
Rare shall the harvest be.
an*

4

Of

Royal,
Continental,
Arctic,

*•»

Lorillard,
Fulton,
Norwich,

standing with idle hand,
Yet they scatter seed on their native land;

Feople’s,_Of

T' oy are sowing tlielr seed of noble deed,
With a sleepless watch, and an earnest heed;
W.tha carelesshan o’er the earth they sow,
And the fields are whitening where'er they go;
Rich will tne harvest be.

Of Hartford,
Connecticut Mutual,
STATE AGENCY OF THE
Connecticut General,
Of Hartford,
STATE AGENCY OF THE
New York Accidental,
Of Now York,
The undersigned, Agents and
Attorneys of the
above named reliable Companies with a combined
capital and surplus of more than

cqultsbj^l^
ty Marine Risks

specifics,

12

«<

Dyspesta,

Stomach,
paiuful Periods,

Biliious

or

New

undersigned respectfully
friends and tne business community
THE
that
have

announce

To ladies and children the Metalic Sole** will be
of incalculable value, as from their habits of lifo and
delicacy of dre9s, they are particularly exposed tjo the
long train of llis'that attend upon an inadequate protection to the feet.
These Soles have already been tried by tho best of
tests, actual use, and the testimonials to their
merits, freely proffered, indicate that they must be
adopted by the public. The
speedily and
Patent Metallic Soled Boots and Shoes are being Introduced into the leading Boot and Shoe Stores
throughout the United States, tuid will supplant all
forms of overshoes, except possibly for deep mud or
snow, as they become known. Be sure to get them
and take no other. If youi sliocfnaker does not hanpen to have them.he can procuie them without difficulty. If he will not, then send yourself to the inventor one dollar and thirty cents, and obtain six
pair, assorted sizes, with right to use, which will be
and which
promptly forwarded by,oppress
can be made up by any shoe maker in the country-—
in
and
will
be
established
village,
Agencies
every city
and supplied with SuleB and proprietary stamps, at
schedule prices and liberal commission allowed Oh'

to their

transaction of

FIRE, MARINE, LIFE and ACCIDENT INSURANCE,

25
25
26
25
25
25

Suppressed
universally
To any amount, and in the most responsible comWhites, too proihse Periods,
•‘
41
13
panies in New England and Now York City.
Croup, dough, dillioult Breath'ng,
44
14
Salt khe.um, Erysipelas, Erupt ons,
44
41
Stocks of Goods,Buildings,Vessels on Stocks,
Rheumatism. Rheumatic Pains.
15
•
14
1C
Fever and Ague, Chill Fever, Agua, *60
fee,, &c>,
44
4‘
60
22
Ear Discharges, impaired Hearing,
44
44
In the most Reliable Fire Companies.
23
Scrofula enlarged Ulauds, BweUings, 60 1I
|
44
:7
Piles, blind or bleeding.
60
44
14
HULLS, CARGOES, AND FREIGHTS,
18
6u
Ophthalmy, auU sore or weak eyes,
44
44
Catarrh acute or chronic, inlluenza. 50
19
In
Marine
We
known
of well
responsibility.
44
44
20
50
Whooping-Cough, violent Coughs.
And they respectfully solicit the attention of all de44
•*
pre-paid,
21
Asthma, oppressed Breathing.
60
44
44
Insurance.
siring
34
60
Diphtheria ulcerated Bore Throat.
44
44 32
at Change of Lite,
100
Sufferings
44
44
33
Epilepsy, Spasms, fct Vitus’Dance. 1 Oo
44
44
24
General Debility Physical Weakness, 50
sales. Also* General Agencies for States appointed on
44
••
26
22 Exohango St, over Merchants* Exchange.
and scanty Secretions
5o
Dropsy,
•*
application, wi h proper testimonials to the inventor.*
•‘26
Sea-Sickness, sickness irom riding,
6o
We take pleasure in referring the public to the
SAMUEL J/SEELY,
44
41
*27
Kidney Disease. Gravel,
60
General Depot, corner City Hall Place and Bead
following tcell known Gentlemen and business* firms
44
14
28
Nervous Debility Seminal Emissions,
in this city.
street. Now York.
100
involuntary Discharges,
Ion*'Israel Washburn Jr. Messrs. Lynch, Barker
44
“ 29
Sere Mouth, Canker,
60
TESTIMONIALS.
Hon. BenJ.Kingsbury, Jr.
& Co.
44
44
30
Urinara incontinence, wetting bed,
50
C. M. Bice, Esq.
Messrs. Dcering, Milliken
•4
44
Ti
e undersigned have tor tho past six months worn
31
Painful Periods, even with Spasms, 5o
tsaac Emery, Esq.
Co.
Boots and Shoes possessing Mr. Seely’s Metallic
FAMILY CASES
John D. Lord, i_sq.
Messrs. Yeaton & Hale.
Sole, and find them an effectual preventive againwt
35 Vials, Morocco < 'aae. and Book,
Mes rs. W. & C. E. Mill!- Messrs. Chas. E. Jose & Co
$10 00
daa.pncss, and t e colds so often taken from damp
20 large Vials, in Morocco, and Book,
6 00
kOD.
feet. Most gladly do we testify to the pei feet efficien20 large Vials, plain case, and Book,
6 00
Mar 24—dBm
16 Boxes (Nos. 1 to ’5) and Book
cy of their service. The Metallic aole is not only a
3 00
grand contribution to the cause of general health,
VETERINARY SPECIFICS.
but a post we luxury, obviating all necessity of
#
India Rubber shoes, except in muddy weather. All
Mahogany Case 10 Vials,
$10 00
1 00
Single Vials, with directions,
ordinary dampness, and even water upon pavements,
is completely foiled of its power of harm by this most
These Remedies by the Case or single Box,
are sent to anv part of he
simple and useful inven ion. No one who has once
country, by Mail or Exused them will ever be without them again, as they
press, free of charge ou reeeiptof the price. Address,
incr ase the cost of boots and shoes by a sum which is
HUMPHREYS SPECIFIC
Are prepared to luue binding certificates on
scarcely worth naming, and insure/posittvely, dry feet,
UOM(EOPATHIC MEDICINE COMPANY.
which is reckoned among the first conditions of health
and comfort.
We heartily commend the “Meial.ic
Office and Depot, No. 562 Broadway, New York.
FREIGHT AND CARGO RISKS, Sole”
to all the sensible.
Dk Humphreys is consulted daily at bis
offioe,
J. CLEMENT FRENCH,
or
as
vnd
to
effect Insurance npon Hulls, in the lollowing
ersoualiy
by letter,
above, for all forms oi
Pastor Centra] C mg Church, Brooklyn,
responsible Offices. Open Puhoies issued.
MARY A. FRENCH.
D. II. IIAY, Agent, Portland. july26’65eodty
Commercial Mutual of New York,
New Youk, Dec., 1865.
Assets 81,100,000
Samuel J. Seely, Esq.:
Dear Sir—In reply to your inquiries reading your
Metropolitan of New York,
1,640,000
Metallic Sole, 1 take exeat pleasure in sta^g
*•
Manhattan
l.llOVOOO
aat 1 had them put in a pair of fine calf skin boots,
«
Pkeuix,
1,600,000 which I wore the whole of last winter in the wet
streets of Albany. I have had them half soled since,
Fire, Life, and Accident Insurance,
and am wearing jour Metallic Sole now, with full innever to be without them. 1 have not had
TO ANY AMOUNT WANTED, atention
wet vr dam.> foot during,he whole time I have woi n
them. I pronounce them the best insole yet made.
AT THEIR ROOMS
I am satisfied that napemon having once worn them
No. 29 Exchange Street.
will do -wUhAiit them, wtshinj ou lli'c sdccess you
•»

or

COLBY & TWONIBLY

Rvery

Insurance !

JOHN E. DOW & SON,

New

Lii

JOHN E. DOW & SON.
fe9oad3m

Portland, Feb 8,18G8.
Is open Day and Evening, lor a full and thorough
BUSINESS EDUCATION, located on Middle St.,
No. id, opposite II. H. Ilay & Co., Apothecaries.
The Principal has had 21 years’ experience.
1 do not pretend an extension of Gold Linked Series of Colleges into the otner Continent; and that my
Diplomas and fall Scholarships, are good all
over this great world; but I do claim they will
prove intrinsic to the Students (either LADIES
or GENTLEMEN) n
any part of the United States
of America; and also that our Counting Rooms
for inductive training (without any copying,) both in
Accounts and Native Writing, Mercantile Law, Sfc.
fyc., offer asfull, thorough, complete, practical ana
expeditious facilities ior BUSINESS EDUCATION, as any College in the U. S.
This is the only Commereial College in the State
where a full and complete Scholarship in Book-keeping, Writing, &c., is taught without copying, so tha;
no one can pass through the course without obtaining a thorough counting-room education.
ISf Mr. Brown would present to the Citizens
of Portlnn ! and vicinity, his warm gratitude lor
their kindness and liberal patronage fho past 11 teen
years; and with the promise ol faithfulness, solicits otherfavors!

R. N. BROWN.

Portland, September 18,1835.

sepl9deod&wly

CO.,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

CASH

CAPITAL,

Surplus,

$1,000,000.00
176,859.07

one or

five years,

insurable

on

at current rates.

NATIONAL

SOUVENIR!

The book was compiled by a PORTLAND LADY,
and ought to receive the generous support cf an appreciating Portland c immunity.
The original Poems are from the pens of George W.
Curtis, Miles O’Reilly, B. P. Sliillaber, Phoebe Caiy,
Mrs. Ann S. Stephens, David Barker. Charles K.
Tuckeruian, II. W. Longfellow, O. W. Holmes, R. W.
Emerson, Bishop Burgess, Julia Ward Howe, and
.others.

Among ito many beautiful illustrations we notice
“THE EAGLE OF CORINTH,” the Poem by HENRY W. BROWNELL. Another, the drawing 01 the,
CANE, once belonging to our late lamented Presideni,

ABRAHAM

LIXCULX.

Ti:o book is filled with OEMS.

BAILEY

&

NOYES,

Booksellers and

Stationers,

BO EXCHANGE
poutlaxd,

STREET.

SCHOOL

HOUSES.

Mar 27—2w

The Novelties of the Season!

Cheapest Insurance in the Country.
The Company will i

sue

perpetual policies on

FARM

PROPERTY.

application to
JOHN W.

HUNGER, Agent,

OFFICE, 166 FORE STREET,
Feb 19,18US—eodjy

Portland, Me,

INTERNATIONAL

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

CASH CAPITAL,
p»U la.

Style Caps!

A SPLENDID ASSORTMENT OP

Thl« Co. la the FIRST and ONi.Y Co.
ed on this Continent, with an

ever

organ,

Original Capital

|0ne

Million

Dollars !

CASSIMERE

HATS!

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

FOB YOUNG MEN'S WEAR.
From 1 he celebrated ^uanufhctory ot

issue policica on Dwelling
Houses ior a term of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.

Philadelphia;

Which ibr Style, Quality and Finish surpass anything in the city.

PERRY, 151 3Iiddle Street.
Mar 24—diw

Inducements

FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
subscribers offer lor sale a large quantity ol
desirable building lots in the West End of the
0D
Vau£ban, Pine, Neal, Carlton. Thomas,
SJyVylJ2g
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monu#
^
Dapjorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
on a credit of from one to ten
«y
years.
by the purchasers, and to parties who will
Egf™
build houses of eatis&ctory
character, they will admnce>
OJ the cost qfbutUlinq, on
^fourth
From parties who build mcompletion qf the house.
medlaldy, no cash payments required
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
A. M., at the offic. of the
where 1 uaia
may bo soeu, and full particulars obtained
J. B, BROWN & .SONS
Portland, Slay 3, 18G3.
0117111

THE

subscribers?

GOOD

than

nlX

»

I

prepared

am

to

marine insurance.
Marine Insurance on HULLS, CAUGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKES SPECIALLY or apon OPEN
POLICIES. The public will find it for tlvir interest
to give us a call.

TAYLOR, President.
BRUCE, Vice-Peesidhkt.
HINE, Secreiaby.

C. C.
OLIVER A. DRAKE,
Assisiakt SEOSBEiABY.
OFFICE, 166 Fore Street.
Portland, Me.

John IT.

fcia°odly

Munger,
’.Vgent.

For

the second beat experiment

“

on

Corn

F.

E.

RIPLEY,

Veterinary Surgeon,
Office at H. L. TAYLOR k Co’s Stable,
Temple St*, Portland, Me*

SPRING MEDICINE,
HAVING
Co.,
USE

DOMESTIC BITTERS !

Apr i.—dtf

jy Job work of every description
neatly executed at tho Press Office.

sold his Livery Stock to H. L Tavl^r &
would most respectfully inform his old
nations ammhe public
generally that he fallow giving
tlj§ treatment of Horses ana

oU2«r<*

cattAntion
niesticftt^d

animals.

,TJ aWestbrook,

cornDmiMbilinf f,’unci

(across Tukey’s
good infirm ary for the ac
ha" ^

»»|.^tec^a0tcmamnWtifn.to
Temple 3treet>
wKsplompUy
“

EVEHY FIVE

Portland, Jan. 18, 1866.

},is ^Th*S3m*

Ot

Corn, do.,

FrleoSl, For Sale by all Druggists,
eodtwlyr

NEW PERFUME

Canada.

not

aro

responsible

for

1

%

Portland, Nov. 1,1865

T A. FL

JECk.

Eating

River for Portland at 6 30 and 9 40 ▲. x.

At Buxton Ceuter for West Buxton,
Bonny-Eagte,
South Limington Limington, Limerick. Newfleld,
Parsonsfleld and 0*sipee
At Saeoarappa for south Windham, Windham Hill,
and North Windham, daily
DAN CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland, Oct 26.1865—dtf

R.

mm' Trains leave Portland daily Grand
.y^^yvTnmk Depot) Sundays evceptea, lor Auburn ana Lewiston at 7 30 A. M., and tor Bangor and
all intermediate Stations, at 1.15 P. M.
Returning,
trains troin Auburn and Lewiston aie due at 8.30 A.
M., and from Bangor and alL intermediate stations,
at 3 P. M., to connect trains for Boston.
Freight trains leave daily at S A. M.
EDWIN NOYES, Supt.
Dec 15.1865.
dc22tf

Compound Extract of Cubebs
Copaibd AEVER FAILS.
Manufactured only by

& CO..
»7S Green wiob 8t., New York.
8old by Druggists all over the World.
mav665diy

A Mont FxqnUilc, Delicate and Fragrant Perfume. Distilled from the
Bare nud Bcnatlful Flower from
which it take* ils name.
Manufcctured oulyby PIIAI.OIV Ac SOX

DR.CHAS.MORSE’S

13^ Beware of Counterfeits.
PTirtfon9*—TWtt* no other•
Sold hr drn'T"i°t* p#»w»r#fly.
For sal* at whol*s*le by W. F. Phillips & Co.
Jan. 1, 1866—eod&eo\r6m

Troches are made from a Recipe obtained
of Port and, Maine.
are
of the nighest efficiency in allaying irritaThey
tion oi the tUreat^a property due lo their demulcent
ingredients. They also relieve bronchial irritation,
by loosening and soHQbing the tenacious secretions
upon the !ining of tlietubes, so that it can be readily
expectorated.
Many persons arc subject to a dryness and tickling
ot the throat, while attending church, which often
causes cough; these troches will remove all that
trouble and prevent taking cold on going from a warm
loom out into the old air.
For sale wholesale and retail by

As7c

THESE
from Charles Morse, M. D.,

__-___

‘THE BEST is the CHE APE ST

and 2 30 p.

& CO., and H. H. HAY.

Improvement

well known

W.

Canadas, as a first
tdass house and restaurant, after being thoroughly
cleansed and refitted, and having sec arc'd the-perviees

T.

ST., PORTLAND, Me.

HASTINGS

Corner

Mekdinos.
| style
These Organs all have the reverberating SoundBox or Wind-Chest, with other Improvements, such
as Knee Sw ell, double bellows, two blow pedals, <&c.
Feb

lunches, suppers, dinners.
On the clioicest edibles in the
market,
AT AL1,
HOURS, firm B A. M. tolOJP. M.
and families furnished with
17 of Oakes, Confectionery. Ice Cream and
Meats
ALSO, a small neat Hall for Dancing
in
y
* parties,
the same budding.
W. K. BICKFORD.
S. O.

28—eocl&wtf

TO

.^I*5’s

SHIP

BUILDERS J

SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER.
now

cargo,

Orders solicited.

HENDERSON.'

1

TICK,

to execute

orders

dispatch.

E. C. DREW,
(29 Citv Exchange) No. 10 Devonshire Street,
Bosio.v.
Mar 22—<Uw

INDIAN

IS

SCAB,

VERMIN.

Breathing,
cult
name.

after all other medicines have failed. Thirty-two
pase pamphlet sent in a sealed euvclopc, free to any
address.
Price $2 per bottle, or three bottles for $5. Sold
by all drueaistsj or will be sent by express to any
portion of the world, on receipt of price, by the
•ole proprietor.

Railway Ticket Office, 31 Exchange Street, (up stalls.)
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Passage Tickets for California, by the Old Ltna

Portland

Hail Steamers and Panama Railroad may be secured
by early applicatlonat this offioe.
March SO. 1865.
marSOdkwtf

Dr. W. B.

MEBWIM,

Cherokee

Catarrh

ot?.

SHEEP, ANIMALS, and PLANTS.
If farmers and others cannot
traders in their vicinity, it will
express charge by

JAS. F. LEVIJT
March 1—d&wlar

South Down Co.
Wharf, BOSTON, MASS.

Apt.

23 Central

obtain this article oi
be forwarded free oi

37 Walker

Bt., H.

Remedy,

•

diuretic, and when used in

conjunction with the

CHEROKEE
does not fail to

INJECTION,

Gleet and all Mu*
Male or Female, curing recent
in from one to three days, and is
recommended in those cases of Fluor Alius or
Whites in Female*. The two medicines used in
conjunction will not fail to remnvo this disagreeable
complaint, and In those cases where other wediciuua
have been used without success.
cure

Dischargee In

cous
canes

«

TUB INDEPENDENT

I

Prom 618 Broadway, New York, has returned to
Portland, and can bs consulted at her office, No, 11

gists will not buy them for you, write to us, and we
will send them to you by express,
(tacked
and free from observation. We tr**at all diseases to
which the human system is subject, and will be
pleased to roceive full and explicit statements from
those who have failed to receive relief heretofore.
Ladles or gentlemen can address ns in perfect confidence. We desire to send onr thirty-two pace
free to every lady and gentleman in the
land. Address all fetter* for pamphlets, medicines,
or advice, to the 6ole proprietor,

Clairvoyant Sight.
Dear Madam:—Perm it me to tender you my sincere thanks for the cure you have effected on my
child. My daughter, ten years old, was taken sick
last *nuary in a very singular manner. We called
of

pamphlet

_

Physicians in the city; they said the
case was a very singular one—they never saw one like
it—and came to the conclusion they could not tell
what the disease was. Some friends advised that we
should call on a Clairvoyant; there being none in
Prc vidence that we could rely on, we wrote to Mrs.
in six of the best

Dr. W. B. MERWIH. 37 Walker St.. H. T.

SURE RELIEF!
IS WIHCR

one

trial

Proprietor*,

New Haven, Coan.
H. H. HAT, fr F PHILLIPS it CO, and J, W.
PERK IAS 4f CO,, Agents, Eorliand. Me.

Periodical

Lyon's
A

FEMALff

Drops!

REMEDY.

SCIENTIFICALLY

PEEP ABED
FLUID PREPARATION

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.
Better than any

Pills

Powders 1

or

and is safe to use at all times

Complaints,

EXCEPT IN CERTAIN
forbidden in
especially
each bottle.

CASES

the directions which accom*

pany

Prepared by JOHN L. LYON,
Druggists everywhere,

M. D.

Bold b*

C. G. CLARK A CO., Gen’l Agent*,
For D. 8. and Canada.
J W. PERKINS *, CO: W T. PHILLIPS Ir CO.,
.ndH. U. HAY. Portland. Me., Wholesale Agents.

Coe’s Kjuugn Balsam!
No Medicine ever known will

cure

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
Influenza, Whooping Cough,
OK BBLIXYK

1 CONSUMPTIVE C0U6HI
u

quick

u

COE'S COUGH BALSAM!
It does not dr up a onugh, but loosen* It to that the
patient oan expect rut. freely, it Is within
the. each ol all. the
Price

Being Only*

Cent* 11

and isfor *ale by all Druggists.
C.6.CLARK A CO., Proprietors, New Haren, Ct.
W.

PERKINS tr CO..

ind H. U HAY, Portland
Auirust 31. ibho

Me., IFkoletaie Ayenu.
eou&wlvr

Notice to

the Public!

Alter 18 years* exertions, commencing In a smal
popularity ol my articles has extended to all
parts of the United States, and widely throughout
foreign countries—and this in the face of much opposition. Every means has been resorted to by unpricipled dealers since their merit and success have
been known—such as advertising larger bottles at loss
price, censuring all other preparations, and even
copying my advertisements—but I am happy to state
that out of the many who have resorted to this, none
have been sucessftil.
MY OBJECT
in this notice is to make tacts known to the public
and respectable dealers, believing, after so many
years* exertions, that the Druggists will discountenance such proceedings, and that the reputation of
my articles may not be damaged by use of inferior or
spurious ones.
Knowing that many may read this article who are
unacquainted with no, 1 append a few remarks from
those of my native city, and whose names are known
in all parts of the world:
“Being personally acquainted with Mr. H. T. Helmbold, it affords me pleasure in stating I have been
most lkvorably impressed with his energy and integrity, and gratified at his success.*'

WEIGHTMAN,

WM.

Firm of Powers & Weightman,
Ninth and Brown Streets, Philadelphia.

[Evening Bulletin, Philadelphia.]
4rWhen

city of New York a tew
induced to call on onr old friend
townsman, Mr. H. T. HclmboM, Druggist, 594
Broadway, New York. His store is a Model— a perfect Gem—the handsomest- of any kind we have ever
had the pleasure of view mg, and so extensive, being
on a

days since,

I

visit to the

was

and

34feet

front,

five stories in

It

indeed affords

height, and over

800 feet

much pleasure to know
that he has been so successful, and It is ample evidence et the merits of his articles—as in our
whole business experience we have not known or the
snccees of any articles without Merit—advertising
merely bringing the name before the peeple.”
us

[Boston Herald.)
“We do not like to advertise worthless wares, or articles calculated to deceive our readers; and when we

best

SPRAGUE’S

C. G. CLARK <& CO.,

deep.

MANCHESTER, in Portland, describing her symptoms. She immediately examined her case and told
that she had a Snake In her stomach, told wbere she
drank It, and that it has been growing, and irom the
of her judgement she should think it ten ur
twelve inches long. 1 gave the child her piescription
and in a few hours the child ejected the snake alive
from the stomach; it was measured and found to bo
eloveu and a half inches long. We have it preserved,
that all may sec for themselves that this statement is
really so. I am confident that the child could not
have lived, had it not been for Mr*. Manchester, and
we feel as though she never could be repaid for her
skill.
MARY RAY,
GEORGE W. RAY.
Providence. R. I., Nov. 10,1865.
dcl2tf

SUFFERING,

8old by Druggists everywhere.

securely

Clapp’s block.
A Clear Case

especially

Bottle, $2, Three Bottles, $5.
Price, Remedy, One
•*
$2,
$5.
Injection, **
The Cherokee
Cure” Remedy and ** Injtetym” are to be found in nil well regulated drug
stores, and are recommended by physicians and
druggists all over the world, for their intrinsic worth
and merit. Borne unprincipled dealers, however,
try to deceive their customers, by selling cheap and
worthless compounds,—in order to make money—
in place of these. Be not deceived. If the drug-

;i
Physician

THAT AHX

way, the

T.

Cures all Lrinary Complaints, viz: Grnvel. Inflam\kmation of the Bladder and
Detention
mKidney*,
of
* Urine, Stricture* of the
im Urethra, Dromical Swellmfringi, Brick Duet Depot, He,
a

Electric

lOV

Webee
are sick, to make
oryou.ifyon
Inat
of it. rrloe
One Dollar per bottle.

overcome.

f ami all diseases that require

see an

Helmbold,

advertiser like Mr.

whom we have

years, gradually extend his advi rtising
from year to year until he bccomos the largest advertiser in the United States, we are satisfied that tho
statements in regard to his articles must oe correct:*
known fbr

PLEASANT to the palate, cause no pain, act
L promptly, never require increase of dose, do not
exhaust, and for elderly persons, females and childTwo taken at night movren, are just the thing.
Warranted
tlie bowels mice the next morning.

In all

cases

ot Piles and Fall!. g of the Rectum.

W>

The writer reluctantly inserts the above, and would

promise a cure for all symptoms of the Dyspepsia,
such as Oppression after eating, Sour Stomach, Spitting or lood, Palpitations; also. Headache, Dizziness,
Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin
and Eyes, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Biliousness, Liver Compliant. Loss ol Appetite, Debility,
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia.
Travelert find the Lozenges just
Faintness, &c.
what they need, as they are so compact and inodorous
that they may be carried in the vest pocket. Price 60

no‘. do

on

Cures

small boxes 30 cents.

For sale by J.
No 1 Tremont

per box;
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors,
Temple, Boston. Will be xiailed to any address
Julyidly
enclosing 60 cents.

cents

he not a stranger to many; and cony stating the names of his articles, and the
diseases for w Ich they have been used
by many
thousands with complete success.
so were

cludes

(ADVERTISEMENT.]

HELMBOLD S EXTRACT OF BUCHU
Will

cur© all diseasesthe Kidnert and Bladder.—
Pain or Weakness in the Back, Strictures. <2fcc.:
Cures Weak Nerves, Loss oi Memory, Trembling,
Dimness of vision.

Helmbold’s Fluid Extract of Buchu

Sures

are

Positive !

Cflyqk'Mlorc

STRICKLAND'S MELLIFLUOUS COUGH
BALSAM is warauted to cure Coughs,Colds. Hoarseness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Threat, Consumption, and and all affections of the throat and
DR.

SURE

Relief from all Rheumatic Affections.
SURE

Agreeable Application

in its use!

An invaluable remedy for Sciatica, Gout, Neuralgia, Lame Back, Side or Stomach; Strains, Sprains,
and all joint affections; Chilblains, Cramp; and will
take the soreness from Cuts, Burns and Bruises.

sale bv Druggists. 60 cents per bottle.
GEO C. GOODWIN & CO.. 37 Hanover Street
Boston, Sole Agents lor New %gl»nd.

PER MONTH—AGENTS WANT.
EO by the Auburn Publishing
Co., in every township, to .ell tlieir ..finable
Book, for the People. Ineludine the LATEST
For ftoU parHISTORY ef the REBELLION.
ticular, and llbeiol offer,, address
JC. O. STOKKF, Auburn, N. T.

(HH AA

MarlS—3w*

HELMBOLD’S
FLUID EXTRACT OF

SARSAPARILLA

UIQHLV CONCENTRATED.

One bottle equivalent in strength to on* gallon ol th.
Syrup ot Decoction.
and hejutifyinu

DR. STRICKLAND'S PILE REMEDY Iim cured
thousands ol the worst eases of Blind and Bleed big
Plies.
It gives immediate relief, anil effects a t«rIt is warranted to
manent euro. Try it directlv.
For sale by all Druggists. 50cts. per bottle.
cure.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover Street,
novl0d6m
Boston. Sole Agent* lor New England.

HAT, Druggist, Portland,

“myihg Employment.

HELMBOLD’S FLUID EXT. BUCHU
Grave] and DropslcalSweillng existing In Men,

Cure.

For

SURE
Of Au

Is a pure fluid extract, and nota weak tea or infusion
Is the one thing needful for all complaints incident to
Females. For particulars send for Circular.

Lungs.

OF NO INJURY TO THE SYSTEM.

Agent for the State of Maine.
Jan 1C—cod3mos
Should be used by all Farmers

Pale t'ounte-

tion. and all diseases that fullow as a sequence of youthful indiscretions.
The Cherokee Cure will restore health and visor,
stop the emissions, and effect a permanent cure

And all needful tnlormation cheerfully furnished.
TBATBLLaas will find it greatly to their advantage
Through Tickets at the

MRS. MANCHESTER,

J*

bMeve/uawdUanoe.0

In the year 1846, the writer embarked in the Drug
Business in the city of Philadelphia, and while thus
engaged, made several experiments in regard to the
most desirable mode of preparing Fluid Extracts.—
My efforts being successful—the articles being approved and used by the Medical Faculty—I was desirous
ol placing them before the public, but hesitated lor
some time before concluding to resort to newspaper
advertia ng, knowing (he prejudices that existed ta
the minds of many against using advertised Medicines or Nostrums, but through the advice ol friends
and those who had used them this objection was

Insanity, CmiHump-

*

to prooute

II. H.

*

by

Loan of
1* Memory, Uniteraal LaeeiPaine
in
the
tude,
Bark, Dim3*e-v» of Vieion, Premature
Old
Weak
H
Age,
Nerrea, Diffi-

RATES OF FARE,

Eye, Ear,

MEDICINE,

Cures all diseases caused
Idf-abuse, viE.""*

Agent for all the great Leading Router to Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Galena ushkottn, fet. Paul, LaCrosse, Green Bay,
Quincy, St, LcuD, Louiaviile, Indianapolis, Cairo,
&o. ant in prepared to furnish Through Ticket,
Dom Portland to ai, the principal Cities and Towns
In the lava! States and the Canadas, at tho

The

and restores to m
stomach, enabling the
"itbout
dauge ofdistrees from itk*iHialt!.‘y
A11®,1*18 most wouderfhi remedy and
world N„A. A “, ‘".wtion. ever known A the
WlU*uut U in t1*8
tbat
fwd

W.F.PH!LT.lPSi,CO ,J

(

THE C3EAT

LITTLE

..=

_*

fUlly preyared
Ship
and Flo Ida Yellow Pine Lumber, by
I for Georgia
delivered with
the
AM

oi

\VM. WILLARD,
Commercial Wharf and Commercial St.

Feb 24—dly

Would hereby inform bis friends and the public that
lie continues to manufacture and keep for sale upright Cabinet Organs o. every description, and Piano

MR. DANIEL K. SEED as Chief de Cuisine, well
known to al4 former habitues of Bamum’s as having
no
superior, in skill or celerity, with a coros of assistants and waiters, Is now prepared to accommodate
visitors at lipmc and from abroad to
oi

Steam Boilers!

ON

CABINET ORGAN

HENDERSONS.

on

some hollers 700 degs. of heat is thrown
away,
making a loss oi 1-3 the fuel. The question is
often asked how can this be saved.
Mr. Blanchard
has invented a boiler that takes perfect control ot all
the heat and makes it do duty in the engine. This is
very simple in its construction; after the engine is in
motion the smoke pipe is closed tight, and the waste
heat carried through heaters, heating the steam to
any temperature dcsirod; the remainder carried
through the water heater, using up all the waste
heat but 230degs.; the heat being reduced so low
there can be no danger of setting fires
by sparks
thrown from engines, which will add much value to
this Invention, besides the saving 1-3 the fuel.
For particulars inquire of

MELODEON

TEMPLE

CHEROKEE CURE,

Is_bt

fel4d3m

BLANCHARD’S

5

N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult one of theb
A lady of experience in constant attend
own sex.
once.
janl.l865d&w

North-West and the Canadas.

LOWEST

Instance regulates
,T**7
dition a disordered

a

purely

Important to Travelers

D.

ITY

???,,!“

LADIES.

Female Irregularities. 'Their action is specific anc‘
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will iina it invaluable in all cases of ob
structfons after all other remedies have been tried ir
vain.
It is
vegetable, containing nothing lr
the least injurious to the health, and may be takes
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the countnr, with fall directions
1>K. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

leave Portland and Boston daily.
FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.
Portland, Nov. 6,1863—dti

CHARLES W. FOSB, Proprietor.
Also, by NATHAN WOOD, O. P. SHEPHERD

MANUFACTORY

Nos. 13 and IS Temple Street, Portland, Maine.
Mar 19—dtf

and

TAJ® KA NT

No.

THE

Infirmary,

HUGHES particularly nvites all Ladies, whe
medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 0
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for Iheb
accommodation.
especial
l>r. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrival
led in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating ol
need

Freight trains

W.

Medical

TO

x

West, South,

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEMI.

DR.

x.

TO TUB

cure 1118 worst WJ8 of
one dote will
Instantly
agg.avated attacks ol
Cholera Morbus,
biok ueadache.
Dysentery,
Sickness at Stomach
Fever and A sue.
Heartburn.
Colic i’ains.
and in fact all diseases p
from
the Stomach
weeding
and Bowels. It is a sovereign and permanent cure lor
most

For all Femalo

men

Electic

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.
▲. x.

arc

BOWELS!

n^2..B.0ii,lSUEUarant8edt0
Pjspepslaln eaisteue and

relieve tile

perfect care war*

are

1 can warrant a perfect cure m such cases, and a
lull and healthy restoration ol the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
l>e forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, il desired.
Address:
Dr. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle
Street1, Portland. Me
Send a Stamp for Circular.

ARRANGEMENT.

Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30

we

at the ago of tlurty who art
many
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladoften
accompanied by a slight smarting or burnder,
ing sensation, and weakening the system in a man mi
On examining tie
the patient cannot account for.
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear; or the color will be of a thin milklsh hue,
again changing to a dork and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.

Standish, Steep Palis, Baldwin, Denmark, Sehago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fry’eburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jacknon Limington, Cornish,For*
ter. Freedom, Mad son and Eaton. N. d

R.

STOMACH AND

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
There

Leave Portland for Saco River at 8 00 A. x, and 2 00
and 5 30 p x.
The 9 40 a x and 200 p x. trains will be freight
trains, with passenger cars attached
IS^Stages connect at Gorlu*m for West Gorham,

WINTER

a

consulted by one
or more young man with tlio above disease, some «»•
whom aue as weak and emaciated os though they had
the consumption, and by their friends supposed tc
have it.
All such cases yield to the proper and only
correct course of treatment, and in a short time art
made to rqjoice in perfect health.

30, 1866,
Monday.
flmBH
q^gg^^fcffptrains will leave as follows, until further

for all diseas-

Tarrant’s

(FORMERLY BARNUM’S,)

spacious establishment
rjiMTS neat antithe
States and

Cure

or
frequentlv performing
a perfect cure In the short apace oi t iree or loni
days, aud aiwavs in less time than any other preparation. ln-tke usa of
Tarrant’s Compound Extract of Cubebs and

30
20
50
SO
20
30
20
30
20

NOW MESSRS

or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but

ARRANGEMENT.
WINT^t
I On and after
Oct

MAINE CENTRAL

and

ranted

PORTLANDSROCHESTER R.R.

Copaiba,

end

thereto no need ot o-mduement or obangeof diet.In its approved form o< a paste, it 1- entirely tasteloss and causes ne nnpleaa-mt sensation to the tatient. and no txp.sure
ft is now acknowledged t)
tue most learned in the profession that in the abovt
olass ofdiseaso", Cubebs and Copaiba are the only
two remedies known that oau be relied upon with
any oortalnty or suocess.

House!

EXPERIENCE!

youth,—treated scientifically,

notice:
Leave Saco
and 3 40 p. m.

and a’l diseases of the

THE GREAT

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
*THIS BY UNHAPPY
tfoung men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
the
result
of
a
bad
habit
in
complaint generally

nov2dti

NT’S

es

Unsightly Ulcers, tor

Remedy

DYSPEPSIA !

Disabled Limbs, lor Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

exceeding $50 in value (aud that personal) unless uotice is given and paid for at the rate ef
one passehgor lor every $60-> additional value.
C. J. BHYDOES, Managing Director.
H BAILEY, Local Superintendent.

Fail.”

Copaibs

LUit_

low: do not wait lor

baggage to

THROAT!

Certain,
Speedy
tiie Bladder. Kidney! and Urinary Or pane,
IS ofSure,
female,
either in the male

: t

Reports to be sent in on or before the 1st day ol December, 1666, to Willi m L. Bradley, Boston,con'
taining description o* soil, mode of cultivation, quantity of Super-Pho phate ot-Lime use a, ef whom purchased, and Whether with or without barnyard manure; every report to be ccrtilied to by some citizen
of integrity in the town where made: these reports
when fa, will he referioj to a. Committee of three
c
impotent, dl -interested gentlemen, whose duty it
shall be to award said premiums after examining the
rep orts; the premiums to be pa d on the 1st day oi
January, ISO1?.
To avoid any poss'blc cliemifal error in the manufocture of my Fertilizers, I have made arrangements
with the hisrhe&t chemical talent, to aid me ip this
important department, and not a single ton of Phosphate or Tobacco Fertilizer will be allowed to go to
market until it has been sampled and passed inspection by actual any sis.
E&'The above-named Fertilizers can be purchased from reliable dealers throughout New England.
Pamphlets containing testimonials and directions
for ns.ng Super-Phosphate oi Lime can be had, free
of choice, by addressing the manufacturer or dealers: also Bradlev’s Manual tor growing Tobacco will
be sent frefe to any grower o. the weed, by asking for
it by mail.
WM. L. BRADLEY,
Manufacturer of Coe’s Bradley’s Patent Super-Phosphate el Lime; Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilize: Fine and Extra Fir.e Ground Bone;
Powdered Raw Bone, &c.
24 Broad Street. Boston.
Jan 27—dim

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed an excess ot any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the .-dinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in malurer years,
SEEK FOR AN ANTa DOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to fob

Dyspepsia Cure

The World’s Great

{rnrsucs

Philadelphia

“There Is no stfch Word as

*

60
40

opportunity

On and after Monday, Nov. CM. 1805,
Sw***WMtraina will run as follows
Horning Train for South Paris, Lewiston and
Auburn at 7 35 a m.
Mail Train for Waterville,
Bangor, Gorham, Island
ond, Moatro »1 aud Quebec at 110 p m
This train connects with Exp ess train for Toronto
etroit ami Chicago.
S.coping Cars attached from
land Pond to Quebec aud Montreal.
No Baggage can be received or checked after the
me above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows :—
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
810 a. if
From Montreal, Quebec <fcc,
145 p, m.
n*SElE$g3

DAYS.

a

50
20
20

fortunate should be PARTICULAR in selecting liis
physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
iroiu inexperienced physicians in general
practice;
tor it is a point generally conceded by the best syphi
ograpliers, that the study and management of these
complaints should engross the whom time oi those
who would be competent and successful in their trea:ment and cure.
The inexperienced general practitnor time to make
ioner, having neither
liimseli acquainted with tlieir pathology, commonly
one system of treatment, in wosc cases inakng an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Street.
feb7dtf

From Long VVhar Boston,.at 12 M.
From Pine St. Wharf, Philadelphia,.at 10 A.M.
Freight for the West forwarded by the Pennsylvania Railroad, and to Baltimore and Washington by
Canal or Railroad, freed commissions.
For freight, apply to
SPRAGUE, SOULE & OO.f
9 T Whan, Boston.
Nov 22—<llyr

$60

Meadow,

Proprietors.

any other.

RAILWAY^

GRAND TRUNK

sulncicut assiuancc

CAUTION TO THE PUEI.IC.
Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their etticacy established by well tested experience in
t ie hands of a regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies tits him for all the duties he must
luliill; yet the country is liooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the worlu.
are not only useless, but always iujurieus.
The un-

& CO.,
6 India

Bteamihip Line.

with my

experiment on Grass, do.
third
do.
uo.
For the beskexperiment on Tobacco with Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilizer,
second best experiment on Tobacco, do.

BICKFORD

as

»5

tlio afflicted to tli«

»cd-carued mputaUun
oi l.i,»!.iuandauc-

tomisiiiug

The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, and ARLES
now form the line, and a steamer leaves each port

■

second best

&

and

Boston

Cubebs and

experiment
experiment

Street

Route

COMPOUND KXT&ACT OP

third
do.
do.
do.,
,For the best experiment on Potatoes,
second best experiment on Potatoes,
third
do.
do.
_J'
on Turnips,
Fffr the best
second nest
do.
For the best
on Oats,
second best
do.
Fort the best experiment on Grass, either Pasture

Temple

this

^

China, East and North Vassalboro’ at Vasaalboro’, aud for Unity at Kendall’s Mill’s.
W. HATCH, Train Mauugcr.
Dec. 11.1865—dtf

FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST.

of land each.

1 •throughout

Dr.

& CO.,
200 State Street,

BRIDGE, LORD

Boston, Feb. 3d, 1SGG.

Proprietor,
PORTLAND,
MAINE.

NEW ENOLA^p FARMmy

one acre

COMPANY.

FOR HAVANA.

Or to

It will not stain the skin,
soil the finest linen.

Hundred DoUars!

For1 the best experiment on fndian
Super Phoaph tecf Lime,

or

AwetiJn’ir 1. 186a.

betonnd at

ALSO,

A

no* less

STEAMSHIP

to visit the Island of Cuba.
Prlco of passage, $6; in currer cy.
For freight or passage, apply to
WM. H. KINSMAN

restore Grey or Diseased Hair
to its .natural condition and color.
Eradicates all Humors and Dandruff from the Head. Will prevent
and cure JVervous Headache.
Will
cause the Hair to grow, giving it
the natural color and beauty of
uo

experiments with

on

run as

WILL

MANUFACTURER'S PRICES.

in Premiums, offered
ERS for Uie best

**

1$1,204,188,40

151 Middle St.

FOR

$nt.

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

_

“DEXTER,”
“BRIGHTON,”
“SARATOGA,”

Great

a

PORTLAND, ME.,

Five

notice,

day, March 1st, I860, at 3 P. M.
These steamers are first class, and will sail semimonthly. Having very superior Cabin accommodations, they offer unusual facilities for those wishing

City II&1I Building, Market Square,

AT

until further

Carrying the United States Mails. The
STEAMMK “TON A WAN DA,”
John Berry, Commander,
sail from the endot Long Wharf.on Thursday, February 15tb, 1866, at 3 P. M., to be lollowed by the Steamer
CORTEZ,” sailing Thurs-

AUSTIN B. FRENCH,

Ware, «&c*«

•*

VeTt Finish,

CO»9

Wooden

Low by

as

oi

6811
ot
1}u of
'?°1a.ld,
,tllc »tlenUon
tact
111* long standing
and

Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Bellast at Augusta, and for Solon. Anson, Norridgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegan,

STEAMERS

L. BILLINGS. Agent.
fob.18,1863 —dtf

youth.

Seeds,

trains.
Pare

jgr

And Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilizer in growing
Cora, Potatoes, Turnips, Oats, Grass, and Tobacco,

INSURANCE COMP’Y

The “MORTON” HAT,

MORRIS dfc

Implements,

daily (Sundays excepted)

On and after Nov. 6 1863, Prasenger
Trains leave as follows
Leave Portland for Boston at 8 45 ▲. x. and 2 20 p.

Fare in Cabin
$2.00.
Freight taken as usual
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger ior every $500 additional value.

or

uttering under the
private diseases, whether arising itow
or the terrible vice of sell-abuse,
ikipUf(P co.n,ncction
oevoting his entire time to that particular branch oi
m?^al proltssIui-De lecis warranted in GuarJ?*

at 5.15 P. M. (Mixed Train.)
Leave Skow began for Portland and Boston at 8.30
A M., Augusta 10.35 and Bath at 11.55.
This is the only route east without break ol gauge
at Portland. Through tickets for all Stations on this
line, also on the Maine Central R. R., can be purchased in Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going east
will change cars at the first depot they arrive at in
Portland, where ample time is there allowed to dine
(45 minutes) at a first class eating house. Superior
and well ventilated cars are run with the through

Arrangement t

Summer

PORTLAND.

is not

SOLD BY

Perpetual Policies (noVer expiring) will be issued
oh this class of property, at such a goet as it will be for
the interest of every person wanting insurance to
call and see lor themselves.
C3T*Full particulars as to rates and terms given on

Surplus,204,188,10

SILK AND

PORTLAND AND BOSTON L1NE1

ltagS^£l

the best materials, in the most improved manner, it is conyn ended to the
public as superior to any other in the market. All who have
used it speak of it in the highest terms ol praise: and
the manufacturer will continue his best endeavors to
advance the reputation which it has already acquired, on its merit alone.

Agricultural

the Wharf.

BOSTON AND CUBA

1863.

ttoni b A. M. tour. M.
Uo*f8 wUly*and
**• audiesses those who are s

amiction

PORTLAND

Will,

of

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

on

follows:—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
>every Monday Tuesday Wednes■day. Thursday, Friday and Saturat 7 o’clock P M
and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday, Friday and Saturday, a< 5 o’clock P.M,

1

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

Agent,

Y,

Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal,

Warranted Genuine*

MADE

it

At Office
Portland, Fob 28th. 1866.—dtf

Aug 5, 1865.

AND FURNITURE.

all

Perry's,

A, SOM Eli

of

STORES, STOCKS,

$1,000,000

can

and

THE

<•<

1,

ARRANGEMENT!

On and after Friday, Mar. 2d,
the new an* fast-going Steamer
“REGULATOR,” Cant. Wm.
R Kuix,wiii leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State Street, Tortlaud, every
iia. 3
Tuesday and Friday Evening,at 10 o’clock, connecting with th©2* p m train from Boston.
Returningwill-leave WinUrport every Monday and
Thursday Morning a 6o’clock, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Buck sport, and
W> liter port, both ways.
Passengers ticketed through on.t’ eBoston $*Maine,
and Eastern Rai roau at the Depots in Boston, Salem,
L\ nn and Lawrence
For Freight or Passage a* ply to

Cases,

Jan 12—eod3m

PATENT

APRIL

LINE.

P0RTLAND&PENOBSCOT RIVER
SPRING

Bath

any amount

leave Portland.
For trelght or passage apply to
EMBRY A FOX. Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. d. CROMWELL A CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
Mav 39. 1985.
dtf

Prove

lor

ROOMS,

3ro. 5 Temple Street,
he can be consulted privately, and with
WHERE
the utmo.-t continence by in* uinicuiu, aiuii

LOO P. M.

The Company

..

WM. PAINE, 163 Middle Street

by T7m. L Bradley,

PATENTED

W If any party holding a perpetual policy,
should desire to cancel the same, the company will
pay him back 90 per cent, of the amonnt paid.

YORK

The pnte-viid and fait Steamship, DIR1GO, Capt. 11. Sherwood
ana FkAntudlA, (JapT W. W,
HEBWOOO, will until farther no,
ioe. ran as follows:
s
Leave Brown Wharf, fortland, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Piei
38 East River, Now York, every WJC&NESDAX
ana oaXURDAY, at 4 o’olook P. M.
These vessels are fitted up w-th tine aooommodations ibr passengers, making this the most speedy,
safe and oomfortable route tor travellers betweea
New Yorfc and Maine
Passage, m State Boom,
86.00. Cabin passage #6.00. Meals extra.
Goods rorwardedby this line to and from Montreal, ynebej, Xsangor, Bath, Augusta, fcastport and
St.John.
X Z'
Shippers nro requested to send their freight to the
steamers as early as 3 P. M. on the day that they

Brooklyn, New York.

BOSTON.

Specimen copies

for a charm inf/ Book.

The best In tho city

SEMI-WEEKLY

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME*

b2 seen at their store.
The public are invited to call, examine and subscribe

mav

And the New

Manufactured

me.

Are agents lo the sal© of the work.

qualities

NEW

PRIVATE MEDICAL

-aggr
jj^y:’ 'i Trains leave Portland daily (Sundays
v5hf—^R*excepted) for Balh, Lewiston via Androscoggin it. R.), Augusta, Waterville, Kendall’s
Mill-, Skowhegau, and intermediate Stations, at

Portland

Coe’s

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

via Waterville
Mill**.

JMedical.

_

DR J. B. HUGHES

WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1865-66.
ComineiiciriK December, XI, X065.

STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

other, sent tree.
Sold only by

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME,

Dwelling Houses, Barns, Churches,
a

VEitTON,

BRADLEY’S

ex-

seen

one

PORTLAND AND

Highly Ornamented*
f3T“Ill,istrated Catalogue®, containing cuts taken
from Photoglyphs, showing their relative size to each

S. J. Seely, Esq.: I’ { }
Dear Sir—In auswer to your request, I am pleased
to state that I have manufactured shoo containing
your Metallic Sole by machinery. I think them a superior article for keeping the feet dry. In manufacturing them there is no trouble from cutting the
thread when sewing, nor any difficulty in putting
them in the shoe.
Respectfully vours,
SEELEMAN PEARLHROOK,
Practical Shoe Manufacturer, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mar. 15—d3m.

on

AND

truly NATIONAL BOOK should be
and purchased by every
THIS
who would have

the desirable

_Medical.

and for

Machias.
At St. John the Steamer Empress will connect for
Windsor, Digby and Halifax; and E. & N. A. Railway will connect for Shediac.
Freight received on days of sailing until lour
o'clock P, M.
C. C. EATON, Agent.
Feb 26,1866.
mhdOdtf

t/OXS’B

Policies Issued for

properly,

perfectly

so

EMMA O

$1,176,859.07

pire,

LIBERTY!

0F_

INSURANCE

«

of

Portland to Skowhetfiin
aud Kendall’*

THURSDAY,

invention tor the preserva1 remain rulv yours,

dryness and durabmtv.

HOME

I

an

were

SAMUEL JEFFERSON, Contractor,'New York.
Mr. Samuel J. Seely :
Dear Sir-I take great pleasure in offering my
to the usefulness and comfort of your pat- !
testimony
ent Metallic Sole. I have used a pair of boots for the
past seven months, furnished with this Sole, and feel
no hesitation in saying that I have never worn shoes
that combined

Also PERPETUAL POLICIES, which never

THE

FLOWER

TeRPEYUAL INSURANCE!

deserve tor so valuable
tion of health,

Styles

Richly Finished

8atent

i)

to

WEEK.

A

and the Steamer NEW YORK,Capt
‘H. W. Chisholm,will leave Railroad
'Wharf, foot o4 State St, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 5o’clock r. M., for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St.John every MONDAY and
at § o’clock A. M. for Last port, Portland, and Boston.
At EaMport the Steamer Queen will connect lor St.
Andrews, Robbinston and Catais, with the New
Brunswick and Canada Railway, for Woodstock and
Houlton Stations; and Stage Coaches will connect for

f

THE AMERICAN ORGANS all have the Reverberating Sound Box, or Wind Chest, and are finished
in the highest style oiart, m Rosewood, Jet, Walnut,
and Oak finish, richly varnished and Polished, or in
smooth Oil PinLL, forming elegant pieces of thrniture
for the Parlor or Boudoir; and the Oak and Walnut
especially adapted for Churches, Lecture and Lodge
Rooms.
THE AMERICAN ORGANS are all finished with
our new PATENT improvements,
containing the
improved Knee Swell,Double Bellows,two Blow Pedals, and TRE MOLO found in no other instrument.

j

Marine

Organ is Warranted
Satisfactory*

TRIPS

The Steamer NEW BRUNSWICK, Capt. E.
Winchester,

First Premium awarded to the American Organs at
the Great New York State Agricultural Fair at
Rochester, September, 1864, over the whole catalogue
exhibited by the most celebrated makers.
THE AMERICAN ORGANS are the ONLY
REAL REED ORGANS now before the public. The
only Organ having a REVERBERATING SOUND
BOX or WIND CHEST—which has the same important part to perform as the Sounding Board has m a
Piano Forte (to give body and resonance of tone) and
without which the Organ becomes merely a Melodeon in an Organ Case.
The American Organs not only have the Wind-Chest or Sound Box but have the
large Organ Bellows, giving power
great steadiness oi tone.
These with their extreme fine voicing
of the Reeds and perfecting of* the tons, make them
the MOST PERFECT ORGAN KNOWN. Then, in
fineness ot workmanship, finish of action,! and ease,
they excel all others, lliese great improvements
and superiority of tone and wormanship of the Amercah Organs plage them in tho front rank as the best
and command a higher price than any other reed instrument in the market.
A careful examination of
them, in comparison with olhers, will quickly show
their superiority.
Special attention is called to the style of the American Organ, No. 17, containing the Super-Octave
Coupler and aub-Bass. FOR CHURCHES in want
ota powerful instrument, whose means are limited,
Ms price renders it very dearable.

Metalio Plate, exceedingly duofilq, combining
fldxibiEty with toughness, very tight, and everyway
adapted to the end desired, wulle the additional expense is merely nominal. It furnishes a perfect barrier again*! the admission ofwetor dampness, though
the fe»;t may be exoosed ever io long upon wet pavements or damp ground.

generally,
perfected complete arrangements for

Premiums

Calais and St. Jobn.

TWO

•warded to the American Organa in the
Month of October* 18C5* over all compel*
Hors* at different State and County Fairs*

cr ana

INSURANCE AGENCY!
they

;

The invention consists in inserting between the inouter sole, when the boot is making, a thin

GENERAL

the

THE AMERICAN ORGAN makes Home Attractivc.and refines and elevates the minds ol all. Beautitul in its appearance and effects.

elegance or durability, and,'if possible, without adding sensibly to the cost of their manufacture. These,
it will be conceded, arc most important features,
and we conscientiously affirm that they are absoluteattained in the invention herewith presented to
ly
the public.

York Office desired.
Portland, Feb. 6 1866—dtf

HAVE

11

in any Boston

placed

FH3VBD, hum the most ample experieuiirc success; oimplo— Prompt— Efficient, and ReOable. They are the only Medicines
to txiouhir use—so
perfectly adap'ed
simple that
mistakes cannot be rn&ue in using them; so harmless
as to be free from uau-er, ana so efficient as to be always reliable. They have raised the highest coinmeudatioo from all, and will alway^render satisiac
lion.
Cts.
No. 1 Cures defers. Congestion, Inflamations,
25
44
2
25
Worms, Worm-Fever Worm-Colic,
3
Colio or Teething of inlhuts, 25
Cryinti
"
i
Dianna of children or adults.
25
44
**. 5
Dysentery, Griping. Biliious Colic, 25
**
•*
6
Cholera-Mgr bus, Nausea, Vomiting, 25
41
7
26
Coughs, Cplds, Bronchitis,
"8
25
Neuralgia Toothache, Faceache,
9
Headaches. fcick-Ueadache, Vortige, 26
ence. an

10
U

Unas*

Eastport,

Tlie most periectand beautiful Musical Instrument
in the world for the American Home Circle.

Seventeen—17—First

ap2dtd

International Steamship Go.

Waltham Street,

BOSTON, MASS.

..

dry

prepared to carry the largest amounts desired in
Marine, Inland, fire, Life and Accidental Insurance.
Marine and Inland, as well as Fire risks bound at
one.

Tremont, opposite

Wetting the Feet is the most prolific cause of
disease and death known to humanity. It i:s almost
and often
suve to bring on a cold; aud colds, neglected,
when not neglected, lead to fevers or to coughs and faof
this
truth
is
in
recognition
tal consumptions. It
that the inventive talent of the country lias for years
or
to
devise
attempting
been devising some method,
it lor keeping the feet dry, and yet -that should not
rive inconvenience to the wearer. Rubber shoes, in
one form or another, lure hitherto been our reliance;
but it is well known, as among their many evils, that
from external moisture,
while they keep the feet
they sweat them over much, and by thus inducing
an undue tenderness increase a suscepti ility to colds
rather than otherwise. They are also cumbcrsofne to
the feet, and withal are very expensive. Tho demand
is for something that shall make the ordinary Boot
and Shoe impervious to wat:-r, without affecting their

G. T. U. Passenger Depot.-

Portkmd, Dec. 11th, I860.

MANUFACTORY,

A NEW INVENTION.

are

5

AMERICAN ORGANS!

SEELY’S

Patent Metallic Sole.

$27»000,000.

HUMPHREYS’

•*

—

COMPANIES.

LIFE

Sown in darkness or sown in light,
Sown <n weakness or sown in might,
Sown in moe kness or sown in wrath,
In the broad world-field or the shadowy path,—
Sure will the harvest be.
—From Hjmns for Mothers and Children.

*4

Passage to Londondery and Liverpool:
Cabin (according to accommodations)
$70 to $80
Steerage,
$25
Payable m Gold or its equivalent.
For freight or
passage apply to
H. Sc A. ALLAN,

Hartford.

And some are soaring the seed of care,
Wnich their soil hath b>rne, and till must bear;
Sad will-the harvest be.

Liverpool.

Return Tickets Granted at Reduced Bates
Tlie Steamship MORAVIAN, Captain Aiton
W'il sail from this port for
Liverpool, SATURDAY,
April 7 h, 1806, immediately alter the arrival Ql the
tfainoi th3 previous day from Montreal.
at
sit
°T,ed l>y the Damascus, Capt. Watts, on
-the
14th April.

C.—InnerocTe.

Of Liverpool and London.
Of New York,
Of New York.
lork*
of
or New v®rk*
°f Norwich.
" orccstcr.

1

scmo are

HOMCEOPaTHIC

-igjUmiteAoto.

Aphil>.
*

J3.ua,

And some are sowing the seed oi pain,
ci lx e remorse, ani a madiened brain;

Aid

of North

and

Londonderry

*

•'

FIRE COMPANIES.

Sweet will the harvest be.

Ani tho stars shall tad and the sun shall wane,
Ere they root the weeds from the soil again:
Dark will The harvest be.

and U. S. Mails.
Passengers Booke&to

1

mt N«w York.

Washington.
Insurance Co.

seed ol word and deed,
Thcv arc soWtfig the
Wnici the old *ujw nor. nor t o careless heed;
l too kindly doe 1
an
O th jcntle ward
That have blessed the heart in its sorest need;

r.

COMPANIES.

MARINE

«oo.l anj dell,
their fancies f.
hav^brolightcreep
the flower-buds swell;

Thev
beru

Carrying tire Canadian

PAT’lfftspt. 5, 1865.

FOYE. COFFIN & SWAN,.

t

Railroads.

|

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co, PORTLAND AKENNEBEC R. R.
*

rcs-sdr*
ttFS&fSS?

Steamers.

S. D. &H. W. Smith’s

Agency! TIKE GIBE OF JOBB LITE

General Insurance

j

Miscellaneous.

M iscellaneous!_

Insurance.

_Poetry._

the

complexion.

Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam!
Coughs, Colds und Consumption!
in 1832, and atW the heat Luoicn
J remedy for all affections of the Lunya, Throat ana
Cheat. Be caretul to get the genuine.
REED. CUTLER & CO., Boston. Proprietor*
Large Bottles, 81.00.
Small. 50 eents.
Far

JESTABLISHED
Pure

Uar'ch^le^U^'
Ualll.

Cod Liver Oil

Bottled expressly for Medicinal uso by PEED,
CUTLER & CO., wlio have facilities for obtaining oil
the most reliable quaJity. Large Bottles, $1,(0.
Nov 10—d&w6m

ol

W for sale by every Drug 1st
SUUi

of

!' ~*1

■

■

